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rums:-Eight Dollar?
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MISCELLANEOUS
W.

O. M. A 1>-

year in advance.

of advertising.—One inch oi spa**?.,
column, constitutes “square.

j

Olil

Bethel

Building,

BKA'D OF 1,01*0 Wlt.\ftF.v

in

eugth
$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cent? per
Having been appointed Agents for the sale of the
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continu
ng every other day alter first week, 50 cent?.
McGREGOR FURNACES
llall square, throe insertions or loss, 75 cents; on*-* I
week, $1.00 : 50 cents per week alter.
fjl
a,“*
call the attention of
Under head of “Amusements,’’ $2.0o yer square
th .sl in want oi h I wj.rU.f
ttNACilS, for wanning
per weak; three insertions or less, $1.50.
lor the first, insquare
per
Special Notici:h,$1.25
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
sertion, and 25 cents per square ibr each subsequent
oi

P?mia"n,

usertion.
*
Maihf. ©TATE
Advertise rami is Inserted in the
Press”(which lift* a large circulation in every parfor
first insertion*
of the State) lor j>l.oo per square
and 50 emits per square for each subsequent inser......

tion.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Stores,

AS
COURSE LECTURES

TUE—

all of wlacli

Office

a fid

Stoves,

Muskets.

$1.35.
8000 Smooth Bore Muskets

probably by
completion

of the

Lecture Committee.
II. M. HART,
FRED. E. SHAW.

MATHEWS,

Marks,

Cor.

American make, Percussion Locks; in perfect order.
lCxcelleat Shooters.
Just the thing for duck ■hootPrice $1 25 each.

ing.

Tickets for the course of Tw elve Lectures, $1.50, to
be liad at It. Packard’s, cor. of Oak and Congress sts.;
Bailey & Noyes, Fore st.; Shaw Brothers’ Hal store,
cor. Congress and Center sts.; and of the Committee.
Evening Tickets, first lecture, 25 Cents, to be liqfl at
the above places and at the door.
Doors open at G± o’clock, Lecture at 7J o’click.
FRED N. DOW,

prepared to k«| p*y at the

we are

'J IN, SHEET IKON and COPI'FJl Ware manufactured to order.
0. JI.A D. w. KARO.

BARTLtfTT,

course.

Ski.

Lowest Market Prices !

Hon. A. IT. BULLOCK, Governor of Massachusetts,
Nov. 26th.
Rev. J. C. STOCKBRLDGE, D. D.,
Prof. L. AGASSIZ,
Rev. R. S. STORKS, D. D.,
Rev. WM. ALLEN
of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Rev. H. B. RJDGWAY,
Rev. Dr. TEFT,
Rev. A. A. WILLETS, D. D.,

Wm. M.

Pnrlor

Cooking,

Muskets,

bo followed by

Rev. WM. H. FENN,
Rev. H. S. CARPENTER,
Rev. Mr. DA Y, of Providence, in

Secretary.

PORTLAND THEATRE.
&

IVew Carbines ?

3000
31

inch Barrel, Black Waluat Stock,

I^or boat shooting.
been in sendee, at

Bright and

new

having

never

$3.25 Ekch !
5000 Prussian Smooth

Malingers.

DBASE

KIOtrifTED,

Open Every Evening:

Maui*.

sew Mattress Cases and to
Constant employment. Apr, over Perkins’, two doors
at P. H. SAMUEL’S.
noCd3t

TUE

is

of

War in

*61.

ot

oi a

m»i

interesting
transpired
house at the beginning of the late
»ent’s
which

scene

at

the

war.

There is scarcely a family in our country that,
w,
will
not, earlier or later, desire a copy qf this r/reat

picture.
Intelligent,

active miles or females, will find tins
of the most rapidly selling Engravings yet
Exclusive Territory given in all cases.
For full particulars send for circular.
J. B. BULK
Address,
CO.,
f»4 Asylum st., Hartford, Conn.
ocl9d&wlm*

publish-

one

ed.
l

Logging

Teams Wanted.

"PROPOSALS will bo received for ending and hnulI
iiig the limber from one (1) to ten (10) lots, situ-

ated in

BLOOMFIELD, VERMONT,
the ensuing winter. Distance to haul from onc-tourth

to two miles.
We are also
to fill orders for frames or
spruce dimension timber. Apply to
Perkins, Tyler & Co.,
North Stratford, N. II.
or Perkins, Jackson & Co.,
High Street Wharf, formerly Sawyers, foot of High
Street.
n
septft d&wtf

prepared

For Frank Moore's New
“

Women

business alone until the 1st of October, when lie took
Mr. Powars into the business with him.
The firm
now is
COX & POWARS,
Late Whitney & Co.
Portland, Me., Nov. 1,18G6. dtf

HAS

AT

oc302w*

Wanted Immediately.
A
Good American, Nova Scotia and Irish
Girls to do housework, cook, $c., in private lamilies and hotels in this citv and country.
Situations sure. The best wages paid.
A'so 50 Girls t» work ijn Factories.
Farmers and others wanting men for any work
will do well to call on us, as we will supply them free
of charge. Address or apply at the General Agency
Employ m< nt Office, 351* Congress Street, up stairs.
COX & POWAKS.
late WHlTNJfiX & CO.
sept26dtl

XUv

Barrels suitable lor Sugar, for which cash
highest price will be paid by
Lynch, barker# oo.,
139 Commercial street.

goods are of the best material and manufacture
the market, and our prices arc as

Our
in

Low

from the Casco National Bank of Portthe 5th instant, betwoen the hours of 12
and 1 o’clock, a package of Gold containing *1,103.33,
it 100 of it being in Double Eagles. The above rowan! will be paid for the

STOLEN
land,

on

rewyer^ofDmmong^

novGdtf_

5,IMSC.
Found.

the

the
ONwhich night

of 2d

inst. a
have

owner can

Cumberland street.

Mack Spaniel DOG,
by calling at No. 40
liovtkilw

Lost!
between Tukcy’s Bridge and Samshoe

SOMEWHERE
uel BcU'b

as

the

store, bundle containing a Cassimere Shawl, a light colored cape and c ollar, with
initials on collar, L. M. P.; the finder will he suitably
rewarded by leaving the same at 353 Congress st.
net 13 diWtf
Namnri Bell.
a

BOARD AND ROOMS.

55r'E. C. Burt’s splendid Boot lor Ladies, of various styles.
dr* Call and examine before you purchase.
ELLIOT
Nov

A

TWO

ga^Every style of Job work neatly executed at
this office.

_

Edmund Phinney,

noS—dlw

Committee

Argus copy.
/Vw.

Ambrose Giddings,
Jos. Bradford,
Elias Chase,
W. 1\ Files.
on Laying out New Streets.

--x-

•

i.

•

undersigned
TOE
nership under the firm of

day formed a Copart-

have this

WEBB

&

FOGG,

have purchased of ALBERT

WEBB

Ac

their Stock and lease of Store

HEAD

OF

lflEBRILE’S

WHARF.

wholesale Corn,

a

STEPHEN TT. WEBB,
JAMES L. FOGG.

F

uo8dlm

Tbc subscribers having disposed of their stock in
trade to Messrs. Webb A Fogg, would recommend them to their former patrons.
All persons having business with our firm will
please call at the Counting Room of Messrs. WEBB
& FOGG, Head of Merrill’s Wharf.

Drug

269

Ohas.H.Rice&Co,

and 271 East Water St,

Milwavlee. Wisconsin.

South Water St.,

211

Illinois,

Chicago.

Store for Sale.

ONE

to

II. T. CUMMINGS M. D., A CO.,
IK*. 434 Coagrrw Street.
Portland, Nov. 2, ltsftti.
po2dlw
has

A Scandinavian Chemist
produced, to bless mankind, the long looked-for
Alchemy, the

Universal

Commission Merchants
AND DEALERSIN

Grain, Flour, Provisions, Hops,
Seeds, Wool, Jtuller, and
Lake Fish.

of the most extensive and oldest establishments in the city.
11 does perhaps the largest
prescription business in the State, and has a reputation wider even than this.
From its locality its trade must continually increase, and such an opportunity for securing a well
established business is rarely presented.

Apply

Safety

Match

made without
SULPHUR or PHOSPHORUS.
Cheapest as well as Best.
Three cents per box. Thirty cts per dozen. oc2f»eod2w

coT,

Successors to F. P* and M. T. Belford, at Mrs. M.
J. Nichols, U. S. Hotel
received a lot of Tretonsse, best quality,
Kid Gloves. Also Zephyr Worsteds, Slippers,

selected for millers bv car load or cargo, and
shipped at lowest rates, in bulk, bags, or barrels.
Produce bought and held on mai gins,for sale here,
or shipment eastward.
Orders solicited which shall have prompt attention.
Market reports sent without charge.
Refer to First National Bank, Milwaukee, Wis.;
Fifth Nat. Bank Chicago, Ills.
augltf—diawim
Gram

Dwelling1

Hoods, Hosiery, Ladies’ Under Vests, Corsets, LhiSetts, plain and emb. Hdiets., Muslin and Oam.
Edgings, Dress Buttons, together with all articles
usually found in a first class Fancy Goods Store.
1 lieir triends and the
public are invited to call and
examine them.
till Jan. 1, 1867.
nov 7

en

House for Male
'■ub3criber oilers for sale his Dwelling House
near the corner of Oxford and Wilraot
Streets. It is a two and a half story House, thoroughly built, nearly new, finished in modern style.
It has a large cistern, and a pood well of water. Apply io J. PENNELL, on the premises, or W. 11.
situated
THE

JERltlS, Real Estate Agent.
proposals

nov8d2w*

lor Plastering

9000 square yards on the walls of a building now in progress, will be received by the Architect until Nov. 15th, at noon.
Specifications will be furnished on application.

ABOUT

L. NEWCOMB, Architect.
No. 23 Free street.

For Sale.
NICE STOCK of GROCERIES and PROVIHJ\IONS, with STORE, In one of the best loealions
in this city. Has a good run of the best ot trade.
For pa ticulars enquire at
PRESS OFFICE.
uo8dtf

8000

Price

Si 2S

WILLIAM READ & SON,
13 Faucail Hall Square, BOSTON.

Nov 3—d£ w3w

C.

MOXCEY

Dress

IT »ii*

e i*,

Has Removed to

339

Congress Street,

(A lew doors above the Preble House.)

Bricks ior Sale.
1QK nnO NEW BRICKS forsale by
S. H. HACKKTT,
lOO.UUU

New Gloucester, Me.

A Bare Chance tor Investment.
ALBION HOUSE, on Federal street, atljoinTHE
ing U. S. Hotel, for sale.
For particulars enquire of
Not

8—*13w

JORJT

PROCTER.

C.

TO LET.

fice, Portland.

A

gentlemen.

front
ol the

The finder will be
at the store of

no8d3t*

furnto one

part
City,
Address Bo* 42 tost Of-

__nov
Lost!

SMALL silver mounted Revolver

tne same

room

suitably

8 tf*

seven

reward

shooter

l^v

by
ng
G. L. BAILEY
Free street.

Plastering.
at Auction.
Saffr-Groeery Store and Stock.
Copartukrship
Notice—Webb & Fogg.
Rare

ELECTIONS.

TDK

t

New York, Nov. 7.
Gen. Hal pine (Miles O’Reily) is elected Register by 18,000 majority.

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 7.
The Republican Union General Committee
qre firing 100 guns in honor of the re-election
Of Gov. Fenton.
New Jentp.

Newark, N. J., Nov. 7.
Hill, Republican, is elected to Congress over
Rogers by 400 majority, and it is believed that

Newell is re-elected in the second district. The
Congressional delegation will staiid four Re-

j publicans

Democrat, a gain of two.
Trenton, N. J.. Nov. 7.
I Charles Haight, Democrat, is elected in the
jecond district by a majority of over 200. The
Legislature, in both branches is Republican.

m

n

|ii'n "inl.iiiiim

miiii

to

one

Wednesday.—Judge Walton gave the jury the
Cnllagan will case, after an able charge occupying one
twenty minutes. The jury retired about
ball past ten o'clock, If they agreed
they were ts seal
their
verdict and return it to Court next Monday
up

afternoon.
After being out seven hours the
jury, at six o'clock
last evening, separated. It was understood
they
could not agree upon a verdict.

adjourned to three o'clock Monday afternoon,
time the following cases win he
disposed of,
In the order iu which
they are named:
447.—Lydia A. Libby v George W. Growae.
2#T.—Edward G. Hight & al. v Joshua E. Jenks.
Court

at which

84.—John Goddard v Edward M. Patteu.
R Fr<>8t * **•T Joseph
Ilaley, admln-

toff*****

Nov. 7.
Return! from tho election in Delaware are
received. New Castle county gives 189 majority for Riddle, Kent county gives 921 Democratic majority. Sussex county is not
complete,
but enough is known to fix the Democratic majority in the State at 1000; a gain of 500.

Michigan.

j

Detroit,

Mich.. Nov. 7.

Michigan elects an entire Republican Congressional delegation.
Beauman’s

4,301,
2,400.

a

majority in the first district is
Republican gain on the vote of 1864 of
In the second district Upson’s
majority

is large,
showing a Republican gain of 230. In
the third district, so far as heard
from, Ferry
has 2,100 majority. In the sixth district
meagre
returns give Driggs 2000 majority.
The Republicans gain largely
the
throughout
State. In Wayne county, which includes Detroit, they elect Sheriff, Prosecuting Attorney
and Recorder, and gain two State Senators and
three Representatives.
The Common Council of Detroit stands ten
Republicans, nine Democrats and one Workman. The Republicans have
gained four members.

Foreign News

per Steamer.

JUDOE KINGSBURY PRESIDING.

Wednesday.—K. D. Atwood and Andrew
Glinchy paid $22.2G each, on search and seizure

Mcwar-

rants ,>

P. 4- & N. U.—The regular
meeting of the
Board of Managers of the “Portland
Army and
Navy. Union" was held at tho Preble House
Tuesday evening. The meeting waa called to
order by Dr. S. C. Gordon,
who, in the absence
of the President, took the ohair. The
of
the

committee

report

arranging

for a course of
public lectures was called for, and Paul Chadbourne, chairman of the committee, made a
partial report, of which the following is the
substance: That no definite
arrangements have
been made for a hall, but it is
thought some
suitable place can be obtained. The committee
have corresponded with quite a number of
gentlemen, who have been connected with the Aror
my
Navy during the late war, and considering the lateness of the movement, have met
with encouraging success. Pour first class lectureta have been secured, viz: Gen. John C.
on

li Caldwell, Rev. George H. Hepworth, of BosEMPRESS ton, Bev. A. H. Quint, of New Bedford, Mass,
and Col. Francis G. Parker, of
Boston, all of
CARLOTTA.
whom have been
•

HEALTH

OF THE

Battle

in

Candia.

The Borussia, from Southampton,
brings the
following items of news:
Teiette, Oct. 27.—The condition of the Em-

press Carlotta is unchanged. Maximilian telof the course pursued by
says nothing of any intention on his part to leave Mexico.
Dresden, Oct. 27.—A Royal decree was issued
to-day dissolving the Provisional Government.
Herr Nostes has been appointed Minister of
the Interior.
Alexandria, Oct. 25.—News received from
Greek sources state that a great battle took
place in Candia on the 17th fust., between the
Cretans, 10,000 strong, and the combined Turkish and Egyptians, numbering 30,000. The latter are said to be repulsed, and Ismael Pacha
wounded.

egraphs his approval
her physicians, but

Cauadiau

Affairs.
Montreal, C. E., Nov. 7.
B. Devlin, an eminent lawyer is here,
having
been requested by the U. 8. Government to
defend the Fenian prisoners here whose trials
will commence in December next.

Toronto, Nov. 7.
The Fenian trials will be laid over until tomorrow, on account of witnesses being absent
to attend to elections in tbe States.
Father McMahan, under sentence of death,
has determined to appeal for a new trial.
An
application for a new trial will also be made in
behalf of Col. Lynch.
The Mayor of Quebec has received a nnmber
of cable telegrams from England
empowering
him to draw money lor the relief
l>y the Lrte fire.
In the case relating to the suspension of the
Bank of Upper Canada, the sixty days grace
by law for the resumption of specie payment,
expires next week, when the affairs of the
Bank will be placed in the hands of assignees
and wound up. In the meantime parties indebted to the Bank have the privilege of settling their indebtedness in notes on the Bank
at par. After assignment this can no longer
be done.
The volunteers stationed here have received
orders to break up on Friday, and are to be
struck off tile rolls. The guuboat Royal, stationed here, also leaves on Friday.
Destructive Fire in Osivcgo, X. I.
Oswego, N. Y., Nov. 7.
The North Western Elevator which was built
on the west side of the
river, in 1863, by Irwin
& Sloan, and the largest in the city, having
store capacity for nearly 300,000 bushels, was
destroyed by fire last night. There was stored
in it 150,000 bushels of grain, on which there
was an insurance of $220,000. The elevator
was valued at
$150,000, and was insured for
$80,000. The loss falls principally upon East-

ern

companies.

The fire was first discovered in the cupola,
and is supposed to have taken from a spark of
a passing
propeller. The fire will not interfere with the handling of grain at this port, as
the storage capacity at present is about two
mllions ot bushels.
Miscellaneous Dispatches.
Hariusburo, Pa., Nov. 7.
The 2!)th day of Nov. is appointed os a day
of Thanksgiving.
New York, Nov. 7.
The ship Bertram arrived here to-day from
Hamburg, having had three deaths on the passage.
Providence, R. L, Nov. 7.
Madame Ristori appeared as
Mary Stuart
this evening, at the Academy of Music, before
a crowded bouse,
comprising our leading citizens and their families.
The desire to hear her
was so great that nearly
every seat was sold in
advance, aud the entertainment passed off with
great eclat.
From Fortress Monroe.
Fortress Monroe, Nov. 7.
The steamer Star of the South, from Charleston for New York, arrived here disabled, and
was towed to Baltimore.
Hlatcmeut of the Public Debt.
Washington, Nov. 7.
The statement of the public debt is published. It is as follows: Total debt $2,681,636,966.34. Amount in the Treasury $130,326,960.62.
Onr

Through

Telegraph
causes

Dispatches.

entirely

unknown to us, we
readers this morning

unable to present onr
with hut meagre telegraphic
reports.

are

FROM EUROPE.
NEWS

BY

connected with the army.

is

THE

CABLE.

Lisbon, Nov. 6.—The United States iron-clad
Miantonomah has arrived here.
London, Nov. fi.—The American vessel Gen.
Sherman got ashore at Corea, and forty persons
on board were murdered by the natives.
Vienna, Nov. 6.—The project for military reform in Austria includes universal liability to
serve in the army, the use of breach loading
arms and other measures.
London, Nov. 6.—Earl Derby has encouraged
a deputation on the subject of the
Nicaragua
Railroad.
The rumor of an alliance of Spain with Brazil against Paraguay is denied.
Berlin, Nov. 6.—A Royal decree reduces the
Prussian force in Saxony to a peace footing.
Letters.—Dispatches from
Washington state that a committee of special
agenis of the PostofiQce Department have been

in consultation with the Postmaster-General
upon a new plan for the registration of letters.
It is proposed to furnish postmasters with envelopes of large size, and make them so con-

spicuous by means of various colors and printing, that they cannot readily be concealed by
the persons who have the handling of letters,
they are taken from or plaoed in the mail
pouches. In this way it is expected the security of registered letters will be greatly promoted.

It

confidently expected that the services of Maj,
Gen. Chamberlain, Mqj. Gen. John A.
Logan’
Mqj. «en. B. F. Butler, Maj. Gen. Howard, and
Gen^Charles G. Halpine (private Miles 0*Reilly) lfU also be secured.
■'« ljU M
It|i e*peote*ti£tthe Portly*
not Ranged out of town, win ftirnish the musir
On motion of A. W.
Bradbury the partial report of the committee was accepted, and the
committee authorized to complete the
them.
The names of fifty-five gentlemen were reported by the Secretary, as making application
for membership.
same

duty assigned

Or motion ot A. W. Bradbury the Board proceeded to ballot for the admittance of the
applicants to full membership. The result of the
showed that they were
unanimously electOn motion of E. B. Dow the
meeting adto
journed
Tuesday evening, Dee. 4th, at such
place as shall hereafter be designated.
The Association is
numbervote

ed.

prospering finely,
ing now about ISO members, and constantly increasing.

Institute of Science, Literature and
Art.—A full meetiug of public spirited citizens was held
by adjournment at the Mayor’s

Office last evening to consider the
expediency
of establishing an institution to be devoted to
the dissemination of science and literature and
a taste for F'"o Arts, which shall be
worthy of
our position as a
city, in tho future. The Reports of the several committees were made by
the respective Chairmen, after which the importance and feasibility of such an institute
among us was fully discussed and unanimouslv
concurred in.
Among the gentlemen who spoke on the subject were Hon. William Willis, Ex-Gov. Washbum, Hon. L. D. M. Sweat, Hon. S. E. Spring,
H. P. Deane, Esq., Col. James F.

Miller,

Gordon,

Dr!

Rev. Dr. Stoekbridge the
Chairman,
and others. It was then voted that the committee on drafting a Constitution should
proceed to their work, and also draft
up the form
of an Act which it is desirable to
present to tho
next Legislature for
under which
to

organize such

then

an

enactment,
institution. The meeting

adjourned, subject to the call of
Neal, Esq.

tho Chair-

man, John

Go and consult Mrs. Manchester. We have
full confidence in her, for her
practice has
been crowned with the highest
degree of sucand
we feel that we are not
cess,
only doing
justice to Mrs. Manchester, but also eonferring
favor on the afflicted by
directing them to her
rooms at No. 11
Clapps’ Block. As a clairvoyant, Mrs. M. is without a rival, which fact is
sufficiently attested by her increased and increasing popularity. Call at once without de-

lay.

•

Coughs and colds at this

season are

alarm-

ingly prevalent and should be guarded against
with the most vigilant care.
For all complaints of thus nature we know of no remedy
so highly endorsed as Dr. Laroolcah's Pulmonic
Syrup. Those who use it once will live to use
it again, and thank us for
calling their attention to it in this paragraph.
Cigars.—At the'U. S. Bonded Warehouse,
head of Atlantic wharf,
by order of the United States Marshal, Messrs E. M. Patten &
Co.,
will, at 11 o’clock to-day, sell at auction, the
largest lot of imparted cigars ever offered at
auction in this city. They were seized for nonpayment of dutids.
Portland Mutual Fire Insurance Co.—
a special
meeting held Tuesday evening, the

At

former board of officers were re-elected:

Chas.

Holden, President; Edward Shaw, Secretary,
&c. A second dividend (5 per cent.) to
policy
holders on property destroyed by the great fire,
was

declared.

Liquor Seizures.

The Deputy Marshals
yesterday seized eight barrels and a number of
demijohns of liquors in the shop of Mr. James
McGlinchy, on Commercial Street, and a small
quantity in the Walker House, on Canal St.,
kept by Mr. John Hilt.
—

Sale of Real Estate.—E. M. Patten &
Co. sold at auction yesterday, house and land
No. 14 Munjoy street, to Capt. C. C. Dailey for

82,950.

Any one who has found a silver mounted
revolvur will find the owner
by calling at G.
L. Bailey’s Free street.

Attention is called to the advertisement of
L.

Newcomb,
ing”

headed

“Proposals

for Plaster-

Davis & Co.’s is the place for all kinds ot
gloves and hosiery, also worsted goods.
A beautiful assortment of Dress
may be found ot Davis & Co.’s.

Trimmings

Post-Office Thief.—A youth named John
R. Hart has been
arrested in Portsmouth,
charged with stealing letters and money from
the Post Office. In default
of bail in the sum
of $1000, he was committed
to jail.
Wuat Doctors, Ministers and
Professors think of
them.—*4 I recommend their use to
public speakers”—
ev. E. H.
I have never
Chapiu.
mind

changed my
respecting ‘Brown’s Bronchial Troches’ from the
to think better of that which I
excepting
began
|
I thinking well of.”
Kev. Henry Ward Beecher.
John Quincy A^ams is defeated by the ; 4Great service in subduing hoarseness.”—Rev. Daniel
44
Republicans of Quincy. Geo. L. Gill, the re- Wise, New York. The Troches are a staff of life to
me.”—Prof. Edward North, President of Hamilton
cently removed Postmaster takes his place as
College, Clinton, N. Y. “A simple and elegant comRepresentative. Not Jack but Gill “goes up j1 Wnation for
coughs, etc.”—Dr. G. F. Bigelow, Bosthe hill.”
—

ton.

iow*! Tl!l,f

the’

^P^Ho'men*

fick? MouSJlT't*

ceived

_

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Philadelphia,

v”

Of-Tlu,ln!.rthond Pri''ate

PRESIDING.

hour and

tr

state.

-rrft!T

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
JT,

Mauaztne Stories.—A writer iu the
last
VARIETIES,
number of The Nation thus pleasantly satirizes
of
class
—The
a certain
editor of the Loyal Sunrise, who has
magazine romances very
fashionable in these days:
enjoyed a libel suit, says: ‘-We trust the brethWhere else may we look for the womlrous ren will not be frightened. Those libel suits
young gentlemen und ladies who love each
eali“S chronic depravity of character, are
the street, with such force that both were
other, and till “Harper’s” with a constancy
,.nuch 1‘llc trimming up a jackass’s oars
remark
which
one
of
Rochefoucauld's
reminds
thrown to the frozen ground. Mr. Barrows esa
hlmI All the essentials of
on that quality—that constancy is a fact, not a
the
caped serious injury, but Mrs. Barrows was se- virtue? It would bo
th° ear ia gone?”
pleasant to meet with
cut
about
arms.
Helens
face
and
-The
the
verely
some of those Belles and Berditas and
X. y
mn“
8aya: “If there is one
and
are
Lillies
we
whom
their
—The Anson Advocate records an accident
told, Otlen.
offencee for which
will we should
relatives,
like to see the nilcall homely, hut who have a way of putting a
which on Friday last caused the death of Mr.
simple rose in their liair and walking oil'with
~
Rodney Collins, a prominent and esteemed the most eligible young gentlemen; wiiose
father fails iu business, aud dies aud leaves
citizen of that place. He was tending his gristliTeS
to keep school and a journal, from
mill, and went below to oil or examine some of Margaret
which latter we see the writer is consciously
the gear and was caught by the cogs and
Railroad is to cross
unconscious of possessing all the virtues. Maifciaa are pretty
drawn in between the main shaft and the spin“As they drew
according to two different surveys, from 10903
common, too:
near, I noticed that Marcia had lelt ofl' her
dle that carries the wheat run of stones, anil
to 11,373 feet above the level of the sea
deep mourning. Shi- wore black silk, and lookkilled instantly—the body just below the arms ed
—A trombone player who resides in
regal in it.’ But her elegant figure and bethe
being literally crushed to pieces. Ho was coming dress do not prevent her dying with a Department of La Meuse. Francs, bciug asmoan on her lips for James Harris. It
found by his son lying across the bed-piece on
might sured that parrots, thrushes and ravens can by
not be so pleasant to meet the various males nf
which the spindle runs, some ten or fifteen
these speeches—Howard with a patch on his dint of perseverance be taught to speak, conminutes after he was last seen—already dead.
the idea ol giving a course of Instrucboots, tuul me grave sweet smile, is apt to tie
His age was 62.
prigghish; Trehurne has an artist nature and tions to one of the ducks in his poultry yard.
great means; but this is liis way of talking to
The Bangor Times lias received a letter from
As the story runs, he
placed the duck in a reMargaret when he presses her hand, and says
Rev. J. G. Adams, dated at Jafia, (Syria,) Oct. good night as the two
tired spot and repeated to it at least two hunreturn home from a ball;
4th, announcing the safe arrival at their port “Whatsoever your hands find to do, do it with dred times a day a certain air, and the result
all your might, and blossom into success as the
of destination ot the Jaffa Colony, which sailed
was that the
creature now sings that air with
rose blossoms by natural impulsion, instead of
from Macbiasport, in this State, on barque
ease and grace, instead of
grappling fortune by the throat and crying
quacking, after the
Nellie Chapin, on the 11th of August. The “Stand and deliver!’ like a highwayman.” lie usual absurd fashion of its kind.
his
gels
leg broken, though, afterwards, an[
The 1 aris
passage was mado in forty-two days, and was
correspondent of the New York
marries her before she has won success as a
rimes, speaking of the various
pleasant throughout. All were well.
school-teacher.
Then there is Hugh, who has
reports of Louis
—Tho venerable Mrs. Alice Butterfield, who
commanding abilities, but whose hands ami Napoleon’s failing health, says:
feet are of a size to shock Dr. Bellows; and Arwas born the year before the first white inhabaPP‘!ars to he no other serious ground
thur, who has a misunderstanding with Ellery, c
itant settled in Farmington, and who still
Pe°Ple's fear»and goes and gets made a colonel in the army,
His Mgiesty is not
less,
exactly well, and he
clearly recalls tho incidents of the early histo- aud by-nnd-by is shot in the shoulder at the -takes great pains to conceal
the fact.
But ho
head of his men, and, alter “all the rest was a
is more than worried
ry of tlicSe towns, informs a writer in tho Farabout
Mexico; he is mail
I blank,”
iiis
the
white
face
of
mer
that the
opens
eyes
upon
last of tho
at
the
resident
Infighting.mad,
Americans about this busiEllery, who is speechless with gratitude. She ness He has Seward on the brain What
dians on the Sandy River was “Pierpole.” He
shut her grief iu her proud heart, aud went to
right had Mr. Seward to interfere in his nicelymade his home in Strong on tho banks of the
Wasliiugtoii as a nurse, where she casually laid plan for putting up a barrier
against tho
heard of a mortally wounded colonel, and her I Yankee nation?
river near the North end of the wire bridge*
What right had he to bring
iieart told her it might be Arthur. This mouth
He had the second frame house ever built in
“*ehig thing of the Napoleon reign?
we have a dozen or more of this sort of
ias n0
persons
difficulty in understanding his futhe town, Wm. Reed, Esq., having built the
in half-a-dozen stories.
It is difficult to say
first house in 179L Pierpole cultivated a pieco } just what frame of mind the reading of them is
—A petrified human hand was
We can conceive that young
lately found
of land, reserved for him by the State, but I apt to create.
people of un hardened hearts, and Heury Kiugs- in red sandstone at Memphis, Tenn., in a perlived chiefly by hunting and fishing. He had
[ ley, might, after a steady perusal ot a good fect state of preservation. It has not yet been
a wife named Hannah, two daughters named
many of these tales, find themselves in a state
claimed by the owner.
1| of what
yon may call toploftiuess—going offin a
Molly, and a son called Susup, or Joseph.
—The Mechanics' Magazine of Oct. 20
of high moral nobility, on any little progush
says:
—The announcement of the forty-seventh
vocation, and delighting to martyrize them- “\\ o understand that Government has ordered
annual course of lectures of the Medical selves in a painted flame of self sacrifice. It one of tho 15-inch Rodman
guns, with improvWould tend to marriages on a limited income, ed
School of Maine, that for the year 1867, is pubcarriage, shot and powder, from the United
we should
say, and possible to Uiairi age*
lished. The accompanying catalogue gives a
States.
Tlie
with artists and poet3 ahil persons with
gun will probably arrive iu this
total of 111 students; the graduating class
curly liair. It would uof be true either to say country in five or six weeks, when we shall
that these fhousand-aid-one tales have
numbers 26.
uothiug hope for a settlement of the question between
Unless one’s nature abhors a
—We are in reoeipt of the catalogue of good iu them.
British and American ordnance.”
vacuum thero is hot much fault to be fouud
Harpswell Academy for the year now eadihg. with thepi, and that, in itself, is
—The Roman journals annonnee that on
the
something.—
The institution seems to be a flourishing one,
Sometimes they are well enough writtes, but , 9th ot the past month the
Pope received by
with a full corps of instructors anil a total of as a general thing, their natural inclination is
the electric cable, from the
nn
:i„
to run into this sort of writing (Gibraltar is to
city of Baltimore,
bo described); “A huge lion, god-hewn out of the salutations and good wishes of forty-seven
the solid roclt, lying over with his face turned
Bishops and Archbishops assembled in council
Remarkable Operation.—I had the pleasto that land of mystic lore—the wonderful East
in the respectable seat of
ure of examining recently, the successful reAmerican Catholi—guards the narrow portal that leads thither- cism.
sult of one of the most remarkable eases of
The dispatch was dated at 11.30 o’clock
ward.”
of
the
Mr.
W. C. Swett, of Falsurgery
age.
before noon, and was received at 3.30 o’olock
A New W.vteb PbopeEleb.—The London
mouth, near Portland, lell from a tree a few
the same day. This extraordinary feat has
years ago, and injured his knee, the conseTimes of Oct. 21st., contains a full description
surprised the devoted priestlings of the Eterbeing a painful ulcerative disease of of a
ie joint. From this he suffered more than a
curiosity in naval architecture which that nal City as much as would a dozen
winking
"
year under medical treatment to save the leg,
journal thinks is dcstftied to astonish other na- madonnas.
both in the State aud out of it. At last he
tions as completely as the Chinese were aston—The old Farmer’s Almanac for 18G7 is
came under the treatment of Dr. Samuel U.
out,
Tewksbury, of Portland, who performed, last ished at first seeing ships under steam. The published by Brewer & Tiieston. This old
winter, what is called by surgeons, excision qf Waterwitck is a small gun-boat the motive pow- favorite is in its filth
year. It may be found
the knee joint— that is, he removed the kuee
er of which is
hydraulic propulsion, The at Carter & Dros.ser’s; also at
pan, separated the joint, sawed off the heads
Bailey &
Times
says:
of the bones of the leg and thigh, removing
Noyes'.
This last new plan of making a ship seaabout two inches or more of diseased bone,
To get a
brought the ends in contact, trunnelled them worthy consists in scuttling her.
The Firm Italian
Flag iu Venice.
efficient gunboat of the very latest patthe
better
to
their
union
swift,
and
together
preserve
prevent displacement; and thus made a stiff tern, we now take a well-built craft and bare a
LETTER FROM AN AMERICAN
TRAVELLER.
knee—and of course a single and solid column I number of small holes in her bottom, then fill
her with a water-wheel, and so send her to sea.
of the entire lirqb, in preference to amputaThe
letter
*
from
a citizen of
following
private
*
*■
The Waterwitch, with all her
tion of the leg some four or six inches above
the knee. The union of the hones is perfect novelty, is still literally a steamer,- She has I New York, now travelling in Europe, tells ot
and very strong. The leg below the knee and
engines of 160
horse-power, which turn a an exciting incident in which the writer bore
the foot both retain their original fulness aud
huge water-wheel It 1-2 feet in diameter, and a prominent part. He carried the first Italian
beauty, and when standing erect, were ft not weighing eight tons. The water required for flag openly into Venice which was
her work is admitted through holes in the botseen there
for the shortness, of the leg, which is remedied
by a high-heeled shoe, no one would suspect tom of a vnltlV a long iron box, somewhat 1 after the cession of that city to Italy:
that Mr. Swett had ever undergone jo f-rmadaanalogous to the “well” of a Thames punt In
There was a
in our Italian
which gudgeon are kept alive. Then the wheel, i| tour, so full ofcharming episode
ble an operation as that which 1 have just depleasurable excitement that I
in
motion
the
scribed.
put
by
steam-engine, sncks in cannot resist the temptation to tell you of it
This, I believe, is the fifth case of the kind this water, and discharges it with immense We experienced more difficulty than we anforce through what ire may call tho water-guns
ever performed in the State, and all of them
ticipated in getting through to Venice: notthe ship. The advocates of the system II
were performed by Dr.
Tewksbury, the usual outside
withstanding the cessation of hostilities, the
that
it
a
treatment in all countries lor a diseased knee
say
yields gteater power in proportion old routes ul travel ure not
entirely re-estabto
the
consumed
fuel
than
the
old
or
of
srvew
the
joint, being amputation
pod- lished and the hated Austrians have not yet
leg. The prejudie system; that letvpower is wasted; that the evacuated Venetia.
dice among surgeons in Europe and this counAfter a good deal ol
vessel, which is what the Americans call a trouble and vexation in various wavs wo finaltry has been very great against its excision;
hut the result of tbt. ease looks as if it. were
can be driven either backward
reached Padua. There I found t hat I should
“douhle-ender,"
ly
vastly better to save, if possible, a natural limb or forward at Measure, without my stopping nr have to take a carriage to Mestre—a lour hours’
of the human form, than to wear an artificial
reversing of the engines; and that, in fact the drive—and then a gondola—two hours—to Venofficer in command on deck can change the
ice. As we left Pudua I took out of
one, however perfect may be the imitation to
the eye.—Carr. Maine Farmer.
ship’s course as well as modify her speed a beautiful specimen of the stars andmy trunk
without
instantaneously,
communicat- I God bless the dear old flag!—which I stripes—
brought
with
the
at
all
jug
from homo with mo, and
engine room
hung it upon the
Table Croquet.—Field and parlor croquet
A still more singular advantage is claimed i side of our
carriage.
for this extraordinary
have become very popular in England and the
In tho depth of our
design. Supposing that
sympathy for poor Vethe Waterwitch, or any similar vessel, when in
United States, and still anotlier application of |
netia, and our detestation of the Austrians,
action should be struck
a shot, aud have
we
the
Italian
by
thought
tlag would also be a
the principle is announced. We find the fol-I her side torn
open, the incident instead of promost becoming and
adornment ot
lowing in an English jonrnal:
during auy harm, would be immediately turn- our equipage. Soon appropriate
after comiug to this coned to good account, for the Captain would simThere is unquestionably a dearth of good inclusion, we succeeded in purchasing a handply shut off from the regular reservoir, aud
door games calculated to amuse a mixed party
flag, about tour feet square, which we
work his ship with the supply
conveniently raised on the front of our
daring a wet day or a long evening. It is not admitted
open
through the shot-hole. Indeed one barouche. A lew flags werecarriage—an
to he wondered at, then, that the deservedly
timidly displayof the objections urged against the
it
that
ed
from
of
should
have
been
plan
houses
on
game
the
croquet
popular
private
road. Ours atthe holes admitting the water to the proper wamade useful in that direction. Boards have been
tracted a great deal of attention and was often
ter-box might get choked up or stopped in
constructed into which hoops may be fitted;
saluted, but not by the Austrians, who only
but these are liable to objection on account of shallow water, in which case an enemy’s shot,
growled at us.
or a torpedo would be a
As we approached Mestre I observed that
their expense, a six-foot board, with implegodsend, and enable
the
vessel
to
water
got under
the display of the Italian
ments complete, costing about seven pounds.—
again at once.
flag from the houses
The
ceased
Anotlier plan is to affix weights to the legs of
Times expects that this idea will bring
entirely. When we sntered Mestre I
noticed
the hoops, and so to dispense with the board;
people running from all directions
the English “well abreast of the Americans in
and following our
but the weighted hoops are very likely to be I
carriage. Upon reaching
marine novelties,” and thinks that “neither the
our landing place,
knocked over or displaced, and the weights Inwhere we were to take a
terfere greatly with the course of tho balls, so ! Miantonomoh nor the cigar ship can beat the
gondola for the remainder of our journey, we
found
that being ‘wired” is the uormal state of everyourselves
surrounded
Watenoitch, with her prodigiyus waterwheel,
by a crowd of sevbody. A third and less objectionable mode is her heavy guns, hor iron-clad sides aud her eral hundred people, in the wildest state of exto make the hoops hollow cylinders, two
citement,
and
screaming
in the
hurrahing
j propelling jets.”
most extraordinary manner.
prongs projecting from a plate of metal through
At first I scarcely realized what itmeant.—
the cloth to which the cylinder is attached; but'
Not la ke Kicked.
If they hail been Austrians we would havo
even this is complicated when
compared with
the improved
been torn to pieces iu about five minutes. I
About twenty years ago, Abram Doolittle
patent tablo croquet we are about I was
to describe. The hoops consist
simply of a
transplanted from Harvard University to quickly discovered, however, that they were
bent wire, the part of the leg which in the
one of the Southern States, for the
purpose of warm-hearted, enthusiastic Italians, overjoyed
outdoor frame ie stuck in the ground being
assuming the editorial control of a violent par- at the sight of their dear flag. An old man,
bent at right angles to the plane of the hoop.
ty paper, where no one ever labored with ad- sixty or seventy years of ags, seized tho flag
The bent parts of the legs are inserted through
vantage for the party simply because an infinite and waved it over the heads of the people,
a cloth, and the game is as effectually set
up os
quantity of pistols and a multiplicity of bowie- crying "Viva F Italia, vica FItalia," and the
in lawn croquet. The legs are so contrived as! knives prevented the advocacy of certain
prin- crowd responded with tremendous shouts and
to hold the hoops firmly m place, and yet they
ciples and fettered the freedom of speech iu a cneers.
do not interfere appreciably with the running; style perhaps not so elegant as efficacious. DooWe then directed the
flag to be fastened to the
of the balls. The game, though inferior to bil-‘ little was a Connecticut exotic.
bow of our gondola, and
He was highwhen
we
that was done the welkin
think, far superior to bagatelle' ly educated, impetuous, brave, yet—with the
liards, is,
rang again
(and indeed to all other games played on a characteristic cunning of his race—careful oi with tho shouts of the crowd. By this time
we had entered the
table or table-like boaTd), as it combines the1 his own interest. He took hold of the paper
the
gondola,
cheering con“science” of outdoor croquet with almost as; with a determination to make it “serviceable
tinuing without interruption. I waved the
dear
old
much accuracy and delicacy of stroke as is
stars
to the cause,” and serviceable he did make it.—
and stripes, and our gondolier
requisite at billiards. When we add td thisl The opposing candidate was a bad fellow—a cried ont, “PAmerica saluta FItalia," and then
we sailed
that it is easily put up and taken down, and! duelist, a dram-drinker, a lover of
for the far-lamed and beautiand
away
"poker”
ful ’city of the sea,” followed by the cheers ot
that it is very cheap (the sets most recom-| a decided votary of Venus.
Doolittle dared
the excited throng on shore and cries of “viva
mended being under a guinea), we think we
what uo other editqr bad dared—be said so.—
V America, viva FItalia"
shall not be far wrong if we prophesy that The day on which his article
appeared, the canOnce more *>n 0ur
“Cavendish's” improved patent table croquet didate entered the editorial chamber.
way, we had to run tho
will command a large sole.
“You are Doolittle, the editor of this paper?”
passport gauntlet, and the Austrians looked
i
at
_:_
a
of
the
sheet in his hand.
glumly enough
us, but of course could say
holding copy
“I am.”
notiling. You may be assured that I was not
Revolt on Boarid a Peruvian W.vp
“You have libelled and insulted me, and"* a bttio excited by the strange scene through
Steamer.—Intelligence from Valparaiso states (drawing a large knifo) “I have oome for yonr which we had just passed.
that a revolt broke out on tho morning of tpo ears.”
xnia, However, proved to be but a feeble epi1st October, on the Peruvian war steamer
sode to what followed.
“I beg your pardon,” said Doolittle. "I am a
I had noticed with
Union, at Valparaiso. It was started by Cap-j
stranger to your customs, and perhaps have tak- surprise the entire absence of the Italian flag
tain Varea, of the marine corps, ostensibly lq
from
en a license which, in this
Mestre to Venice. Not one was to be
part of the country,
favor of his uncle, Col. Balta, for the Peruvian
is inexcusable. Such is, I think, the
fact; sup- seen, save tho one on tho bow of our little
Presidency, and to get rid of Tuoker, the Con- pose we
the
matter.”
gondola. As we approached the city I looked
compromise
federate American, as commander of the Pern!
“Very well,” said tho bluff Southerner; “I’ll in all directions for some indication of the flag,
vian fleet. The affair took place while Admirkick you, and you shall make a full retrac- but not one was to be seen. Instead of that !
al Tucker was at Santiago at a ball given by
noticed people running from every direction
tion.”
the President.
A Peruvian officer gives the
and collecting on the wharves. Presently wo
“You’ll what?” said Doolittle, quietly.
following account of the affair:
heard cries similar to those which had greeted
“Kick you.”
ai
mree u ciosa in me morning
noncea
us at Mestre.
When we entered the grand
“You insist upon that little
privilege?”
that there appeared to be something unusual
canal—the main street of Venice—the wharves
“I am unalterably fixed in my deteriuiuaon board of the Union, but did not suspect the
were crowded with an excited multitude, who
tion.”
real state of aifaiTS. A little later smoke begad
“So am I,” said Doolittle, firing a horse
clapped their hands and fairly rent tho air
pis- with
to arise from the chimney, and there were cries
their screams and cheers. Gray-headed
as
as
a
tol, big
blunderbuss, and shattering th* old men
of *Viva Montero; death to the Yankees; death
and women waved their hats and
Southerner’s right leg—'“not to be kicked."
I immediately beat to quarters,
to Tucker.’
handkerchiefs
and danced like children
He hold his situation six months; was staband as one of the water police boats pulled bed
women wept, and
young
shot three times, belabored with a
twioe,
everybody shouted.—
We did not know what to make of it, but took
past me, I told the officer in command to noti- bludgeon once, thrown into a
once, but it for
that it was all right, and acted
fy the Union that if they attempted to move I he was never kicked. During pond
granted
nis six mouths’
would open my fire upon them, and run them
The excitement spread like
experience he killed two of nis adversaries.— accordingly.
down.
wildfire.
As far ahead as we could see, the
By this time the allied squadron were These are facts.
wharves and bridges and windows and roofs
cognizant of what was going on, and all the
commanders got their boats ready to board the
of the honses were crowded with people. Ae
A New Rout fob
Unfobtcnate
an
we passed along shout upon shout arose
Union, and quell the mutiny. As we pulled Pbikck.—If
from
reports that contiuue to oome to the
for her the mutineers jumped into their boats
and we were greeted on
us from Europe about the
every
Hapsbnrg Dynasty side multitude,
and pulled for the shore.
with bravos and vivas, and
They succeeded in have any foundation, Maximilian
is quite likely
waving of
gaining tho shore, although closely pursued by to And a more agreeable position and more re- handkerchiefs and clapping of hands. Of
our boats.
G
o’clock
were
all
arthe
crew
course
I
the
waved
American
By
work after he leaves Mexico, than he
flag to the peorested, and at 3 in the afternoon Varea was spectable
ple, and thus it was known who we were.
has had during the last four years. The ne Ws
taken prisoner, and they are all confined on
By some means or other we had occasioned
has lately been repeated, in a very circumboard the Admiral’s ship in double irons. The
a tremendous excitement in Venice, hut wo
stantial manner in high quarters in Vienna,
Chilian authorities wanted to try them by
did not quite understand it Victor Emmanuel
that Francis Joseph proposes to abdicate in facourt-marshal and shoot them, but this was ophimself could scarcely have had a more trivor of the Archduke Rudolph, but the turn of
by Admiral Tucker, who will await or- events is said to depend upon the course of umphant entry into Venice, and certainly not
ers from Lima about their disposal.
Maximilian of Mexico. As the heir to the Aus- a more enthusiastic reception at the hands ot
This Varea depended upon his marines to acnot less than eight or ten thousand patriotio
trian throne is only eight years old it would bo
complish his object, which he states was to cre- necessary to appoint a Regent, and the Empe- Venetians. Now what do you suppose it all
meant'.’
ate a counter revolution against Prado; a largo
Simply this: The Venetians all
ror, though very desirous of abdicating, m not know that the war is
amount of correspondence with many of the
ended, but the Austrian
disposed to do so unless the Regency can be as- flag still floats in Vcnetia
and the Austrian
the
was
found
in
malcontents
principal
navy
sumed by the Archduke Maximilian, who is of
troops are still here. The few educated Veneupon him.”
such great popularity and distinguished ability.
of course know that Venetia is to bo
It is to be hoped that Maximiliirn will accept tians
theirs, but the mass of the people do not. Wa
Geobge W. Cooley.—The many friends of this position, if he has the opportunity to do so.
the first to carry theltaluan flag into Vewere
Though determined to get him out of Mexico
this gentleman in Portland and other parts of
nice,aud thus impart to thousands of anxious
the American people bear him no ill-will perthat
his
conwith
news that Venice is free from
pleasure
the State, will learn
sonally. Is is as ttie representative of an anti- hearts tho joyful
That was glory
the Austrian yoke!
American principle and of anti-American inenough
dition is at present much more favorable than
for us for one day. The occasion was one that
terests. and as the agent of Louis Napoleon,
has been reported. The Boston Journal says
will uot soon be forgotten by us nor by thouthat Maximilian has onr antagonism. As Rethe Committee on Institutions of the City gent of
Austria, or as Austrian Emperor, we sands in Venice.
Council visited the Hospital at South Boston have no doubt he would give us cause to admire him.—N. T. Timet.
Arrest op a State Prison Convict.—
under the charge of Dr. Walker last week, and
Wm. H. Ramsdell, alias
they were pleased to find Mr. Cooley greatlv
Smithers, who cseapWhile workmen were
engaged iu excavat- from the State Prison at Thomaston last
improved in health and spirits under the indi- ing in the
Cambridge cemeter\ recently, they ust, after serving eighteen months of a Augciouscareof Dr. Walker.
three
picked up an ancient flint or “Queen’s Arm”
years’sentence, for breaking and entering at
Rejected.—The city of L owell on Tuesday musket, and soon afterwards a butt plate and Bangor, was arrested in s saloon in Boston oa
bill
The form of
of antique pattern.
rejected the proposition to introduce water, by whathook
Tuesday, and will be taken back to serve thq
is supposed to have been a redoubt is
a vote of 1169 yeas to 1826 nays.
remainder of his term.
visible near the spot.
the
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OCTOBER TERM.—WALTON

Delaware.

as

a pleasant
WITHOUTin Board,
the Western

Dj*I>eP*1®-

Lost—Revolver.
City of Portland-New Streets.
For Nate—House.

Registered

4

SIT’For sale singly or bv the Case.
hi American Currency.

oc2643w*

Danfortli st.,

°"

for

For

Hudson, N. Y., Nov. 7.
Kctchum, Republican, is elected to Congress
in the 12tli district by 1,800 majority.

PURSUANT

Muskets, Muskets!

No.

on

to a license from the Judge of Probate for the County of Cumberland, the subscriber as trustee under the Will of Samuel Elder, will
offer f»r sale, at public auction, on Saturday the 8th
day of December next, at 11 o’clock, A. M., the two
Dwelling Houses, N<>s. 18 and 20, on the south side of!
Danforth Street in Portland.
The two Houses will be sold separately, with a large
and convenient lot of land for each—a carriage way
of entrance on the lot No. 20, and a five foot passage
wsy will be secured on the oast side of No. 18.
Sale on the premises. Terms cash.
For fhrther particulars inquire of the subscriber, or
of P. Barnes, No. 19 Free Street.
SARAH S. ELDER.
Nov. C, I860.
nov 8 dlaw 3w

nov8dtl5

no7dtf

House

for kale at Auction.

HAVE

J.

Propolis

ALBERT WEBB & CO.

Rice Brothers,

Tout*'1

Dwetting House

Nov 8—dim

KIcCALLAH,

3-d2w_No. 11 Market Square.

To Let, without Board !
Furnished Itooms, within two minutes’ walk
of tlie Preble House, will be let to two or three
respectable single men for lodging. References required. Apply to W. II. JERK IS, opposite Preble
House.
noCdlw*

sixteenth nay of
pmixised waf **»»
at two o’clock in the afternoon, at the
of Fore and Cross streets, and will then
and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether
the public convenience requires said street or way to
be laid out.
Given under our hands on this seventh day. of November, A. D., 18G6.
Auo. E. Stevens,
corner

Lowest I

A. COBB A
!

vlaw tixo

November, 1866,

PRODUCE

LOST AND POUND.

Nov.

McCallar,

No. 11 Harket Square.

Wanted.

the

Portland,

utf

$8000.00._$8000,00.

Address E. E. H.,

$200 REWARD

PRICES !

JOHN E. PALMER.

Elliot &

UOAKUCf CUST1S & CO.

Wanted.

Julvgtf

SATISFACTORY

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers.

complete

Boys Wanted.

oxid

for the purpose of transacting
Floor mad drain business.

Goods,

PorU.mil. fjei't in.

Agents Wanted.

1

up

an

out New

expediency
Commercial street, therefore,
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on
laying out new streets, will meet to hear tl»o parties

CO.,

Street,

AND MILLINERYl

particulars send for circular.
Address C. A. Chapin, Agent,
n
d&wtfirr
21J Free street, room No. 9.
mo canvass for the cheapest and best selling book
1 in the country, Headley’s HISTORY OF THE
GREAT REBELLION, two volumes
in one,
1*00 royal octavo pages. Sold for Five Dollars. Many
are making from $50 to $100 per week canvasagents
sing for this work. Sold by subscription only. Sole
and exclusive rights given of uncanvassed territory
with liberal commissions. For circulars and terms
apply to or address J. PATTEN FITCH, Lock Box
1722. N.». 233J Congress street, near City Hall, Portoct30d2w&w4w*
land, Me.

the filth day of
order directStroets to enot extending Cross street
on

and

CHOICE STOCK

Straw

For full

and
17U.OUR

eTealmer,

removed to Sforc No. r.l Free
stairs, where lie is prepared lo oiler

ticular.

Flour Barrels

Millinery!

Work,

is afforded them.
Intelligent, active Males or Females will find the
sale of this work a pleasant and lucrative cun ploymen t.
This book has no competitor—it comes new
and fresh to the people. The territory is* clean and
clear. Agents understand the advantages in this par-

the City Council,
WHEREAS,
November, A. D. 1866, paired

to

know iron want them.
Sir" The firm is only changed In name. Mr. Whitney could not come, and Mr. Cox has conducted the

john

dlw

Committee on Laying
ing theinto
the

us

Wholesale

on

New Streets,

City of Portland.
quire

Help!! Help!!!

respectable employment, that through their extensive
advertising throughout the Provinces and in New
Eugland, there are arriving daily at their office numbers of good American and Provincial girls, wanting
situations in private families, hotels, boarding houses
and saloons. Also in stores, offices, <fec., and as houseAll those
keepers, nurses, seamstresses, 6ccH
wanting any such, will do wellter apply soon, with
their fee, fifty cents.
If you want men. also, for any
employment, we will supply you, free of charge,only

exciting. No work ever attracted and engaged
public mind like this. Everybody wants it, and
thousands will purchase it as soon as an opportunity

SITUATION as a Nurse.
Box 1616, Biddcford, Me.

Regulator*.

New England to get
nt tiw Doctoral AgenEmployment Office, No. HH 1 t>‘i (/'•■((«>«■
Street, Portland, Me. The subscribers respectmlly
inform all parties wishing to secure good girls for any

let

Committee

Laying Out

S3T*Argus copy

and

and
the

4

’^"li twiiiiiWi

—The Lewiston Journal says that as Mr. anil
Mrs. H.C. Barrows of Auburn, were returning
from West Minot Monday, their carriage came
in contact with a cart which was standing in

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

New York, Not. 7.

Streets.

w. p. files,
November 8, 1666.

most reliable place in
rpHE
good male audiouialp heln. la

Jl
cy

Agents will find this a book of real merit and intrinsic value—subject NEW— intensely interesting

OC3U#U

AMBROSE GIDDINGS.
JOS. BRADFORD,
ELIAS CHASE,

Portland by
Emery, Waterbouee & Co.

Help!

Elias Chase,
W. P. Piles,
Laying out Now

on

AND VICINITY.

ttovr Adrertiurmeal* ■'•■Day

November 8, 1866.

New Yark.

Great

A. D. 1866.

White’* Patent Money Drawers, andCren-

A

of the War,”

vember;

Agents for sale of

Wanted !

Agents

INVENTOR.

Tilton & McFarland’s Celebrated Safes.

For sale in
.uold3m

subject
great historical importance, it
THIS
lining the representation
very linpmutuL
a

:

Hay,- Coal, Railroad, Platform

as

nou’s One

CANVASS

Historical Engraving, entitled

Council

ORIGINAL

TIIE

of

others have
a new Street
or
said City, boginning at Congress St.
west of Forest Street, and running to PoOlantl St. :
and whereas said petition was referred by the City
Council. Nov. 6,1806, to the undersigned, for turn to
consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on
laying out new streets, will meet to hear the parties
and view the projiosed way. on the sixteenth day of
November, 1866, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, at the
corner of Congress and Forest Streets, and will then
and there proceed to determine and adjudge whether
the public convenience requires said street or wav to
be laid out.
Given under our hands on this seventh day of No-

MILK STREET,
BOSTON. MASS.
Fairbanks, Brown & Co.

complicated two-; bread machine in the world.
Address
A. F. JOHNSON & CO.
Nov. 6 lmd
334 Washington St. Boston, Mass.

Wanted.!

hands on this seventh day
1886.
Aug. E. Stevens,
Edmund Phinnev,
Ambbose Giddings,

our

D.,

A.

Committee

118

in

A

1

>*.

Clance for Investment.

out.

November,

City of Portland.

01 the

Every variety,

the Hold

TO

a new

public way
oity, beginning at the old county road at the Westbrook Hue, tlienee running a
north-easterly course a distance of thirty-six rods to
William Parker’s brick yard, and whereas said petition was referred
by the City Connell, Nov 6lh, 1866,
to tho undersigned, for them to consider and act upon, therefore
L
Notice is hereby given to all parties Intorestod, that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council
on laying out new streets, will meet to hear the
parties owl view the proposed
way on the sixteenth
day ol November. 1866. at throe o’clock In tho afternoon, at Wm Parker’s brick yard, ami will then ami
there proceed to determine anil
adjudge whether
the public convenience requires said street or
way

Edward Harlow and
WHEREAS,
petitioned the City Council to lay
Public Wav in

and Counter. Druggists’, Confectioners’, Butchers’,
Grocers’, and Gold Scales, Beams, Spring Balances,
&c, lor sale at our WAREHOUSE,

Medal Sewing Mnt luufN,
In every City and County
Fdt
tne Union. The
least

New

Joseph B. Hajlaml others have petitioned the City Council to lay out
WHEREAS,
street
in ttds

t3f~Argus Copy.

best materials, In the most thorough
manner, and receiving Constant Improvements, under the supervision ol

Agents Wanted.

a

City of Fortfeuid.

no8 dlw

'SCAWES

Wanted.,

she has

or

■•.■JaS

--la.

ST.,

PREMIUM STANDARD

YOUNG Woman to

For

>

<

NOVEMBER 8,1866.

PORTLAND

PRESS.

Jos. Bbadisobd,

FAIRBANKS’

FARCES, &c.

J\ worK*n the shop.
ply immediately top tio

it aware**it, he

Pulmonary Cons jmplion

be blood when thrstulrim is in this
locked-up conation, Without the aid q! thr Sea Weed Tonic and
1
e ™ll8* The Liver has all the venous
blood
®
*®d wh*n u retain a morbid condition,
oooa and Wlc ran through the
system mixed, and
h<*dy becomes so low, and the blood so
nlc it can hardly run
through the ve:ns. In a ma***•? “toitallugus oocur Irom this thtek
onjiUon tA Ihe blood. The Mandrake Pills act ou
.he Liver similar to calomel, or they do what that
Par—It unlocks the gall bfa. <Ieri>, starts the bile,
uni the blood begins to circulate naturaly
through
he reins, and the luwnorrbagescease,
if, when persons are attacked with hieranrrhage they would lirst
take a good purgative, some lung that would acton
“*
*31W "°*w ““on he r lleved from ble ding
irom tlfe lungs, and I# la the only
way, lor mtriS
are only teSporai., and irritate tie
bronohlal
pnts
lu“®8, and toy the ground wo A lor consumption.
DR. SCHENK will be professional'y at liis rooms
•very week, 32 Bond Street., New Y’ork, and 36 HanOver Street, Bostuu, irom 9 A. M until 3 P. M. lie
gives advice free, but for a thorough examination
with tlie Resnirometer the charge ia (6.
His uiediclucs are for sale by all
druggists and
dealers. Al o a lull supply at ail times at his rooms.
prtoe of the Pulmonic SyTup and Sea Weed Tonic
each #1,60 per bottle, or $7,60 the half dozen. Mandrake Pills 26 cents per box.
GEO, C. GOODWIN & CO 38 Hanover Street,
Agents for Boston. Pot tale, by dll Druggists,
nov. 8.
1st week in every month lv

d2w

Daily Programmes.

Agents

!!!?’

sronchial or
Schenk’s

PORTLAND.

WANTED.

House,

Schenck s Mandrake Pills are also required to caroli tbis morbid inatier.
Two-1birds of 1 be oases
ol Consumption are caused from this diseased state
4i the stomach; the liver becoming torpid, it cease*
o throw out bile, and hi a short time the whole
sysem is deranged.
Tlie mucous membrane of the
•ronckial tubes sympathizes with the other organs,

Given under
Back.

novSdtf

above Preble

gets a thick co tt of slime on it, it prevents
the gastric juice irom flowing, and digestion ceases
schenck's seaweed tonic dissolves this mucus or
■ime, and restores the stomach to its natural condi-

SALE AT

Oct 30.

SENSATIONAI^DRAMAS,

a

MORNING,

NEWS

DAILY

Thursday Morning,

Htcmach

to be laid

#1,75

at

FEDERAL

109

STANDARD PLAYS,

Fa’1 Particulars in

*»

r

-—

iid

-AT-

FOE

far the production of

LAUGHABLE

DAILY PRESS.

11 WO

TELEGRAPH TO THE

BY

PORTLAND

Symptons of 1 dyspepsia—A Wnse of fullness, tightand weight iu the stomach, together With tiatulei.cy, acidity, sout, on'ensive belching ol wind,
water-brash and vomiting, ahd a great deal of a hat
aJ person calls an all-gone feeling at the pit of the
stomach: frequently tbeie is also a palpitation ol the
heart, which physicians mistake k>r he rt disease,
when the stJmhch is in this cmillion it is coated
ith a mucus or slime. The rough tihrous portions
the stomach, similar to what we see in tripe, is
iyhat throws out the gastric juice, and when the

or

Bore Muskets!
Browae, Lcmccs

Bidvrcll A-

> «:l

>

THURSDAY

PuimmiicTryntpchimot hot li cely througii

sepMam____

FREE STREET CHURCn.

J. B.

Dwellings,

SmpnenSlana, Ship's Ckbeenrt

Wednesday Eveuinjr, Nov. 14th,

nov7dlw

Glass

Repair and Furnish

Rev. J. M. MANNING, of Boston,

and

First

repair pieces for all sizes nl Hie MeOrqgor Furnaces,
now in use lioio. We keep constantly oa hand a 0»mplcle assoi'tment of

BY

To

and

^relul

OPENING LECTURE

13i

yJct'.Uv

to a
examination ot Ibis Fnmsfo. No One
snoiiid lulllot seeing (his Furnace before
deciding on
(neir heating apimrul us. There ;u*o sizes
adapted (o
all classes of
wc
will
it to be I bo
warrant
buikling*;
best furnace ever sold in (his Market.
We are preI ti reel to

I>. YT. M. C.

—

f:

LATEST

Dr. Schenck ou Dyspepsia.
SYMPTONS, CAUSES AND REMEDY.

FASH,

In the Basement of the

MAINE STATE PRESS, is published at the
aine place every Thursday morning at $2.00 a year,
n variably in advauce.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE

Rates

•**.

»

_

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is published
everyday, (Sunday excepted,) at No. t Printers’
xchange.Commercial Street, Portland, by N. A.
Foster, Proprietor.
'I

>1

Hi! MsTV1''"

I.ylu>

«...

Suence

j
j

Sosed

Neverthe-

*

DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND.

Thursday Morning,

November 8, 186G.
Mtate

The Maine

Preu.

Published this morning, contains

a

summa-

ry of the evidence against the Baltimore Police Commissioners, Gov. Swann’s decision,
and a complete history of the affair subsequentthe latest Election Returns, news of Maxi-

ly,

States, who will know best when the time lor
But
a general amnesty shall have arrived.
we protest against any ftirther delay in conferring political rights upon the defenders of
who ibught our
the Union. The men
battles and aided our escaping prisoners
should no longer be defrauded of theirreward.
Southern men have heard Frederick
Douglass
speaking in their convention at

They

Philadelphia.

just seen two colored men elected
Massachusetts Legislature. Boston is

have

to the

at last as free from this

judice

petty American

prethe verdiet of Mas-

as Paris.
It is
sachusetts that a man's position shall depend
"upon his manhood and not upon the color of
his skiu. Whether the whole mass of freedmen should be at once admitted to the
polls
letter;
is another question; but give them an equal
from the French of Alexander Dumas, togethchance. Do not heap disabilities upon them.
er with the usual variety of State and city
Make the conditions as
news, market reports, shipping news, &c., &c.
stringent as the case
requires, but .let them apply equally to all

from Mexico, European
news by the Atlantic cable to Nov. 3, a sketch
of the Fenian trials in Canada, a plea for the
impeachment of the President, Mr. Nasby’s
of Italian society,
a readable sketch
last
milian’s

departure

The Election*.

not

reported

up to yesterday
noon.
We cannot therefore lose any Congressional strength in New York, aud have
were

probably gained one member in the First disJohn Morrissey and Fernando Wood
are among the Democratic eight.
New Jersey has given Jack Roger's a final
have of absence. The Republicans have two
out five members in the present Congress, but
trict.

will send four out of five to the next.

Well
done, New Jersey!
In Illinois, the delegation will stand as before, eleven Republicans .to three Democrats.
From Wisconsin Eldridge is again the only
Democratic Represec tative.
Missouri has elected Republican candidates
in the Second and Seventh

districts,

as

was

expected.
In Man land the Eastern Store and the two
Baltimore districts have gone over to the eneIn the Fourth district, our friends have
my.
reflected Frank Thomas.
The loss of the
two Baltimore districts, if confirmed, will offset

gain of two

the

In

districts in New

Jersey.
Massachusetts. Minnesota and Kansas,

have made a clean sweep. The two “doubt
ful" districts in Massachusetts gave Republiwe

majorities of only four or five thousand!
Michigan and Nevada did not report Tuesday night, and are “doubtful’' like Massachucan

setts.

The general result is, that the Radicals in
the Fortieth

Congress will be as strong as in
the Thirty-ninth, numerically ana in point of
ietermination and spirit, will be reinforced
by the full strength if the party behind them.
They will know wliat the present Congress
believed, that those of their countrymen who
maintafee-l the struggle for the national
integrity, are still firmly united in resistance to executive usurpation and determined that the
Pease they have conquered shall he a just and
a righteous peace.
The

Marvlnud Lmhb.

It is not to be disguised that the
country
has within a week hung
on the
verge

of disturbances

trembling
might easily

which

have broadened into civil

war.

When last

Sunday, with the eyes of the nation upon
him, Governor Swann bustled up to Washington, and the Attorney (ieneral of the United
States was summoned from the
very church,
to attend a Cabinet
meeting called in all
haste, it needed but a spark of
encouragement to fire the magazine of
a_gry feeling in
Baltimore aud produce an explosion that
would have been long remembered. Messrs.
Young and Valiant, before their arrest, were
organizing the roughs of Baltimore tor an assault upon the commissioners
appointed by
the Legislature. Six thousand muskets, seized by the authorities, prove the extent and
character of the conspiracy. Had the President felt
the last

as

days

secure ana

el

July,

stroug as he felt in

who doubts that his au-

thority would have beon
Maryland as it

used in

as
was

unscrupulously
in Louisiana?

He has seen the Northern people face to face
since that time. He has seen the elections
going steadily against him. He has heard a
low murmur, as of a coming tempest,

single

voices, more aud more numerous, demanding
his impeachment, and he h;is learned to walkmore circumspectly.
me

skill with

coolness and

wnicli our
friends iu Maryland defended their- c institutional right*, deserve the highest praise.—

From beginning to end, they made not a single false step. Had they gone to Annapolis,
they would have been arrested and detained;
but they refused to go. Their counsel
ed

nevertheless,

and

fully

appearexposed the weak-

of the evidence brought against them.
By denying the Governor's jurisdiction, they
raised a question at the start which could only be decided by the courts. When the Governor’s appointees made the foolish blunder
of preparing for violence, they were arrested;
when they foolishly refused to give bail, they
ness

were
imprisoned. No management could
have been better: and yet, strong as was the

position ot the comrrissioners, amply as the
efficiency of the police force has been vindicated, clearly as it has been shown that the
elections have been conducted under their direction in full accordance with the laws as
interpreted by the Attorney General of the

State, it is after all true that their success is
due not so much t* the undeniable
justice of
their course as to the euergetic protest of an
aogry ar.d watchful North against their violent removal.

"We

come

here to

succeed,” said Mr. Latrobe at Annapolis. with
surprising impudence
“and we hope to succeed. We
represent the
fourteen thousand distranch.sed
registered
citizens ot Baltimore, and their interests are
too impoilant to be put in
jeopardy by unnecessary delay.” Disfranchised how? Disfranchised by the S'.ate constitution for participation in the guilt of the rebellion; disfranchised

consequence of their own acts;
registered without right and chs.L-ugcd by
m

furnishes the

following account of the celebration of the first anniversary of President Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation, by the colored people of Charleston, S. C., Col. Stewart
L. Woodford, conspicuously mentioned in the
account, has just been elected Lieutenant Governor

of New York:

I cannot dismiss this portion of my narrative
without alluding briefly to the remarkable success that attended Col. W.’s Military Governorship at Charleston. The city was infested
with Rebel desperadoes, many of them deserters from Johnston’s army, ana the law-abiding
citizens were constantly intimidated and annoyed by these ruffians who hesitated at no
crime, and sought the murder of unoffending
colored people. Complaints were made, ana
without the roundabout, Ted-tape style of executing military matters, Col. W. took a
straight
course,
punishing summarily
every convicted offender, white or black, until lawlessness of every kind was completely
suppressed within the limits of the city, giving
peace and security to all who dwelt beneath
the American flag. As an instance of his tenacity of purpose and determination to administer impartial justice to all, I remember on
one occasion, the colored
people desired to celebrate the anniversary of President Lincoln’s
Emancipation Proclamation. The programme
of amusements included a monster
procession
in which upward of
eight thousand colored
people were to participate with banners and
music. The Rebel citizens on
learning this
were terribly alarmed,
and, pale with fear held
secret councils in their houses, uud resolved at
once to appoint a Committee to wait
upon
Col. Woodl'ord, and bear with them a protest
against such a demonstration, signed by nearly all the influential citizens. The Committee
were received with
the usual courtesy: the
Governor listening patiently and
calmly to
their imaginary grievances, for which
they
until
sought redress;
finally, when the Colonel
with great urbanity replied:
“Gentlemen, 1 have no authority vested in
me to prevent this innocent
demonstration on
the part of the colored
people, and I assure
you there will be no disturbance occasioned
by this harmless parade of unarmed people.”
“But, Colonel,” replied one of the citizens “if
1I
you allow these niggers to march through our
streets, there will be bloodshed and anarchy,
for you don’t know the temper of our
people
and the character of these
niggers as well as
we do, or else you could
hear
our
hardly
story
so

Srocession

,.

Tbe

Princess Charlotte.
“Malakoff,’*
the well-known corrcspondont of the New York
Times, writes as follows:
As for the Princess Charlotte, there seems
not to be much improvement in her mental
condition, and the fact causes, as it should
uuniversal regret.
It appears that the Princess, wh.. had thrown all the ardor of her
youthful imagination into the building up and
perpetuation of the new throne, desired to
throw her private forune, left her at his death
by her father, into the Mexican scheme; but
the careful old King, knowing Maximilian’s inclination for throwing money out of the window, gave the safe-keeping of the principal
(five millions of dollars) to her two brothers,
the present King of Belgium and the Count of
Flanders. These two gentlemen,
acting on
their own inclination, but in accordance with
the advice of the Emperor of Austria, refused to
give her the money; and it was for this that
she refused in turn to visit her relatives at
Brussels and at'Vienna, and that the Count de
Flanders has been obliged to leave Miramir.—
Thus, after being refused material aid by the
man who put her husband on the throne
of
Mexico; after being refused by her brothers the
use of her own
money, whiah she wished to
bring to the support of the tottering throne,
and after being refused the Concordat
by tbe
Pope, her reason gave way. The people who
sent her there, who were the warmest in
support of the scheme, and we® the last to wish
her good-by and God speed, are the first to refuse her demands and to turn their backs on
her.
—

fudges of election in pursuance of their
duty. The man who presented the petition

for the removal of the
Commissioners conitssed tha. he was not
legally qualified to vote.
And jet, in this detestable
attempt to override the laws, over six

thousand muskets

were

Baltimore, and Montgomery Blair
inhisspeechat LaurelHiU, took ground
openly

in lavor of

revolution, if necessary. Mr
Blair diu not pretend to criticise the
administration of the law, but proclaimed as
his ob-

ject the overthrow of the law itself.
Who does not see, that this state ot
things
is fraught with danger? From
Missouri, we
hear complaints of evasion of
the registry
law and illegal
voting by wholesale. In
Tennessee there is a
prospect of serious
trouble. So long as our Iriends
allow themselves to remain in a
minority in these States,
they will have no peace. The disfrancliised-

justly

Can*t Sleep Nights.—We

are

prepared to supply Hospitals, Physicians, the
trade and the great public generally, with the standard and invaluable remedy, Dodd’s Nervine, which
article surpasses all known preparations for the cure
ot all forms of Nervousness. It is rapidly superceding
well-known result ot
every preparation of opium—the
which is to produce costiveness and other serious
restlessness
and spasms,
alia
vs
it
irritation,
| difficulties;
and induces regular action of the bowels and secretive organs.
No preparation for
readily, or met with

Nervous Diseases ever sold so
such universal approval. For
Sleeplessness, Loss of Energy, Peculiar Female
Weaknesses and Irregularities, and all the fearful
mental and bodily symptoms that follow in the train
of nervousdlseases, Dodd’s Nervine is the best remedy known to science. Sold by all druggists. Price $1.
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co.,
n
Wholesale Agents, Boston.
augllsnlyd&w

Warren’s Cough Balsam.
The Lest Remedy ever compounded for Colds,
Coughs, Caturrh and Consumption, tmd nil
diseases of the Throat and Lungs.
tar-For sale by all Drimgists. Manufactured by
IS. ff*. asBADhURIf,
oetl5d*wsN6m
Druggist, Bangor.
Notice.
undersigned having been appointed exclusive

X Agent lor the State of Maine for the sale and
application of H. W. JOHNS’ IMPROVED ROOFING. would call attention to the tact that this rooting
ha9 been in use in the United States, Canadas and
West Indies for nearly ten years, and abundant prool
can be given oi its superonty over all other kinds ot
roofing in its adaptability to all kinds of oofs,
whether steep or fiat. Its durability which exceeds that of common tin, i s cheapness costing only
about half as much, its lightness, weighing not more
than one pound to the square foot, its beauty, presenting an unbroken surface ol stone, tha. may be
made any desired color. It is also fire proof against
burning cinders or coals, and is insured by a:l insurance Companies at same rates as tin, or other fire
proof rootfe. Any ‘injury resulting trom acc:dent, can
be easily repaired by any intelligent workman.
All kinds of roots repaired and metal roofs painted
with Preservative paint.
This

ooting,

and steamboat decking. Roofing
Cement ana Preservative Paint for sale. Agents
wanted in every town in the state. For terms and
prices apply to
WM. II. WALKER, General Agent,
241 Commercial st. foot of Maple st. Portland.

done^bjectog006

ry
On

ecclesiastical politics
Episcopal Convention

ln

'hvt^u J*l<UI‘ecandidate for the

y*?loc,T

a

defeated his

Bishop-

own election
the first baUot of the
clerirv ™,tT ri
votes cast, & were for the Rev
Portland, 3 for the Rev. Mr Doane
ford, Conn., and 1 for Rev. Prof Niles of

disfranchised-majority will strive to
Ur TteLroL if
make its weight lelt at the polls.
When the
Union meD oi the South call to their
aid the
ity College. The Canon requires that
“n
reinforcement which awaits their
call, when election a candidate must receive the votes of
they confer upon all loyal citizens of their two-thirds of the clergy present. The Rev
several States, without distinction of color, Dr. Burgess was presiding officer of the Convention, and as such declined to vote. Had
the same political rights which
they claim for he been absent he would on this ballot have
been
elected, but being present the numbor of
then
at
last
their
themselves,
position wiii be
and thus he lacked one vote.—
jiff**? wa* 14, “bled
'mpregnable; then the electoral franchise will iilyp!^8?nce
in the same manner as a
he, as it should he, within reach of every man re>niUCiftfKgv?ai?t him- Immediately on the
untainted with crime; then the
announced, Dr. Burdisfranchised
after ®eTeral
rebels will be a
successful
attemnt»na«?e’r?n^
instead
of
minority,
a majority
and will no longer have
any motive to continue Church. New York, was
a hopeless struggle.
efcctedby
Nay, ,he great mass of and the nomination unanimm,.i£
JVT",vf
confirmed
them may without danger be
by the
restored to their
former estate, and after their
sharp tuition
-Complaints respecting the dangerous conmay yet become good citizens. That is a
dition of the Grand Trunk railway east of
matter to be left to the loyal cithers
Mon1
of the
treal, increase and multiply.
1

foi

EPJlSZFfr'***

Priced

As

was ever

exhibited in Boston, is

now

at the

NEW

Which, together with

Window

Shades and

sep7-dti

LOW BRICES !
Foreign Goods by every Steamer.
Domestic Goods daily from Manufacturers and

New fork Auctions.
Window Shades and Draperies made to order.
Lace Curtains, in great variety, at LOW PRICES.

CONGRESS

MAY BE FOUND

July31dtl

confidence point to FELLOW’S
WORM LOZENGES as the most perfect remedy for* those troublesome pests, INTESTINAL
WORMS. After years of careful experiment, success
has crowned our efforts, and we now offer to the world
a confection without a single fault, being safe, convenient, effectual and pleasant. No injurious result
can occur, let them be used in whatever quantity.
Not a particle of calomel enters their composition,
They may be used without ftirther preparation, and
Children will eagerly devour all you
at any time.
give them, and ask for more. They never fail in exWorms
from their dwelling place, and they
pelling
will always strengthen the weak and emaciated, even

WE

when he Is not afflicted with worms.
Varions remedies have from time to time, been recommended, such as calomel, oil of wormseed, turpentine, &c., producing dangerous, and sometimes tatal
consequences. After much research, study and experiments, embracing several years, the proprietors
of Fellow’s Worm Lozenges, have succeeded in producing this remedy, free from all objections, and positively safe, pleasant and effectual. Theydo not kill
the worms, but act by making their dwelling place
disagreeable to them. Iu order to assure consumers
of the genuineness of these lozenges, the analysis of
Dr. A. A. HAYES, State Assayer, is annexed:
“I have analyzed the Worm Lozenges, prepared
by Messrs. FELLOWS & CO., and find that they are
free from mercury, and other metallic or mineral matter. These Lozenges are skilfully compounded, pleasant to the taste, safe, yet sure and effective in their
action.
A. A. HAYES, M. D.
Assayer to the State of Mass.

Respectfully,

Price 45 cents per Bax $ Five for $1.
GEO. W. SWETT, Proprietor of the New England
Botanic Depot, 106 Hanover Street, Boston Mass.,
Sole Agent for the United States, to whom all orders should be addressed,
ty Sold by dealers in Medicines everywhere.
oct5-deow6msN
n

Colgate's Aromatic Vegetable boap.

superior Twilet Soap, prepared trom refined
Vendable Oils in combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nnraery* Its perfume is
exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Dr agA

gkts.

No. 233 1-2
CORNER
August 30, 1866.

Patented May 29, 1866.
This is an article for washing without rubbing, except in very dirty places, which will require a very
Blight rub, and unlike other preperations offered for a
like purpose, will not rot the clothes, but will
leave them much whiter than ordinary methods, ■Without the usual wear and tear.
It removes grease spots as it by magic, and softens
the dirt by soaking, so that rinsing in ordinary cases,
outirely remove it.
Tnis powder is prepared in accordance with chemical science, and upon a process peculiar to itsolf,
wliich is secured by Letters Patent. It has been in
use for more than a year, and has proved itselfan universal fovorite wherever i has been used.
Among
the advantages claimed are the following;
It saves all the expense of soap used on cotton and
linen goods.
It saves most of the labor ot

A Sure Pile Cure.
DR. GILBERT’S PILE INSTRUMENT positively
the worst cases of piles. Sent by mail on receipt of $4. Circulars fee. Sold by druggists. Agents
wanted everywhere.
Address J. B. ROMAINE,
Manager, No. 575 Broadway, New-York. oc2Cd3msN
cures

Ey Both Chronic and Inflammatory Rheumabeing daily cured by Metcalfe’s Great
Rheumatic Remedy. Sold by all Druggists.
Nov 1. dlmsN

tism |ire

A Full and Complete Assortment
of the best Boots and Shoes tor Ladies and 3entlemen can be found at T. E. MOSELEY & CO.’S,
Summer St., Boat n.

■all’. Vegetable Siciliau Hair Bcaewtr.

powder.

the

And can be readily appreciated by a single trial.
The cost of washing for a tamily of five or six persons,
will not exceed three cehts.
The manufheturers of this powder are aware that
many nseless compounds have been introduced to the
lie which have rotted the cloth, or failed in removdirt, but knowing the Intrinsic excellence ot

Etlie

article they confidently proclaim it as being adapted to meet a demand which has long fisted, and
which has heretofore Amained unmipplled.
MAXOTACTtTRED

STEVENS,

&

IIOWE

BY

■all’. Vegetable Sicilian Hair Beacwer.
It Is the best article known to preserve the
hair,
preventing its falling out, and making lifeless, still,

brashy hair

HEALTHS', sort un> clossy
All who

use it are unanimous in
awarding it the
praise ofbeing the best Hair Dressing, extant, and
without a rival in restoring gray h»1r to its natural
color. Beware of counterfeits and imitations; ask
for Hall’s and take no other. Price $1.00. Sold
by

sep28-d3m

vnlVInSiliDv

HALL & CO., Nashua N. n., Proprietors.
novfl-dftwlwsu

You need not Suffer with Piles
Since Carr's Pile Remedy brings immediate relief, and speedily cures both recent and inveterate
cases.
The only uniformly successful medicine for

Piles. Dealers want no other where it has been introduced. Send for circulars and certificates. Ask the
nearest Drugrist to get the medicine for
you.
Druggist who desire a most efficacious, popular and
rapidly selling medicine for riles may apply to the
Proprietors. Sold by the Proprietors, and by S. Anderson & Son, Bath; H. H. Hay, Portland; B. F
Bangor; Horace Barbour, Lewiston, and
other Druggists
Wm. Carr & Co.

FOR

n

BICKNJSLL’S
THE GREAT

Silvei'

Instantaneously

Plating

ARTICLES OF

Bras**, Copper, German Silver, Ac,,
Restoring the plating where worn oft; and for Cleaning and Polishing

Silver & Silver Plated Ware.
KThis most useful invention of the age is

a preparation of pore silver, and contains no mercury, acid,
or other substance injurious to metals or the hands.
battciy in a bottle.
It is a complete
For sale by Druggists and Variety Stores.

electro-plating

HOWE

STEVENS*.

Sc

MANUFACTURERS,.BOSTON, Mass.
scpt28-d3m

LORING,
Booksellers & Stationers,
Free,
Have

Corner Center Street**
on

hand

a

full supply of

School,

Miscellaneous
Blank Books.

Law,

and

Oaali, Post Office and Envelope Cases,
ter Presses, Pen Ejoka. &c.

Let*

We have just rccieVed from New York a full supply o*

PAPER HANGINGS,
New patterns and Choice Styles.
DRAWING TAPER OF AfJj SIZES.
Give

call.

us a

jyCOtl__

&

Poor

Marrett,

Co.,

Having taken the Chambers

311

CONGRESS

STREET,

ADJOINING MECHANICS’ HARR,
prepared to offer their friends and the public a large and well asorted stock of

Ire

now

Paper Hangings
CURTAIN

Purchasers of the above goods arc respectfully invited toexamine our stock which is

New, Clean and Desirable.

Hayward’s Rubbers
We offer to the
A

!

trade

full assortment of the above celebrated

RUBBER BOOTS AND
At

AND

SHOES,

Agency prices. Also

MANUFAC-

Libbey.
CO., Purs,
St„

over

Co-_Jullftl

Dry Goods,

T«IH Ar CO., Wholesale
No. 4 Galt Block, Commercial St.

Boots, Shoes tC Moccasins,
At

Wunletale only.

S CELL & OHASI
STEVENS,
33 Commercial fit., Portland Me.
Oct 10—d3mos

JOHN T. S MALL &

Chestnut

WHOLESALE

AND

AMBROSE

Watches, Jewelry,

•

MERRILL, Dealer in
Masonic Regalia, and Mili-

All orders romptly atten ed to
Goods at he low. st prices.

H

HS.

IN

Portland,

Salt

WILLIAM P. HASTINGS
prepared to attend to the wants of liis former
patrons and customers, and the public generally
The snperior character or his instruments, especially

IS

Provisions,

now

REED. Counsedors at Law, Morton
Same entrance as U. S. Ar-

&

Block, Congress St.

my offices.

LL

A

iyl2dtf

READ’? to commence

C. M. & H. T.

again.

xjlPLUMMER White and Blacksmiths, having

UPRIGHT ORGANS,.
Which in style of finish resemble the
upright Piano, is
too well known to require an extended notice.
He
will keep on hand a full assortment of instruments oi
the

Most

Approved Styles

and Pat'era?,

Prices Within (he Beach of Ail ! !
and trnsts that tlic superior excellence of tone, as well
as the excellence of his
workmanship, may, as heretofore, commend him to the public Iavor and natronage.

September

17,16CC._

BUCKLEY ,C BANCROFT
Respectfully

the citizens of Portland

and vicinity, that they have on hand
COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF

a

large

and

DRAWING-ROOM, LIBRARY,
CHAMBER and DINING-ROOM

F URN IT UR E

now

LOWEST

public
New and

well

ive

Prompt Att’mt oa.

MARKET

TARNISHES,
WHITE

READ,

ZIIVO,

/Elder, Boots, Shoes, &c., may

v_I • tor the
Fore Street.

present

on

India Street

AND
All

COLORS,

varieties, Imported

BANKER &

and

Manufactured l»y

CARPENTER,

E.
No. 16

RAM), Attorneys and Counsellois,
Free Street, near Middle.
Juli8
MORSE, No. 5 Decring street, second house
trom

Jdc
DR.
•

winsloV.

new High.
ruuo vr the Konse.

Horse

within

cars mu

a

CURTAIN GOODS,
MATS,
And all

Roofing l

Warranted Water-Tight and Durable.

Goods usually found in

S**Com
•

^

138

Caskets: also,

and

ns

Uaskets^

Exchange
Me

tahe

&

WEBB, Atiorncysand
CouiiMollor», at the Boody House, corner ol
Chestnut streets.

Congress

D. VE RBI EX,
No. 19 Free Street.

BYROIV

L UMBER
Located

OFFER

DARLING,

eod“w

244

DR YER 1

West Commercial Street,
Near the Class Works,
on

Portland, Maine.
PORTLAND LUMBER DRYING COMPANY” have secured the control ot the Patent
light for seasoning lumber by the Bulkley Patent

rHE

Whar^

Paints,

at

can

Boston,

Dealers In

COUNSELLOR

AT

lias saved his Librarv. Office
in the Griffith block, third
story

at2 2 1-2 Free street

Crockery

jpSj

lolicited.
It

Claimed, that by this process, lumber is
thoroughly seasoned: checked less; susceptible
finish; and less liable to imbibe moisture oil
and decay from contact with it, than by
any oth-

is

nore
a finer

! >1

well
r process.
That the shrinkage js entirely taken
out, withiut impairing the strength of the wood, in from two
o tour days,
according to the thickness and kind of

umber.
That NO length or time In the air, or dry air
iiln, will season lumber, so that it cannot he shrunk

jy this process.
That at least halt the cost of seasoning lumber by
his process is saved in the increased
of work
ng it.
The expenses ot drying will be moderate, so that
here need be no excuse for using unseasoned lumber
lercaiter.
further Information aa to the Dryer, and the proess and cost of seasoning lumber can be obtained at
be Dryer, and at the office ol
BENSON A- HOUGHTON, Agent..
Berlin Mills Wharf, toot of Maple Street.
Portland, Oct. 1. I860.
Oct. 1 dim

rapidity

Dll.

and

CANDLES.

OLIVE, ELAINE AND RED OIL.
KEROSENE AND MACHINERY OIL,
iPERM & ADAMANTINE CANDLES, A SOAP,
?or sale by BRADSHAW A PATCH,
eug 9-Crn
_No. 7 Central Whart, Boston.

GROCERS,

ATTENTION!

JOHN K. ABBOTT A- CO.’S

And

Olker Fancy Cakes, in Cans!
Constantly on hand and for sale by
JOSIAII L.

BOSTON,

A

--

at

34* CONGBfS!*

Deering. Milliken
Wholesale Dry

Law, Attorney and Counsellor

at

B.

F.

A.

HUTCHINGS,

GRAINER,

Neatly

LIME

np

HlDDITO,

on

r*.

STREET,

Portland

manner.

n

llaii

sep20d3m

Pcnrhyu marble Ca.
Manufacturers and Dealers In Enameled Slate
Chimney Pieces, Brackets, Pier
Slabs, Grates
and Chimney Tops. Importer and dealer in
English Floor Tiles, German and French Flower
Puts,
Vases, Parian. Bkque, and Bronze Statuetts
and Busts. Glass Shades and walnut Stands, Bohemian and Lava Vases and other wares.
112 TREMONT STREET Studio Budding
n
BOSTON, Maas.
aug22—Cm

&

Mattresses,

Wholesale
oct

O. F. snEfbEV.

change

jvfltl

CARTER «

on

etreot.

A. A.

Drnggists,

17-dtf

P.

OFFICE.

CO~,

No. 148 Fore Street.

NEW

STROUT

Building, 2d story; Entrance

Feather Beds, &c.

IF. F. PHILLIPS <Sb

COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
In Post Oflice

SAMUELS,

iST‘ Particular attention paid to the renovating of
Hair alatresHcs, and remade equal to new. Blanket*
&c.
Morton Biwcli, over Perkin’, two doors
—Beee Preble Bout.
oeMdtf

JOSEPH STORY

SHEPLEY

BEDOimO!

Manufacturer ot

A tew doors above the Post Office where he
wU. be
happy to see old customers and new. He now has
every facility for conducting his business in the most

satisfactory

BEBDUVn,

H.

GOODS !
B.

3321-2

STROUT.

FROST,

Congress

Has just received

DRESSER^

a

Street,

line lot

of

FAFF GOODS
Publishers, Booksellers,
Blcachery,
Saltnliio for the season, which will he mode up in
scptlO—cod
the most thorough
STATIONERS,
offer for sale fulf stock of
Store for Lease.
j Law, School and Miscellaneous Books,
6 Txjng Whorl (upper Store tn 2d block) 4 staroof, embracing 4C90
manner.

a

Blank Books anil Stationery on reasonable terms at
1T6 FORE STREET,
oc2Ceod*w2m
near the foot of Exchange Street.

,.,?EW T0RK' Agents for the

ociialy

N*.led, slated

<

feet, exclusive

of the attic, warranted rat proof, suitable tor any business, the whole In Ca|>-a-ple order.

ocf5-dtt

n

United State*,

Taunton Copper Co.,
ESTABLISHED 1«1.

Copper, Yellow
Sheathing
order.
For

Metal and
and Kails,

Zinc

Metal Bolts and

Spike*.

sale at New York and Boston prloes ty
LYMAN, SON s TOBEY, Agents,

llSCommcreialStreet.

_

Portland, Sept. 21, I860.

dU

Worsted Goods!
FOGG,

YITOULP annonneo to hie customers and the pnby T He that he has Just received a large and splendid variety of

Worsted Shawls,
Sontagrs, Ladies and Misses Hoods,
Nubias, Scarft,

HOOP

SKIHTS!

constantly on
Those f voting
of

ns

with

a

variety

and

hand.
call will also find

a

large
*

Trimming Goods,

Buttons, Laces, Veils, Handkerchief, and all kinds
of goods usually kept In a first class
Fancy Good*
store.

Wo.

S3

Dcering
M.
0,1'M3w_n

and

Block.
n.

FOOD.

MANUFACTORY,

water power, convenient

making; plenty of seasoned

machin-

trimming

lumber.

A

rare chance for an enterprising man with some
capital to make a good business. The location is within
10 miles of Mechanic Falls, or 7 of water communication with Portland. The
shops are all stocked for
the business. Address subscriber or 8. 8. Browne,

Webb’s Mills.

ect2-dtf_n

R.

M. WEBB

P. T. CHASE.

other Government claims prosecuted by

And all

Emery A Drummond.
Clapp’. Block, opposite City Hall.—
treasury certlflcales cashed, and pensions collected.

At IV*. 8

D. H DBUMMOND.
„_
Messrs. Emery & Drummond
have formed a general
and will also attend promptly to
all business entrusted to them as
Attorneys ana Coonsellprs at law,
n

copartnership,

au*7~dtf

HANSON BROTHERS,
Sign, Window Shade,
—ASD—

Ornamental Painters.
Having taken the Shop No. 17 Union street, are
prepared to do all work entrusted to them in
rlor manner.
The shop will be found onen tltrough
all the business hours ot the day. All orders promptoc3QUlm*
attended
to
ly

HARRIS &

CO.’S

HAT STORE
REMOVED TO

300

Merchant Tailor,

Ex-

Worcester.

Bounties, Pensions, Prize Money

B1BBBFOBB)...Maine,
Win promptly attend aQ order* from

Dooms

PEBBV!V9,

Duncan’s Sons,

embraces

TODljs

Dressing
fitted

E.BA «Sr

good
Law, IT ery, shop for
black-smithing, painting,
harness

Jy31—d&wtoi

31 COMMERCIAL STIfEET.9
T
augCl-dtf
Put ilnuil, M iuc.

Hair

pub-

lic Is respectfully and earnestly requested to see that
the names of Lea & Perrins are
upon the Wrapper, Label, Stopper and Dottle.

For Sale or to Let.

Office Ko. 8 CUpp’a Block,
Opposite Old City Hall,
-P ° B T l AX D, UAfXE.

Goods,

rins that their Sauoe
is highly esteemed In
India, and la in my
opinion the moat palatable aa well aa the
moat wholesome
Sauce that la made."

CARRIAGE

GEORG 1. F. TALBOT,

& Co.,

“Toll Lea A Per-

to

The success of this most delicisus and unrivaled
condiment having caused many
unprincipled dealers
to apply the name to Spurious
Compounds, the

octlTdlm

Chadwick Mansion, opposite United States Hotel.
Portland Maine.
Bion Bradbury.
T .D.M. Sweat
novhtl

Worcester, Ray, 1881.

OF

Opposite Deerlng Hall Entrance.

STREET,

to hie

Brother at

DISH.

Fancy

Market Square, Portland,

BRADBURY & SWEAT

Counsellors

Ware

Importers!
26

LAW,
n

Cheap.

If. ELS WORTH d- SON

JABEZ C. HOOD MAN,

lladraa,

Velvet Ribbons and Kid Gloves of the beet qualltv. in

SQUABE,

an<^ Shoes for Sale

jyiodt?

Careful attention paid
n
sug22—Cm

applicable

a

Gentleman

all the desirable shades.
A large variety of

UNDER LANCASTER HALL.

ELCH and AMERICAN

letter irom

Hosiery, Gloves, Corsets, Ladle* Merino Undervesta:

he found

AT 29 MAEKET

jrocess.

This process tor seasoning lumber has been in use
or several years in tbe
West, where it originated, and
s there, and elsewhere regarded as
indispensable.
Lumber Dealers and all workers in wood are reijieclfully invited to inspect the Dryer, and the lum>er seasoned by it, and their
patronage is respectfully

APOTHECARY,

D. CLAMKE <£ CO.

CO.,

at

The “Only

And

a

Medical

J. H.

Phelan

ROOFING SLATES,
of all
and
nails.
to

New Goods !

M

Can be found at the Store of F. A C. B. Nash 174
Fore street.
n
jyStf

slating

Window

TXAS Wned his new store, 34 St. Lawrence street,
lull*tock ot Medicines, Perfumeries,
Combs and hancy Goods, all new and cheap.
prescriptionscorelhlly prepared.

STOCK BROKER.

colors,
shipping.

Vranishcs,
Glass, Ac., Ac.

DRUGGIST &

H. M. FA YSON,

and

To be

CHARLES H. MARK,

me.

of

Dimension and Brazier. Copper rolled to

Oil,

Neiv Store !

EXTRACT

BY

Oopper and Yellow

FORES,

No. 3 Custom House Whart,
Continues the Paintiug busiucssas usual.
aiigWIm*

,

au£ls7«'_n_Portland,

Exchange, No. I Long

Dealers in

bTa le
PAINTER,
business

Importers

PSONOCBCEO

CO.,

for all papers iu Maine.
country. Orders left at tlie Mer‘J*1 ^pP'E^out
chants
Exchange, or sent through the PostOllicc. rcceive prompt attention.
aug30 ti

CHARLES

A. WILBUR &
112 Tremont Street,

Worcestershire Sauce !

John

roceivcd
Adycrfisementi
the

No. 187 FORE
STREET,
Over Wall’s Clothing Store,

W

**°X at 1110 ^cr<-llan,s’

Perrins’

Sc

I'ELERRATED

Manufactured by

CUMBERLAND,

1T4 middle Street, Portland, me.

n

Has resumed

town solicited.

PAINTER.

ATWELL &

PORTLAND. ME.

SIGN

UK

advertising agents.

Street, fint door from Ctmgreet Street

o. s.

Lea

HEAD OF MECHANIC STREET.

jywOit

price, by

A ABIES BAILEE Ac CO.,
oc26«13w*
162 Middle street, Portland.

EVERT VARIETT

White-Washing iwomutol

nilLEB’D

Good Sauee!”

At present to he bund at his residence

OUT OF THE FLAMES l

Counsello
ju!21

Bulkley’s Patent

FRESCO

Law,

PEARSON,
Gold and Silver Plater

jy26

and

& Comuellors at

May 19—dly

FRANK

ML

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

M.

Counsellor at Law,
julll

PIERCE, Attorney
at Law, No. 8 Clapp’s Block.
LEWIS

Mar 22—dtl

Near Middle Street.
Joseph Howard, jy9tf n
Nathan Cleaves.

jylO-tl
T 8
8 hoc*, IlatM and
Clothing.
BOO
Bexj. Fogg
be
found
roa
may
*y to waitmi
mstomers at No. 4 Moultcn sti\ et, foot ** Exchange.
*
ju!20

DEBXOIS
and

"dreode.'*

o.,a

Orders trom out

good style, by

in

Ckas. H. Itlahanry, \s, 33 Smith Street.
Orders may be left at the store of MARR BROTHERS, corner of Middle and Federal sts.
septed'm

Coanoiasenre

ORNAMENTAL

PORTLAND.

PORTLAND, M UNE.
Office No. 17 Free Street,

Temple

Plaster,

STRERT,.'...PORTLAND.

Coloring, Whitening

&U kinds cleansed and repaired

of

CLOTHING
promptly and

FEBLES, KIDS, LUTINGS, *o.

y attended to.

so

In Cana Ready for Use,
With directions tor using. For sale at the Mann lec-

33 Commercial Street,
Juneltl
__PORTLAND, ME.
FREEMAN & KIMBALL,

GROVE

has

Cleansed l

turer's

Oemont and

Titilcr,

Prepared Harness Oil Blacking !

LOVEJOY,

PLAIN AND

HOWARD A CLEAVES,

Attorneys

Clothing

m k.

novflv6*ltt

Jirrrham

VBuriT.

styles.__jul21

8TTJ000 AHD MASTIO W0MEB8,
0»k Street, between, Congress and Free HU..

Small Wares, ko,,

Street,

PORTLAND,

PLAflTERE Pi B.

GOODS,

Hosiery, Gloves,

M-AT HAN GOULD, Merchant
Tailor, has removed
to No. 16 Market Square, over Sweetsir’s
Apothe
;ary store.

200 M. imported and domestic Cigar?
C. C. MITCHELL & SON,
178 Fore Street.

Lime,

Late Merrill & Smiill, Wholesale Dealers in

No. IS Fi'oo
aug21dtl

Woolens,
Street«

ROSS & EVENT,

MERRILL BROS. A CUSHING,

Manufacturer ot Silver Ware,

^

?: ZESSZ:

n

FANOY

Free

L.
E- cgAPMAN.

N®. 163 middle Street, Portland, me.

v

18

F. DAVIS,

G.

».

13

Mock, Commercial Street.

•
cured Rechabtte Hal), No. .132$ (Jungle s st.
where he will be happy to see old friends and lormci
customers. He has a line stock or seasonable
good*,
which will be manutactured to order and in the la
teat
dtf

SAMUEL FREEMAN,
OEO L. KIMBALL,
er We pay Cash Tor every thing we buy.
Jel6f.

Burial
jy2o

iyjj

e

Carriage Trimmings.

—AND—

Law, 113
street, up stairs.
iyll
CHARLES J. WALKER & CO. may be found at
No. 150 Commercial street, store
formerly occupied by N. O. Cram, where they will resume business, and be pleased to see their customers, or receive their orders.
j ulylOtf
S. E. SPRING may be found at the store of
A * hletcher
corner
ol
Union and Comincrif Co.,

tor sale by
CIGARN.

Hardwar

havo removed to

1 Galt

Free. >

A 00.,

VO.

CLOTHING,

Alfo Manufacturers ot

—AJTD—

angle—tt

die.

ot

and

n

Manufacturers of

Wool and Wool Skins,

in

street.

H. INGRAHAM, CounseDor at
DARIUS
federal

a

t£ » CARPET store
Laity.-Pmrtdeno?jggffl
^wd.mbwcrespoctn.n, taS

Saddlery

Oct4—d3m

J. T. LEWIS &

Successors to STEVENS, FREEMAN £ CO.,
Wool-pollers and Dealers In

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

on

ready with a good stock of Gods for
Men s wear, which they will manufacture in
garments to order.
ST*First class Coat-makers want ed.
are

Mb.

BAILEY A CO.,

Importers and dealers

Surveyor.

loloodlm*_lime street, opposite the Market.
FOR FLAT OR STEEP ROOFN.
SAWVEB Ac FOSTER’S
CHEAP, light, flexible, fire proof and water proof
rootling. Pronounced by Solon ltobinson and
Bonnet
and Hat
of
Club
New
:he Farmer’s
York, one of the greatest
ANDnventions of the age.
that
this article win recommend
We are satisfied
Bonnet & Block Mhinufiictory,
M. & A. P.
♦self, and when known, will he in universal favor.
The subscribers are now ready to apply tljp Plastic
Vo. Jl Portland fltrert, Portland, Maint-,
for sale tlie balance of their roods saved I
Slate to roots In Cumberland and York Counties, ol j
from tho late lire, at induced prices
Milk
53T*ATI kinds of Straw and Felt Goods pressed,
this State, at the low price of seven dollars per square
▼ets in all colors. Also a variety ot Cloak .la
deached or dyed in the latest styles. Orders prompt
Orders sent to E. HARMON, Saco, or E. S. FOSS,
Trimmings. No. 13 Oasco St.
y executed. Goods forwarded bv express will receiv#
Scarboro’, will be promptly attended to.
octl d&wCw
>rompt attention.
n
d&wtf
August 4, I860.
,,

Porilajjd,

JAMES

a

Wholesale Dealer in

STDRTEVANT,

OCIlGdtl

Office removed to Lcnthc ft Gore's Brick Block, opposite Portland and Kennebec Depot.
C. J. Noyes.
July y, 1806.

they

Goods

J.

Wldgery'g Whart,

few

PJRBNAXH 8k 80IV, Merchant Tailors,
have taken Union Hall, entrance
JE.
Free St.
where

STORES,

Commission Merchants,

jy2o
HOUSE—NOTICE-Persons laving left
DYE
orders at 101 Exchange street, can now And
ihem at 324 Congress street,
opi>osite Methanes’

Civil Engineer ant Land

k

and

Goods!

20 Market Square.

STREET,

(Between Congress

Arcade

GENERAL

THE EASTERN EXPRESS CO are now
X permanently located at No. 21 Free
street, and
prepared to do Express Business over all the Railroad and Steamboat routes in the
and West
State,
P.
S. & P., Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
by
to Boston, connecting there with
Expresses to all
parts oi the country.
Express Co.,

Dry

No. 3 Chase's Block, Head Long Wharf Porn™., Me.

jul i4dtf

«*•N*

Gilding, Graining, Glazing,

Importer) and [Jobbers

FARRINGTON,
AND

Law.

at

DAVIS, MESEBVE, HASKELL

Groceries, Flour,
CHASE, CRAM

P.

CLOTHING

Jyy_Junction of Free & Middle Streci s.

oct22-dlm*

Dealers in

PRODUCE AND SHIP

I.

OFFICE OVER H. H. HAY’S

OAK

HannoW Gore

n

gy Good Coat, Pants and Vest makers wanted.
999 CONOREHS NTRIET,
oneadoor West of New City Hall.
sept5
dam

Furnishing

Fore Street.

Fresco and Ornamental Painters

Counsellors,

Uf

city.

LAW,

RYDER A REINHARDT,
DOUSE, SIGN,

STANWOOD & DODGE,
Commission
Merchants,

be found

30RN CAKES, COCOA-NUT CAKES, GINGER
AND LEMON SNAPS,

Stores,
oct22dlm

Jv7tt

j

TAILORS,

™“ *

PATENTS,

Counsellors

Haslell.

GAGE,

and

(.Sewell C. Strout

near corner o

For the convenience of our customers on Commercial and Fore streets, an order book ior H
eight Calls
will be kopt at office of Canadian
No.

H.

—

octl8d6w

English Broadcloths, Doeskins. Casalmeres, Tricots, etc., etc., which they will make up iu the most
ashitmable style and substantial manner, aud at the
loweat possible cash prices.
pur stock of Heady-Made Clothing Is large, well
selected, bought for cash, which enables us to sell
cheaper than any other similar establishment ,n the

McCOBB & KINGSBURY.

Office 113 Federal Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

re-

:,ARD, SPERM AND WHALE OIL,

New Plastic Slate

CARPETINGS,

PRICES,

JOHN T. SMALL & CO.
octOOdlm
Portland, Oct. 25,18GG.

a

Assorted Stack of

rec

uid shall constantly endeavor to make it the interest
purchase of us.

tliclr friends and the

(o ollfcr

Country

>f customers to

n

prepared

for

We take pleasure in informing the trade that we
resumed business at Store No. 12 Lime street,
vhere we should be pleased to receive customers to
uiy goods in our line. We offer goods at the

Hay Market Square, Boston.

Arc

STREET.

Paid

lave

Maine railroad.

W. T. KILBORN & CO.
tHaving opened tlie new store
No. 33 Free Street,

LIME

HoiisijmmeiFs will

every description, which they will sell at great
bargains.
Goods packed in the best
possible manner., and forwarded without expense to the purchaser.
ait~ WARE ROOMS In the spaciocs
halls, over the passenger station of the Boston &

augl3eod3m

12

Cash Prices

Produce.

eod&wtt

FiJRi\iTuni:!
announce to

NO.
Highest

Attorneys

Window Shutters, Gratings, stc.
Particular attention paid to Gas and Steam fitting.

Groceries,

PRODUCE,

STROUT &

built on the old site, No. 12 Union St, would be
pleased to answer ad orders tor Iron Railings. Doors.

—AND—

COUNTRY

PORTLAND, ME.
Goddard, n ]y30dti T.

C. W.

No. 178

_

respectfully in-

aro

from Now York and Beaton
HAVE Just®Dereturned
selected stock of German, French

BROKERS,

Si.

No. 10 Free Street.

jol

aivnTH

n

his line

ana

aug2dttCongress Street.
W. H. WOOD A SON,

Attorney,

Clapp’s Block, Congress

And

WEBSTER if CO., can be found at the store
of C. K. Babb, Clapp’s Block, No.
•
9, where we
offer a good assortment of
Clothing and Furnishing
Goods at low prices.
nj
^

former

GODDARD & HASKEL,
Counsellors and Attorneys at Law,

jull6tt

and Stationer, maybe
Congrcs- St., corner of Oak

found at No. 337

and

OF

Capes.

aud

LEVY d- MATHIAS,

NO. 8 CLAPP’S BLOCK,

Particular attention given to writing Wills,
Contracts, Deeds and Legal Instruments.
July Cl, ItCO.
dtf

iyI2dtf

PACKARD, Bookseller

•

CO.,

RETAIL DEALER3

8.

story,iyll

TORY

No. lt*>

(No.

AT

—AND—

DEANE,

Counsellor

H. J. LIBBY & CO., Manufacturers
and Commission Merchants.
Counting Room
First National Bank, No. 23 Free street, second
tt

tary Goods, No 13 Free street, Portland.
Same store with Geyer and Calef.

CLIFFORD,

SOLICITOR

augl7dtf

H. P.

SQUARE,

Furnaces, COUNSELLOR

(Opposite the Market.)

VTOT1CE.
over

W. H.

of Goods for Ladies'

Ane assortment

READI-MADE CLOTHING,

WHIPPLE,

21 MARKET

a

Hncquev, Talmas

ard DEALERS

aag2_n_

Where they will be pleased to see all their
customers and receive orders as usual.

Las also

CUSTOM

Wholesale Druggist,

NEW BCILOINO ON LIME ST.,

He

rear o

PORTLAND. ME.

SON,

Manufacturers and dealers in

Stoves, Ranges Sk

W.

Overcoats,

Consisting of Tricots, Caster and Moscow Beavers,
and some of his goods for Business
Chinchillas,
and Drew Coats are very elegant. •

All in want ot Goods in
vltcd to give him a call.

Portland!. Maine.

WM.

T.

JullStt_

1

Mhlodcon

Putnam Office of Hartford; Standard Office of New
York, and other reliable offices, are represented by
this agency.
John Dow.
F. W.
jy25ctt»

nal streets.

JyaMtf

MISCELLANEOUS.

ORGAN

GOOES, Ac.,

A. X. NOYES &

Home Office of New York; National
Exchange
Office of Boston; Narragansett Office of Providence;

17—dtt

Pew Cash ions,

Winter

Fall and
ME.

NO. SO CLARK 8TBEGT.
Ang 8—tt

cus-

,

CONTRACTORS.
Address Poat Office Box 1,888, or at tbe office
C. H. Stuart’s residence,

^augiotf81^^’

corner

•

SI;BOP,

cure or no pay. Ib purely vegetable,
without a particle oi
opiate or narcotic. Highly aromatic, very pleasant ft the taste, mild, but sire in its
effects, worms and strengthens the system, acts like
a charm, affording almost Immediate
relief, and a
taste ol the article will satisfy the most incredulous
of these fhets.
Sold by all dealers in medicine.—
send lor circular and try it. Prepared only bv EDWAED SUTTON, Providence K. I
GKO C.
GOODWIN & CO., of Bost n General Agents. H.
H. HAY. of Portland.
iunc2eodjtw0msx

*

176m_H.

Short Sc Y*oring,
Z1 Free. Comer Center Stieo

CARPETINGS S

REMEDY,
Also, Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus, Summer Complaint,Pain or
Cramp in Stomach or Bowels,
Sick or Sour Stomocb, Painter’s Colic,
&c., ami is
warranted to

hllllir:
Jjuurauce AgeaU,
will be founu at NoV,
Dw'*’
117 Commercial,
ot
St.

Jnl

CO.,

Ne. 1 Clapp’s Block- feet Chestnut
Street,
Portland.
W' Deani:c- l- Qvmr.

O. M. * D. W. NASH

have resumed business at the head of
Long Wharf,
under J. W. M unger’s insurance
Office, and will be
pleased to see their former customers and receive their
orders as usual.
n
July 10, 1866.
dtf

UBEEBroPGO ft
BVHOIV,
Hats, Caps and Robes, 164 Middle

Slreel.

short notice.

at

He would particularly call the attention ot hia
lomen and the public to hie stock of Cloths ibr

-AND-

Can be fonnd In their

Hail, where we shall continue o«tr business in ah its
variolas branches and at low. r rates.
tjrXadies’ Dresses dyed for *1,00. All other articles dyed at equally low rules,
jul
BURKE.

Proprietors.

CHOLERA

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware,
spectacles, Cutlery, &c., on the most reasonable
terms.
n
augtdtf

~jy2°ftflreeL

STATIONERY OF ART- KINDS,

B.™db«ry.

aepl8ss2tawtf

GILMAN,

St.jn!16tt

Druggists.

R. P.

dtf

MILLSi although burned up, the ProEAGLE
prietors, Messrs. L. J. Hid & Co., are now prepared to furnish Coffees, Spices, Cream Tartar, &c,
at their new place of business, No. 100 Green St.
An Order Slate m:iy be found at Messrs,
Low,
Plummer & Co’s, No 83 Commercial St, and at Mr C.
M. Rice’s Paper Warehouse, No. L85 Fore Street.

ISO Broadway, Boston.
For sale by Grocers and Dealers everywhere.

31

its Natural Color by

to

Spring-Beds, Mattroeses,

OF CHESTNNT

J.

•

FUBNITUBE, LOUNGES, BED-STEADS

Congress Street,
n

BURS,

and Manufacturers of

of

Bailey »

Directions with each package.

HtTMAN hair restored.

DR.

and

SHORT &

HAIR RENE WEB.

ail

wear

tear.
Also for cleaning windows it is unsurpassed. With
one qnarter tbe time and labor usually required it imparts a beautiful gloss and lustre, much superior to
any other mode. No water required except to moist-

HALL’S VEGETABLE SICILIAN

Gray Hair restored

rubbing, and

27 Market Square
PORTLAND.
C. H. STUART & CO.,

augZldant

IJ pholsterer s

For the present occupies part of the Store
NO. 6 FREE BTBEET
BLOCK,
with Messrs. J. M, £tyer & Co., and is
prepared to resume his usual
business, and otters a choice assortment

HUDSON, JR.,
R T I
T

-A-

aep3dti

TT. P. FREEMAN A

HAS REMOVED TO

n

telO’ooaNdiy

_

G.

Wblcb he U ready to make up

J. B.

n

n_311 Cougrcs.

DOWNES,
MERCHANT TAILOR,

Nearly Opposite Mechanics9 Hall,

en

scptSUH

and

LATEST FASHIONS,
h"»*-lr "tth Ml the Style,
lnwDedarh“ftllly

Coat, Pautalooii and Vest Goods,

Up Sta’r,.

Leather, Backs & Sides, Lace Leather, Masons, Builders, Plasterers
BITETS

removed to 328 Congress St., opposito Mechanics'

Jobber* In Wotuen’a Mtaaes,’
Obildren’s

*Rd

b°ots and shoes,

sus.

Block,

PREBLE HOUSE,

CONUKESS STREET,

Manufacturer, and

TODD,

Morton

JU8T ABOVE THE

n

34 *

Also for sale

Belt

LAW,

V. c. HANSON A CO.,

(Successors to J. Smith & Co.)
Manntacntrer of Leather Belling.

ANDERSON AND CO AS
HOOP SKIET AMD OOESEL' STOEE,

AT

Sept 24—dtt

h.m7b~re wer,

n

Has established himself at

Congress 8t.,

27 Marfeet Square.

USm

_Ey Repairing done and warranted.

AT

WM. c. BECKETT

CARLETON,

ATTORNEY

TOWN !

Driven from Ills old eland by the late Are.

297

ARSON,

FREE STREET.

F.

Hock,)

tf

Dealer in

NO. 333 CONC.BE8S STBEET.

N.

with

can

W.

C. PEABODY.

H.

15

UP

Law,

at

Congress Street.

s. L.

House,

EYE GLASSES, &c.,
No. 35 Free St., Portland.

CALVIN EDWARDS &
CO.,

G.

Portland, July 31—dtt

Sep5tftl

Preble

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Spectacles,

Hall._n__JylOdtl

STREET,

LOZENGES.

WORM

HOLDEN.

H.

tbe

ATCHES

MO.

sep28

Near the Coart House.

ie

333

dtf

Office, 2291-2 Congress Street,
_-A-

24 9

Cold, SUrcr Bad Steel Spectacles, Tools,*
Files, Ac.

and Counsellors at Law,

Attorneys

above

(Chadwick

octe-dly

Silver and Plated Ware,

Jewelry,

-AT-

HOLDEN & PEABODY;

116 Trenoit Street, Bo,ton,
Nearly opposite Part St. Church.
sepl8<l3m

business to

W

Law,

at

jyy_PORTLAND, ME.
G E R It IS II & PE

l

Attorney and. Connseller

DENffBTT,

Dealers in

aug2#__n

No.

of

EJMJJ

NO. 16 MARKET SQUARE.

CHILDS, CROSBY & LANE,

EASTMAN BROTHERS
Dry Goods,

THE

Rooms,
Photograph
r

*
*

Upholstaiy Goods,

Have Removed their place

B,

Block, Congress Si.,

Doors

Two

OF

New

of

sold at very

Will lie

Morion

Stoae Church.

B. E. SMITH A SON’S

STREET,
large Stock

a

next above

CLOTHING.

W. W. THOMAS.
«Jr.,

AND

a

OUT

HALLS,

CAliPET

116 TREMONT

being

opened

Congress SL,

24U

CARPETINGS!

of

oaCutri,ryuimc^e.nt
last week

Fine, Medium

and Law

BUYSNESS CARDS.

JAMES F. MILLER,

COUNSELLOR at LAW,
Office iu Cland%vick’M House.
Counsellors

ORIGINAL

FELLOW S

AND AT

The European Upshot.—It would be imto transfer to the
English language the
wit of tiiis Ane French jeu
<Tesprit on the situation of Europe resulting from the German
war and its settlement:
“L’ltalie
I
riche est <_,
Prusse est surfaite,
'leterre satisfaite.’
The meaning may be approximately expressed thus:
Italy is Anished, and Rome is counteracted.
Austria is undone, and Germany is reconstructed. Prussia is overgrown, France is iust right,
ind England is satisfied. N. T.
Evening
Post.
A free version might be thus rendered:
Italy is done, and Rome undone; Austria is
done-up, and Germany done over; Prussia is
^ *° * tUrn* 8"d
EnSland

assortment oi

an

sepMsndU

A Ward on Traitors.
Artemus Ward,
a letter to
“Punch,” describing his visit to
the Tower of London, thus speaks of traitors:

possible

fAs good

BUSINESS CARDS.

REMOVAL.
JAMES O’DONNELL

car

in

A warden tookrus in
charge, and showed us
the “Trater’s Gate,” the armers and
things.
The Trater’s Gate is wide enuff to admit about
twenty traters abrest, I should jedge; but be-yond this, I couldn’t see that it was superior to
gates in gen’ral. Traters, I will here remark
are a onfortnit class of
people. If they wasn’t
they wouldn’t be traters. They conspire to
bust up a country—they fail, & they're traters.
They bust her, and they become statesmen and
heroes.
Take the case of Gloster, afterwards Old
Dick the Three, who ma be seen at the tower on
horseback, m a heavy tin overcoat,—take Mr.
Sloster’s case. Mr. G. was a
conspirator of the
basist dye, and he failed he would have been
hung on a sour apple-tree. But Mr. G. succeeded, and became great. He was slewed by
Col. Richmond, but he lives in
histry and his
equestrian Agger may be Been daily for six
pence, in conjunction with other eminent persons, and no extry charge for the Warden’s able
and bootiful lectur.

REMOVALS.

and Curtains!

Carpetings

Special

placidly.”

“I decline to grant your
request, gentlemen;
and my advice is for you to return at once and
notify your neighbors that the freedmen will
be permitted to parade to-morrow in this
city
and also that they will be
amply protected by
loyal bayonets in the exercise of their rights as
freemen. If any blood is shed, it will not be
by the colored people, unless they are assaulted; and, if attacked, you may be sure such orders will be given for the punishment of their
assailants as will cause blood to flow.
This
will he a strong test of the
good orer of your citizens, and it is an
experiment
that will guide me in any future
discipline of
this city. I would recommend all
well-disposed people to refrain from any riotous conduct
on the
morrow, and let these peaceable colored
people enjoy their celebration without disturbance.”
B-orr°t-stricken at the apparent imperturbability of the Governor’s mind, the citizens sullenly withdrew. The next day, 10,000 colored
people marched through the streets of Charleston hearing the Stars and
Stripes and hundreds
of banners with appropriate mottoes inscribed
thereon, bands of music playing the airs of freedom, and in the line a coffin was borne labeled
Slavery, while two fine-looking mulatto women walked in the
procession chained together, with a colored man in their rear uplifting a
cruel lash, the scene representing then error of
Slavery. Notwithstanding the festivities continued ali day, there was not the slightest disturbance; but, had the rebels attempted to molest the
procession, C l W. had so deployed his
guards that rebel blood would flow. Having
established perfect order at
Charleston, MajorGen. Gilmore was so delighted with his success
that he appointed him lu« obief-of-stair, and,
for the faithful discharge of his onerous duties
and meritorious conduct in the field, Col. W.
was made a Brevet-Brigadier General.

MISCELLANEOUS.

now

rTULE

Fir.1 Anniversary nf iho
Emancipation
Proclamation in Charleston.
A correspondent of the New York Times

the

collected in

Some Folks

jieit.

The elections have fully confirmed the expectations excited by the canvass. In New
York Hoffman has profited largely by the
naturalization frauds which have been exposed in these columns, but has been unable
to secure his election.
Of the fourteen Congresional districts in which the Democrats
had a showing, they have carried eight, four
have gone Republican, and two, the First and

Fourteenth,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

CONGRESS STREET,
Next to

Khahall’a Carriage Factory.
novfidlwia

I

HAVE

FOUND

The place to bnv Whip* and Clear,, cheap at wholesale and retail.

LEE &

STEBBINS,

360 CongTess Street,
lathe
TIIK If

all jjoodsas represented.
ol the Indian Queen.

place.

WA

BRANT

Don’t forget the place Sieu
n
septl8d3n>

.■■■*«■*.II, !M

—..

BUILDING.

COPARTNERSHIP.

thejMeflrm.

Three far Loads Dry Pine

THE M ART ”
The subscriber having purchased the stock oi
Cloths, Ready-Made Clothing and Furnishing Goods
of S. H. SAWYER & CO., would intorm the pul>lic that he iutends to keep as good an assortment of
Goods as can be found in the city, and has secured

KANDAIJi,
No. !H16 Congrem Sirrci.
Portland.. Maine.
ld3w
Oct. 31. 1PCB.

_nov
COP A RTNER SHIP.

Portland,

i|T£ have this day formed

VV

J

name

They

this day formed

undersigned
THE
nership under the firm
have

&

Anderson

a

style

and

name

of

arrangements

Wescott,

AT

Head

of Union Wharf,

torrned

■*

Coal

••

.*

l0

Pickets.

*'

An assortment ot Spruce dimension on
sawed to order.
Doors and Blinds on hand ami made
Sashes glazed and unglazed. For .SuJe by

BEOKES

rough,

H.

Morgan,
And have
FORD their

formed

&

Dyer

EOO

co-

May be found a portion ot the time at JOS. WE3A'SON’S Store. Head of Union Wharf. Coinncnaul Street, Portland, where the best ot Boston
md Portland references may be seen.
All favors
'roui those desiring Designs, Plans, Specifications Ac.
lelating to Architecture, left as above will receive
•rompt attention.
seplCdif

No. 143 Commercial Street,
transacting a general wholesale

For the purpose oi
business in

WM. 11.

W. I. Goods, Groceries, Flour aud j

Provisions,

II.

WALKER,

IF

sep25ilti

a

Co.,

for the purpose of doing a wholesale Flour and
Grain Business, as successors of L. & K. A. O’Brion,
No. 152 Commercial street, and hope by strict atten- I
tion to business and fitir dealings to merit an:l rcceive a fair share of patronage.
LEWT9 O’Brion,
Edwin A. O’Brion,
!
n
Marshall Pierce.
sep Id3m

prepared

N & CO.,

FOR
It

WOOD!

of Thjc best quality,
Delivered in any part oi the citv which we will sell
at the LOWES* CASH PRICKS.
We are now discharging from vessels Red Ash, Egg anil Stove, free
burning and pure: White Ash. Rug and Stove Also
Lehigh, of the different sizes, io> furnace and stove.
Our Coals are kept under cover, screened and deliverod in the best possible manner. We intend to
spare no effor on our part to please those who may
patronize us with their orders.
June 11—dti

PORTLAND, ME.,

Commission

a

Merchants,
IN

Dry

Goods and

DRESS

!

Clothing,

GOODS AND PRICES

Terms Cash under Son, and
We have

one

of

best stocks of

NOVA

the

ipproved
Z \f

over

that 4

mos.

Under-Clothing,

and intend to keep constantly on hand the various
kinds and quality t« offer their customers at the low-

price.
HEAD

credi.-.

J

Emery & Waterhouse; Chas. E. .Jose
Co.; Woodmau, True & Co ; Hobbs, Chase & Co.;
&
Henry
Co., J. C. Brooks and Lyman, Son &
Tobey,Portland: W. H. Kinsman & Co., Boston;
Walsh & Carver, New York; Curtis & Knight,
Philadelphia.
oc22—eod3iv.
to

UNION WHARF,

Assortment at

t

Fall and Winter

Goods

Dry

Ever

opened in this city, and we feel confident that
prices will be found to compare favorably with
those of any other establishment.
We have in stock a beautiful line of
our

Dress

Goods

of every variety, such

as

BEAPTIFliL COLORED SILKS,
PLAIN AND FICC’D BLACK
SILKS,
RICH SILK AND WOOL POPLINS,
FINE ALL WOOL POPLINS,
PLAID & STRIPED WOOL POPLINS,
BLACK ALPACCA,
COLORED ALPACCA,

THlHETS

in all

.hade, Ac., Ac.

Wc have also

a

full

line of

Housekeeping

Goods ]

Table Linens, in bleached, half bleached and brown,
Bleached and Brown Covers, Napkins and Doylies,
English Toilot Quilts, Manchester, Lancaster’ ana
Bates Quilts.

BLANKETS /
all qualities, very cheap.

Domestics, Hosiery and

Gloves !

FLANNELS!
A

complete assortment.

And

a

Messrs. Perry Davis If Son, Providence, li. I.:
Dear Sir
I foel that it is a duty I owe to suffering humanity that I should give a relation of the
great benefits I have derived trom the use of Perry
Davis Pain Killer. Last Summer 1 had the misfortune to lose two ol my children by that dreadful
scourge—the cliolcia—and in all human probability
should have fallen a victim to the psstilence myself
If a kind Providence had not provided me help in
lie hour of need. I first became acquainted with
the Pain Killer whilst traveling on the river with my
husband. A gentleman passenger bad some with
him which lie recommended in the highest terms as
a remedy for the cholera.
I thought no more of it
at the time, but the same night I was attacked by
the cholera in its worst iorm. I resorted to various
remedies used to arrest its progress, but all in vain,
i was seized with violent cramps, and my discharges
began to assume the same character as cid those of
my dear children previous to their death. I was
looked upon as lost, but all at once thought of the4
PAIN KILLER. My husband obtained a bottle
irom a fellow passe <ger and adminis cr^d to me a
dose. I experienced almost immediately a cessation
ot pain. The dose was repeated at intervals ot fitteen minu: es, four or live times, and the result was
my complete recovery. I feel confident that I owe
my life to the Pain Killer, and only regret that I had
not known ot its extraordinary virtues earlier. 1
then might have saved the lives oi my dear children.
Since that time I have used the Pain Killer in my
family extensively, and the more I use it the better
I like it. As a great family medicine it has no equal.
Oct 25 lm
SARAH SANDEBEBY, St. Louts.

ML

Doeskins and Cassimcrcs
both Plain and

Blake’s Patent Brick

Cloths, Broad-

cloths, Tricots, Tweeds,

Fancy, and all

at

the

LOWEST CASH PRICES I

mauu

also call special attention to

our

fine

se-

lection of

CLOAKS
—AND—

Letter from Hon. D. W. Gooch, Member of Congress
Massachusetts.

CHURCH,

Melrose, July 19 ieea.
Dr. E. R. Knights—Dear Sir:
I have used Dr. barookah’s Svrup in
my family for
lx years, and have found it an excellent
remedy ibr
Jouglis. Colds, sore Throats, and all consumptive
lomplamts, Arc. I liave recommended ic Pi several
riends, who have received great benefits from its use.
letter from a well known Boston
Druggist if twenty
years experience, and i.teward of Hanover Street
M. E. Church

CO.,

Decorators !

AND DEALERS

IN

KINDS OF

ALL

Upholstery Goods,Looking-Glasses,Mattresses
Feathers,

Ijiberty
460

and

464

public.

Trapical,
Amaranto,
Whitmore,

Washington Street

Vexatious
—-—

OF

Only Stock

Notes !

Company

Permanent

BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH.

which

Divides all its Profits

Bolt cy-Holders

Oapital $125,000

With Heavy Assets and

Dividends
RATES

Rapidly Increasin'^ Business.

a

Once Credited

FOR
II*

$10,000
F.J bU(j

34,

at

Never

are

Forfeited

if

Living,or

at

l

Bilious attacks to which I

ENDOWMENT

INSURANCE.

WASHINGTON,.9743,60
:*it «“
manhatta^!.*:;:.*:;:.'::;.'::;.';::;:;; : mw

™na“UTOAL'.

SIXTY

DAYS

Excess over Washington Rates, each year,

::

BENEFIT,.

ss6 40

«

CHARTER OAK.

8$ 40

«

MUTUAL

$221

CO

“»»

;;

.<

JJi J2

..

%

..

ENOLAND MUTUAL.

819 20

■«

<•

..

..

SIS

PROVIDENCE LIFE AND TRUST CO..
UNION MUTUAL.

819 20
808 90

■■

..

«

.<

IS

..

..

..

..

NEW

I
The undersigned will sell from their

EXTENSIVE

STOCK

MASS.

Pumps,

Furniture

765 80

MUTUAL..

“•

(t

i*

781 80

tt

..

GREATLY REDUCED RATES

m

20

t

..

|S

WIDOWS ANB ORPHANS’,.
••
..
..
761 80
J£
UNITED STATES,....
..
751 80
..
2 IS
BERKSHIRE.
«
..
751 00
The above comparisons were made ti meet the
specific applied ion of a uentiemim avert 42 who desired
an inanrauce of $10,040 aa
abovejtatod, b it who wSulrt not tasui
the
“*e
te “
of oU,er
companies. They are a lair comparison of the rates at any otheTaica
and
Solicitors wanted in all parts of the State, to
Ageala
wi(sm liberal inducements will be offered.

“tU helfiad l^ncd

-AT-

that the steam is

always in communication with the piston in one end
or the other of the cylinder, which renders It certain
an I positive in its operation.
GEO. F. BLAKE & C*).,
14 Province St. Boston.
sepl2d3m

^

-A.
H.

B.

^8

^ther

ADAMS, General Agent for Maine,

—FOB—

CLOAKING MA IE RIALS
Of overy description, which

we are

able to furnish at

WHOLESALE OR RETAIL,
of the boat Cloak
Having engaged
the city, we are prepared to manufacture
some

LADIES’

AND

NO.

CHILDRENS’

Garments

Outside
at

makers in

short notice and in all the newest styles.

5 DEERING BLOCK,
CONGRESS STREET.
Attention!

LARRABEE can lie found at their
new stand, No. D Sumner Street, where
they
are prepared to do all kinds oi Joiner work, at tlie
shortest notice. Those who are in want of buildings,
Lumber
will
or
«lo well to give us a call.
Don! iorget
the place, No, 'J Sumner St n-oi
»cpS-tCim*_lUKTl’.E ft r.ARIiAJiEE
ft

$10O.
$100
WAR CLAIM OFFICE.
Patterson &.

Oliadbournc.

Horton Block, 2 doors aliovc Preble House.
new Bounties, under tlie law approved
rpHE
Jab
A 28th, 1806, Increase of Pensions, Arrears ofPa\
Prize Money, and all other claims against the
Gov
eminent, collected at short notice.
The necessary blanks hare been received, and claim
ants should file their claims
promptly.
Frank G. Patterson, late Lieut. 5th. Me. Vole
Paul Chadbourne, late Mnj. 1st Me. Cav.
Oct 16-dtf

*
#

* * T * *
t
A.
A.
#

#

I
1.

can

a new

stock

kinds; Silk
Wnds and colors, Needles, Oil, &c.
Twi«’/<otton“a"
166 Middle street, up one flight stairs.
jullTeod

BARGAINS!

CASH.

Its cures arc too numerous, and its qualities
litlic.
Since its discovery its cures in
too well known.
chronic as well as tu nic cases, is
suilicient to
thousands who have used it ot its power and superiorily over allmediciucs now known in America, tor
the class of diseases that it is calculated to cure.

George

Burroughs

& Co.

OCtlSdtt

are

proof1

Mansi>eld’s Vegetable MUigator

entirely dill'erciif anti unlike any olher preparation
existence, ami only require# a trial to prove it worthy of the high recommendation wc claim for it. Prepared only by
OR. W. P. IU.tlYSFIEXD, Portland, Hie.
Is
iu

PRICE 25 AND CO CENTS,
General Agenev ami Mai la factory No. 27 Green St.
Me.

MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
MANSFIELD’S
Cures Diphtheria,

VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
VEGETABLE MITIGATOR
or Throat Disease: Bronchitis:

Rheumatism: Pains in am* form;
ami
Stiffness of the Joints; Pain or Lameness in the
Back. Breast or Side. &e.. aVc.
In Fevers. < anker, Rash. Measles. Fever and A "no.
its virtue is experienced to admiration, csycendlv
among children. It cures Cholera. Cramp#, old UlKilt water. Sprains.
cerous Sores, Sores exposed
Flesh won nds.Dyseotcrry,Diarrhea, Inflammation of
Tooth
Bowels.
Neuralgia.
the
Colds,
Ache, Burns,
pains in the Stomach, and uli morbid conditions ot
the system.
For internal and external use. it is, in fact, the
most efifcctual family Medicine now known in America.
aug 22 eoUwCm

Palu.'Swelling

REMOVAL!

STILL

DKNTIST,

•«n. Rcni.yed hi. Office lo 13 1-8 Free Si

n,„Se,A0n<* Honseirom H.
may1#

H.

Store.

Hay’s Apothecary

d&wtl

COMEI

HOYT

CO.,

Have opened with a New Stock ot

Furniture,
Glass

Crockery,
Ware

Together with a gaud

*

stock ot

H0U8E PUBLISHING

GOODS!

Where they would ho pleased to wait
upon all
wuutung goods in tlieir hue. Remember the number,
»'» Coagres* (Street,
Third door above Casco,
HOYT A- CO.
scpgildtf^

Sfcw Iflnsic

Variety Store.
No. 355 Congress Street,
may be lound a good assortment of MuWHERE
sical Instruments, Sheet Music, Picture
Frames, Pictures, Looking Glasses, Clocks, Music
Stools, Umbrellas. Canes. Feather Dusters. Baskets,
Children's Carriages, Ladies’ Trave ling Bags.
I’iano Fortes and Melodcons
For Sale and to Rent. With many other articles too

Notice.

TJERSONS clearing the ruins or digging cellars can
1
find a goisl place to deposit their rnbldsh on

Franklin Wharf.

septlO—dtf

S. ROUNDS

Wharfinger.

&

CO.,

BARGAINS in

FURNITURE S
FOR
With very LOW RENTS and
(lor the same quality of goods)

Lower

daily

CASH!

expenses in

proportion,

ole to

the afincted.”

CONSUMPTION
WONDERFUL CORE OF A CH1LU IlVO AXU A
Half Years Old. Gexts:—My grandclrfkl, a little girl of 2 1-2 yearsohl, was taken sick in Portland,
Me., in January, lev. No one could tell what was
tlie matter with her. But she was much pressed for
breath; had a hard, tight cough; could not raise; liar
throat troubled hor greatly; site seemed to lie tilling
up, and though attended by the best physicians In
could nut help her, and she declined;
Portland,
and for some fluoo mouths was not cxpocted to live.
Her doctors, and at length lrcr friends, gave up ail
hopes of her recovery. Slie was brought home to my
house in Pliipsburg, Me. We tried Coil liver Oil, but
the effect seemed rather opposite from good. She now
could not move her hand, so reduced was she. Iwas
at the time, acd commenced
taking barookalr’g
giving it to her, and in a week, she showed quite a
eliange Ibr the hotter, and we continued giving it to
hor. She gradually improved, and is now a perfectly
healthv child. People were astonished to sco what
effect the meilidne had on this child, anil to sec hci
get well bv the use of larookah’s Syrup, wldch \v(
believe to be tlie licst medicine for Pulmonary corn,
plaints hi the world.
H. frAUABEE, Pliipsburg, Me.
Yours,

they

parlor

we can

afford to make our
w
prices

than

tlie

and

Lowest !

Mrs.

relapse, although ills

city.

INDEPENDENT

CL A III V O YA NT!
AND

Please call and examine

chamber

our

Stock

suits

*nd 'W'ood-a*at ChQirs of OUR

OWN

MANUFACTURE,

Sarsaparilla Oomponnd.

For the speedy and permanent

sure

of

Elver Com-

“0]y THE DUMP!!”
Kennebec St., opposite foot of Chestnut

Street.

WALTER COREY A CO.

SnltPain In the

Stomach, Side,and Bowels, General Debility, Ulerlno Ulceration, Syphilis and Mercurial Disease, and,
all complaints arising or resulting in
IMPURE BLOOD.
It is doublet be strength of any other Sarsaparilla
Compound in the market, and is endorsed l>y the
medical faculty as fee best nnd cheapest lllood pmitleroxiaut.
In brief, no remedy lias ovor boon doused so powerful to combat and oradiente that class of diseases
which arises fr om a disordered condition of the Digestive or Assimilative Organs, or from Impure blood
as Brronkah’s Sarsaparilla Compound, prepared bv
y
e. it. Knights, m. d..
...

uhSuSt.

Mclrew*

trines,

l

Mason, E. In Stanwood.'Tt'. & 'Whittier.' « •(
Tha.tcr, J. U. Bunt .t Co., W\ E. Slant, dr.. E. C.
H. T. Cummings Co.,F. E. Ov
£•
vclL C. Dnran, E. Chapman, S. Gale, V. Hanson. T.
Swcctser, Somuol Rol/t, J. J. Gilbert and C. F. Cooct26—FMW^wtf
rey.
FESSK1VDEN, At*Vn«y *nd Countelior, Deerlng Hall, opposite Preble House.

WH.
14
dt^
•

Jnl

In

estate

AlT

Scarborough,

AlUCTI03SF4!

8l“N 8011
I4tli, next,

\\7K
7
T

at
ut

auction on WEDNESDAY
10 A. M., all the

Salt Marsh and

Upland,

ttieu remaining unsold, recently belonging to
tate of the late Hon. Horstio Southgate.

iUr~Sale
Oct

on

2G—dtd

Kor

tbs

es-

tlie promises—Terms liberal.
EZRA CARTER. JB.,
SETH SCAMMON.

C. W. HOLMES, Auctioneer,
Mil) COihORESS STREET.

^ALl-lS
O

of any kind of property in the City or viaticiutai to on the most mor0cld4u *

cinily, promptly

al* • terms.

ELECTRICITY
n7 dewing,

MEDICAL

w.

UR.

Medical

Electrician

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United States iloteJ
\Y7TIERE he would rcspectiully announce to
i V eitu.cna ot Portland and vicinity, that he
»
permanently located In this city. During the three
jr-*ars we have been in this city, we have cured some
ot the worst torms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curias
p itients in so sifer* a time that the question is often
h ked. do ihev stay cured l To answer this questic:
we will say that all that do not stay
cured, we

doctor the socoud time without
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician tor twenty
years, and is also a regular graduated phytidal
Electricity is perfectly aiKipicii ui chronic diseases in
t ie form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgiage
too head, neck, or extremities; consumption
1 the acute stages or where the lungs are not fhfly
1 lvoivcd; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula bln
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases,
Oi the spin®, contracted muscles, distorted
limbs
paralysis, St. Vitas’Dance, deafness sum-

charge.

o le

"wllr*

enrvatun!

ptlsyor or

hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia,
and

mering

livei

indiges-

tion, constipation
complaint, pUea—we cure
every case that can be presented; afthma, bronchitis, strictures oi the chest, and all lormaof remile
complaints.

Bv

Electricity

The Rheumatic. the gouty, tlie lame and the i..»
leap imUjoy, ami move with tlie agility and eiaodcl y oi youth; the heated biain is cooled; the frostb.tten limbs restored, the uncouth deionultlea re.
mired; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made (o see, tlie deal to bear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemlibes of
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature ltm
prevented; tbe calamities ol old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold Linus and leet; weak
stomachs, lafilaad weak backs; nervous ami sick headache; dleMr.aas and swimming in tlie head, with indigestion and
constipation ol the bowels; pain In the side and bask!
leucorrhuca, (or Whiles); lading of the womb with internal cantors; tumors, polypus, and all that m-e

TEETH I TEETH I TEETH I
Dr. D. still continues to Extract t eeth by ELXCpajx. Turnons having dcoajM
shoy wish to have removed tbr resetting lie would give a polite in vital ion to call.
Superior Electiio Magnetic Ms .hikes tor sale
tor Ikmttv use, with thorough Instructions.
aJDr. D. can accommodate 0 lew patlcutk with board
end treatment at his bouse.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. \l to 12 M.; from 1
to C P. M,, anil 7 to 9 iu tbe evening.
Consultation lire.
novltl
trioity without
teeth or stumps

Certificates of Cares.
«

curing

Bangor, May 15,186C.
Mrs. Manchester—Dear Madam:—when you
Last summer, I called to seo you with
that had been sick for four years.
1
had taken her to a number of physicians, and none
could tell what ailed her or even her symptoms. You
examined her case, and told me exactly her symptoms from the commencement of her sickness, which
were very peculiar;
also told mo that there was
something alive in her, and also said there was a number of them, and told me that she drank them from a

were in Bangor
a child of mine

its urnor xa

niR ACULOV8.

rain-water cistern. You said that you would not
warrant a cure, but would try and do the best you
could fbr her. Sha Commenced taking vouF medicine
in August last, and from that time until Dccembor,
the child lias passed otf large quantities of wluit we
call Tadpoles, from rain-water, and I think, and am
certain that tne child must have died had it not been
for you. And I advise
to see Mrs. Manchester, for 1 know that she nas the power of knowing the condition of a person diseased better than any
pcystcian tlmt I have ever heard of. My child is now
healthy. Please have this published, and
lot the worldknow that there is one who practises
what they profess to.
yonrs,
Very truly and
George k. Martin,
Mary L. Martin.

The old, the young, the middle

HALL’S

HAIR RENFWER.

perfectly

It is

an entirely new scientific discovery, combining
many of the most powirful and restorative agents
in the vegetable kingdom.
We have such confidence in its merits, and are
so sure it will do ail we claim for it, that we offer

gratefully

CHEROKEE
Hr

CURE,

Till

INDIAN
i

#1,000

fiCr.IT

by

II ALL’S

Lorn of
I Memory, Universal Lassi9
Pains
in
the
fade.
Bade, Dim-

1

—

flees

of Vision,

Vegetable

Premature

T vance,

Itemnity, Coneump-

of youthful Indiscretions
The Cherokee Cure will restore health and rigor,
and effect a permanent cure
the
emissions,
•top
after all other medicines hare failed. Thirty-two
as a

sequence

It wUl

Ask for Hall’s Visitable Sicatt*

motion of the Bladder and
Retention
of
Stricturee qf ihe

Renewed, and take no athw.
B»The Proprietors offer the SiCIUA*
newer to the public, entirely confidant that it will
to Its original color promras Its
hair
the
back
bring
growth, and in nearly all rasas wham it has fUtm
Cff will restore it unless the penon is very egad.

Hair

UXidneys,

Swell-

Brick Duet Depoeits,
|finQi,
and all diseases that

require
diuretic, and when used ia
conjunction with the

a

CHEROKEE
does not fall to

INJECTION,

B. p. BALL A CO.

Glut and all tlu-

cure

ttr

recommended In those eases of Fluor JUbut or
Whitu in Ftmalu. Tho two medicines need In
conjunction will not fall to remove this disagreeable
complaint, and in thou cases where other medicines
have beewailed without aucctiv

g.

Three

Bottlea,

jFree

to All!

BEAUTIFUL CARD PHOTOGRAPH aant Ire
A to %nv one. Atknvn ‘I*HOTOGKAl*H.** Loci
aug 24-dCrn
Box 3087;6oston Mass.
A

all

needy located

Druggists.

Business /
perma-

at his

New Store Wo. 64 Federal • tract,
A few doors below Lime street. He Is now prepared to
attend to the warn, of bis numerous customers and
In the wap of cleaning and rethe public
pairing Clothing of all kinds, and will be attended
usual
lo with hie
promptness. Also second-hand
ocNOdtw
Clothing foi sale at Stir prices.

generally

like the

Rattle-Snake,

always gives
CONSC»priox.
warning of-1ts approach. A hacking cough,dull
In the chest, dlrtu-ultv of
arethe In-

pleased

Dr. W. R. MERWIN. 37 Wattor St, H. T.

by

WILLIASI BROWN,
at 91 Federal street, Is new
pOBMERLT
r

g-

prtinphlet

Sold

Ready for

The Cherokee Cun,” Jlmtdy” and “lW««Koie" an to bo found in all wen regulated drag
•tores, and are recommended by pbyaleiaoe and
druggists all over the world, for thelrlntrinslc worth
aftiimirit. Some unprincipled dealers, however,
by aelllng cheap and
try to deceive their customers,
worthless compounda-lo order to make monayln place of these. B» not dteeired. If the drugfor you, write to ua, and wo
gists will not buy them
will send them to yon by express, securely pecked
end free from observation, we treat all dtoasos to

which the human system is subject, and will be
to receive frill and
explicit statements from
thoae w\o have failed to receive relief heretofore.
Ladies or
can address us in perfect confidence. we desire to send oar thirty-two pace
free to evory lady and gentlemen in the
land. Addreaa all letters for pamphlets, medicines,
or advice, to the sole
%
proprietor,

PropriaMfi\
Nodam, If. S

Ditchargu In Male or Female, curing recent
in from one to thru day, and la
especially

com
eaiu

Price, Remedy, One Bottle,

from falling out.

No person, old or young should fltfl to use ItJt it recommended anil uica by tnt FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

Remedy,

W&rine,
klfrethra, Dropeical

the Bair

IT IS A SPLENDID HAIR-DRESSIHGl

Cures all Urinary Complaints, viz: Gravel, Inflaenk

keep

It cleanse* the Scalp, and makes the Hair
SOFT, LUSTROUS, AND SILKEN

W. B. XEBWIir, 37 Walker St., H. T.

Cherokee

WILL RESTORE GRAY BAX* TO
ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

IT

page pamphlet sent In a scaled envelope, free to any
address
Priee $2 per bottle, or three bottles for $5. Sold
by all druggists; or will be sent by express to any
portion orthe world, on receipt of price, by the
sole proprietor,

Dr.

Sicilian Hair Menewer

has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation
for the Hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, end contains no
injurious properties whatever.
It Is not a Dye, it strikes at the Roots and fills
the glands with new life and coloring matter,

jQ Otd Ape, Weak Nerves, Dljjtgj eult Breathing, Pels Countslow

Reward

If the Sicilian Hair Rknewbb does not give satisfaction in all cases when used In strict accordance with our instructions.

MEDICINE,

Cores all d leases caused
self-abuse, vizier

aged unite to prills

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

everybody

gentlemen

T

heal

This is to certify tluit I have been cured of Catarrh
in the worst form, by Mrs. Manchester. 1 have been
to New York and Boston, have paid out largo sums of
money, and was never beueiitted, but in most all cases made worse. 1 saw Mrs. M. in June.
She told me
my case was a bad one, the tubes in the throat and
of
the
had
become
lungs
upper ports
very much affected, all of which I knew was the case. I commenced taking her medicine in June, and can truly
say that I am now a well man. I am a trader, and In
the habit of talking a great deal, and her
me
will be the means of hundred of dollars in
my pockas
now
1
can
talk
without
me.
Go
and
ets,
hurting
consult her, and you will be perfectly satisfied.
S. H. Stephens, Belfast, Me.

more

at

think « can offer SUCh in'

Physician

Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can be consul ted at her office, No. 11
Clapp's block.

From C18

blessing,

Dr. Larookah’s

ON

train of diseases will lind in
a sure means
of cure.
For painful menstruation', too ..oftts*
menstruation, and all ol those long line ol ttonUsa
with young ladies, lvlectrlcity Is a certain
specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor ol health.

Manchester

TUB

than a year since I
discontinued the us*: of the Syrup, and am liappy to
lam indebted to
acknowledge that with God’s
yon for mv life. Von arc at liberty to publish this for
the benclit or others who are similarly atliicted.”
a

Kheum, Ulcers and sores, Uhcumalrsm,

U-“'

™

octlSeodtf

date March 21, lttil: ‘Fer tell years 1 was afflicted
with Asthma and Shortness of Breath. My cough
distressed mo so mincli that I was reduced to a mere
skeleton, and my friends lost all 1 to pus of my recovery. As a last resort I tried Isirookalt’s Pulmoic Syrup. Following your directions closely, I soon began
to experience a reeling of relief, ami niler the use of
throe large battles, lam entirely well and able to tbllow my usual occupation, i have lelt no symptoms

Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors,

Sofas, Easy Chairs, Centre Tables, Etargeres,
What-Nots, Extension Tables,
Dining Chtwrs, &c.
Wholesale smd^ReteiT®™®

end sold by all druggists.

ASTHMA A SHORTNESS OF BREATH.
Isaac II. Evens writes from Bangor, Me., under

ot

THURSDAY, Nov. 8, at 11 A. Al., at the U.
S. Bonded Warehouse, head of Atlantic Wharf,
bv direction of the Marshal ot Maine, will be sold One
Hundred ajtd Eighteen Thousand Cigars,seised
for non.payment of revenue duties. The Clgais will
be sold m entire lots to the trade and will cousist of
various brands, such as Designoir, Wellington, Rosa
St. Jago, El So], Cubauu Bieras. Son Golgo. Cn
T imbue in, with various other brands. Terms onh.
nov 3 dtd

Electricity

Syrup

plaint. Scrofula or King’s Evil, Dyspepsia. Dropsy,
Neuralgia, EpUopsy, Erysiplcas. St. Aiuhony's FIr'c,

That can be found at any other establishment in the
consisting in part of

to

particularise
rffTiano Fortes and Mclodeons tuned and re.
SAMUEL F. COBB,
paired.
aug fl-dmed_No, 355 Congress St.

COREY

Are prepared to offer to their friends and the
public

-AND—

numerous

caps Dr. W. R. Johnson,

THEY

WALTER

sub-

Field, Esq., writes from Virginia City,
Colorado, March 11, lf(3: “I feel very grateful ibr
having lorookah’s Pulmonic Syrup near me. mv
lungs l’cing weak and demanding tlie most vigilant
care. I believe the Syrup (lie surest remedy ibr Pulmonary complaints that has ever been made availa-

Mass.,

T.

constitiitionaily

Jxuge bottles $1,00—medium size 53 cents. Prepared by E. It. KNIGHTS, M. D., Chemist, Melrose

TOR

would callthe ritteutiou of all lo a licwoom\\TE
TT round, never bclm-e offered lo the American
iwoplc. in r card to this medicine we almll sav hut

n

be round with
DYER,
W».
of Sewing Machines, ol various
•

*

M I TIGA

Portland,
dtf

oct23

PREBLE

M

am

Space will permit the publication of hut a tithe (
the certificates which are constantly coming in frotr
all quarters of the globe. Patients will find the mosi
conclusive evidence of tlie value of tliis remedy, in c
trial of it. which will cost but a trillc, and which may
yield priceless results.

°fflce 133 C»™,»crF‘“l .»r*eL

N. SMALL, M. D., Medical Examiner.

ject.”
E. W.

Death if previous.

WITH PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS.
FOE THE NEXT

-and-

THROAT.

Eclectic

A. W. Harris, writes from whale-ship “Eldora
do.” March 11. Mat: “Having suffered for four years
with Bronchitis and Catarrh in their most aggravating forms, I feel it my duty to state that 1 have been
permanently cured by the uso of farookah’s Pulmonic Syrup, f had ptdd large sums te physicians
and Ibr sb ealed Catarrah Remedies, hut until I usod
the Syrup I experienced no relief.”
SPITTING OF BbOOD. PbEURISY. INFbATION OF THE bUNGS. PAIN IN THE
SIDE
NIGHT SWEATS, HOARSENESS. &c.
From Rev. B. F. Bowles, Manchester. N. H.:
“The bottle of Dr. birookali’s Pulmonic Svrup, you
so kindly sent me, haslieen trioil for hoarseness, with
very good rosults; for this I would confidently recommendit.”
From Rev. T<. A. Laxpiier, North Hem, Vt. “I
have usoil barookah’s Svrup, ami feel under obligation frankly to acknowledge its excellence. Wliilo
using your syrup, I liave cuiovcd better health than I
had ciijoycdlbr yuars. I have had slight attacks of
hoarseness, but the Syrup would soon remove it. 1
find it is a mild and safe remedy also in Spasmodic

YORK.

NEW

Eye, Ear, Catarrh

R. BOWEN, Mi Hanover St.

distressing

Churchill, Drowns & Manson Offers More
Advantages to Insurers than any
other Co. in the United States.

REDUCED PRICES

The

E. W. Mayerof Corlcton, N. B,. writes! Dee.,
1SBII: “My son, five years old, was a few months sinco
suffering greatly from WHOOPING COUGH. I never saw a more
case. I gave him barooknh’s
Pulmonic syrup according to directions and soon beto sec improvement. The Cough became easier—
gan
tlie expectoration freer, and in two weeks the malady
was entirely overcome.”

-.——

Among

—AT—-

ance

WHOOPING COUGH.

FOB SALE BY

FURNITURE

B.—Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendJanl.l86fld<ttw.

own sex.

public.”

THE WASHINGTON LIFE INSURANCE CO.
The

especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief iu a short time.
LADIES win lind it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to tlie health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the countrv, with full
directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 14 Preble Street, Portland.

CROUP.

BOSTON.

More

Street,
Portland, Me.

Hectic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DU. HUGHES particularly invites all Lollies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they will lind arranged for their

Mrs. J. R. Buitsis, 114 Eist 23d St., N. Y.,wnlcs
Oct. 9, UC4: "During last winter three of my cbillrcu were attacked with Croup, and from thowiolcnce
»f the symptoms, they were pronounced to be in
much danger. At the instance of our pastor. Rev.
Mr. Stiles, I Iricd r.Hookah's Pulmonic
.Svrup. wliich
promptly relieved them, and in a very short time they
entirely recovered. In gratitude tbrtlic benefit conferred. 1 cannot refrain irom making this testimony

Block,

Oct 20—d2m

No

W.

Hours,

&c.,

Tree

No. H Preble

N.

A«c«iaWr.,

174

a

Next door to the Preble House,
fiJT* Send a Stamp for Circular.

Bosros, March 9, lMJiy
___
Dr. E. R. lvXinirrs: Having used bAROOKAH’S
PUbMONIC SYRUP myself and in my lUmlly Ibr
he past sax years, 1 am
prepared to any that it is suicrior to any medicine I have ever known, for the
lositivo core of Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat and all
imilar com plaint s.
As I take cold very easily, I
lave had great opportunity to test the virtues of
.his valuable remedy, and it lias never kailf.ii me
fct, however violent the disease. Having been In the
Drug business for over 20 years, I have had good op[mrtuiiities of knowing tlie viri lies of the various medcincssold, and pronounce bAltOOKAH’S SYRUP,
i-HE best or any article ever presented to the

Manufacturers of Furniture,

Eaglt,

Brilliant XXX,
Dictator,

of which was used to teed the boiler in the lwte
Mechani c Exhibition, and received a Medal. The
Committee of Examination say ot it, that he arrangement ot the valves is such,

Goughs, Golds, Sure Throats, &c.

STREET

warrant

perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary
organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the A>r.,
can do so by writing, in a
plain manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies
will be ibrwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will
be returned, if desired.
Adilress
Dll. J. B. HUGHES,

wings.
Tins remody is too well known and too highly eseemod Pi require commendation here, ft
isreguidod
necessity hi every household, mid IsJicartily endors:d by the molical tdculty, ckspgynien 01
every deuoiuilatien, mothers, editors. members of Congress, and
nany of our most distinguished men in public and
invite hie.

A PURELY CASH COMPANY !

one

We would

&

Upholsterers,

T. Harrison A €©..

Machines,

Blake’s Patent Steam

CASCO

THE CURE OF

1*1 iimb Nlrcci.

IN SEASON.

SECOND stage of seminal weakness.
can

Auctioneer.

M. PATTKN A CO.,

E.

»

jt.1
Middle-Aged Meu.
There are mapy men of the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will oilen t>e
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin rnilkish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are mauy men wJUo die of this difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, whiok to the
I

loughs, Colds, Whooping Cough, Croup, Asthma.
Jatarrh, Iutluciuu, Bronchitis. Spitting of Blood,
.’leurisv, Inllamation of the bungs or Chest. Pain in
he side, Night Sweets, Hoarseness,
Consumption ui
: ts early stages, and alt Diseases of the
Throat and i

Balmoral SkiHs, Very Much Under Brice.

—

acture

and believe them to be the best Brick Machine in use
tor several r-asons; 1st, their simplicity of construet ion. rendering them sure in fheir operation, and not
liable to get out of repair; 2nd, the amount ot work
done by each machine daily, and finally, the low
price tor which they are sold.
These Machines are the only ones used by the Bay
State Brick Company of Boston, in their extensive
Brick Yards where 350 M are manufactured in a day
by each machine, turning out 12 M iu about eight
hours.
We also manufacture

FOB

DEPARTMENT

ROVER * BAKER, ManuAeturing ani Famiie Warranted to give

KIMBALL

New Wheat Family Flour of the moil
CHOICE
celebrated brands.

Plants.

GOODS.

VESTRY

octa?Brmiera

Flour!!

Brick Machines I

lull stock of

The undersigned

Beavers, Pilot

Louis

Saint

DR. LAROOKAH'S
Pulmonic
Syrup.

Wooden>

Ac

SenRE. BAILEY

United Stales Marshal’s Sale.

.VIany ThtfUMsdsCan 'I'emify la Tbla
by Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions In sleep,—a
complaint generally the lesult of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day pAsses but we are consulted by one or
more young men with the above disease, some of
whom ore as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed to
have it. Alt such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

Mass.

Sc

i.ov ■> dtd
uov2dtd

How

Knights* Hair Dressing,

_Melrose.

Goods l

MACHINES.

)NE PRICE,

WE.,lr^RE^K*:edto®Jlocute

Ferry Davis’ Pain Killer.

White

atf«to:tionilaClll,>e9’ aD<1 Machlne Findings, at Manulacturers’ Prices. Every Mjofil
E. T. ELDEY & CO.,
<

Southern Pine Lumhei
orders for SOUTHhKN PIKE LUMBER, by the
cargo, delivered with dispatch at any convenient port.
McuILVRYAN & DAVIS
April 17—dtf_
lfll Commgycial St.

and

FOR AK ANTIDOTE

SS

Stone, Earthen, Ware,

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Norvous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait tor the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, lor
Disabled Limbs, tor Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

PRICE 91.00 PER BOTTLE.
Prepared by E. KNIGHTS, M. Tf.. Cheinisls.

ASSORTMENT OF

ailUmesot the Celebrated

SEEK

at Auction.

Boddlug^h.\ZlM^r^kCs0nM?rref»0,:^St'

Have Confidence.

aood Dealers.

Foreign and AmerSheetings, Crashes, Tickings, &c.
Tricota aU color3’ Caasimeres,

&

R. B.

Shawls

Cloakings,

Furniture

Parlor

All who have oommitted an excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer y ears,

Deal-

fs a scicutilie discovery, prepared under the superintendence of an eminent chemist, and is approved,
recommended and used by the medical
faculty. It
Brill lint s-ul or stain the skin, or
any article of appar:l, is exquisitely licriuaicil, :s put up iulargc bottles,
md is sold by all Druggists, Perfumers and Fancv

EBICE8» Blankets—all sizes and qualities:
?anynf,iHil^^ST0^i8llingiy
JLOV
Quilts, table Linens of every
description; Bleached and Brown

SIMEON SHURTLEFF & CO.

2dtt

Dr.

DAY S !

.an

WOOD l

est cash

on

Qasli advanced on consignments.

Uefee

SCOTIA

9

GOO } S.

|A FULL

The subscribers has just received a lot oi good

GROCERIES, PROVISIONS, FLOUR, 4c.

Co.,

j

}>liraues

VEGETABLE PKEPAUATION,
For Preserving and Beautifying the
Bail,
Contains ucitlux Oil nor Alcohol
This article has I won prepared with a view tosuIiereedo the pernicious compounds so common in the
market, the use of which has been almost in variable
detrimental to the growth anil beauty of the hair, it
is especially adapted to the use of ladies and children,
with whom it is an UNIYEBSALFAVUIHTE. Persons whose hair has boon thinned bv sickness or old
A luxuriant growth will
age, should give it a trial.
result. IW the use ofDlt. KNIGHTS’ HA lit DRESSING, the hair is beautflied, its growth is improved,
the scalp is cleansed. nervous heailache is cured, haireaters are eradicated, and all cutaneous eruptions arc
removed.

great reduction from thair iormer LOW PBIC ES. jJBarj lins may be expected in Rich and Low
Priced

GOODS! Hardware, Crockery & Glass Ware, WOOD! WOOD! WOOD!

call and examine their

THIRTY

SEWING

furuish the different varieties al

to

&

IN OUR HOUSEKEEPING

are

now

Elcleii

Soil
w

Public.

the

tjmt

Dressitig,

A

DOWN!

In order to reduce their Stock previous to removal to IhMr NEW STORE IVO. 5 FREE Mr
offer to the trade their entire assortment

!

taken the stand lormerly occupied by the
HAVE
CONSUMERS’ MU TUAL COAL CO., and

Lawrence Street,

AND DEALERS

before making their selections.

Variation!

»o

Every intelligent and tliinking person must know
tliat remedies handed out lor general use should have
their eilieaoy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yel the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate Should be particular in selecting
liis physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact,
many syphilitic paticuts arc made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
trom inexperienced physicians in general
practice; tor
itiaa point generally conceded by the bust svjtdlograpliers, tliat the study and management of these come
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successiul in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opportunity uor lime to makhimself acquainted With their pathology, commonly
one system of treatment, in most cases makng an indiscriminate use o( that antiquated and dSigerous weapon, the Mercury.

DR. KNIGHTS9

aow

Head Union Wharf,

HEARN & CO.,

Leacli, Parker & Co.

to

GEO. Gl

COAL AND

St.

T.

Fancy

a

_

i'aiitiou

Table Cutlery, Silver Plated Ware,
large assortment of Woolen Goods, Groceries,
'lrtioa
wishing to contribute to the above sale
f
please senu their goods by Friday noou. noddtd

Blankets, Castors,
with

cess.

us

I>ollar per IJotllc.

Hair

GOODS

MOURNING

JOHNS*

sepl2dtf

44

DRV

E.

LOBERY,

WOOD

kinds.
CAR and STEAMbuildings
iOAT DECTONU. ROOFING
CEMENT, for contn|? and repairing all kinds oi tools.
PRESERVATIVE PAINT for Iron and woodwork, Metal Roots,
Ire. COMPOUND CEMENT, for repairing leaky
! liingk-d roofs. BLACK
VARNISH, l.jr Ornaraenal Iron work sc. Fall descriptions, c rcnlar,
prices,
ire. furnished by mail or on application at tlio office,
. here samples and testimonials can < e seen.

j

Would respectfully iuvite purchasers of

STOVE SIZE.

AND

-AND-

!j

name

One

Furniture, Beds, Blankets, Woolens, &Ce at Auction.
Nov 10th, at 10 A. M., new
SATURDAY',
ONChamber Sets, Card, Work,
Center and Extension Tables, Sewing Machine, Carpets. Feather Beds,
Hair, Husk and Palm Mattresses,Guilts, Comforters,

m

whether or fenJ
standing or recently coatrocted, entirely removing tfe,
dregs of disease from the system, and making a;perfect and PERB4NENT cube.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earuod reputation
furnishing suiticient assurance of his skill and suc-

Mass.^and
f)hcmist.^Melroso. Good

E. It. Knights. M. I).,
sold by all Druggists. Perfumers,
ers and Merchants generally, at

1866.

Wo

ISABKED

COAL, COAL. COAL,

Improved Roofing,
For
ol all

Copartnership Notice
undersigned have this day formed
copartTHE
of O’Brion, Pierce &
nership under the

18,

and

DRY

General Agent lor thp State lor

A. P. MORGAN.
J. W. DYER,
J. E. HANNAFJRD.

and, Sept 40,18G6.

Price

Flannels,

241 COMMERCIAL! STREET,
Foot of Map’e Street.

QS^Consignments of Cooperage. 1.umber, Country
Produce. A; ., solicited, and shall receive personal |
Po t

One

Coal.

S. SOUBDS 4K0N.

JOTT

& CRAW-

Stairs.

Street Church.

of Casco

white

PATTEN A- CO., Audience re,
PLUMB STREET.

Jl.

E.

areiniA-*V nnderthe
vml ari*J1n^ fr°m

parUca^r^i*’?^^;
warrant^

Devoting

'the verdict qf the people is in its Jbvor.
KNIGHTS*
ORIENTAL I1A1R RESTORER

---

These Coals are oi the very bKst quality, and waranted togive satis taction.
Also, 500 cords oi best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the veiy
lowest prioe and deliver it to any part oi the city at
short notice.
Give us a call and try us.

Building,
Street,
BOSTON. MASS.

of

and prompt attention.

Yourself.

Up

was

utmo<8tnconii0|nault0'1 Privatel£» and atwith
from
ff £y»p®J!**'*'1'
diseased

.vour Oriental Ifair Restorer, tor what use c an a person of my
ajge have for such things? But mv friends
have used it and I have witnessed its wonderful effects. If I ever ehtAiW get grav, I shall know what to
resort to.”
Columns might be filled with testimonials like the
above, but their publication is notconsidered necessary. In the preparations of tho Oriental Hair Restorer the most costly inatcriol is used, and no
pains are
spared to make it an article which shall stand the
lest of all time.

CAlEL !

_A_

STREET,

OCTOBER

White and Red Ash Coal.

Faulkner, and Geo. R. Clark*

Floyd

Winter street, BosOver Garments, of any

FROST,

CONGRESS

Vestry

Free burning End VEST PUBE, and all kinds

? Studio

Co.,

of Messrs. LORD
purchased
and lease
store

Stock

a

B.

actQAd 1 m

SIZE.

AND EOO

800 TONS

ARCHITECTS,
Trcmonf

Notice.

have this

ME

Judge for

>\

preparation.”
Mrs. Oliver, ofCarletou, ?I. Y., says in her letter,
elated May l», lsCG: “I won’t say ttiuit I have used

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

band, and

DEERING,

by

undersigned
day
THE
partnei shp under the style and firm of

332 1-2

Cor. Frankiiu Wlarf & Commercial St.
275 Tods Hazeltoo Lehigh,

**

rPHAltl & ADA ms,
to order.
For the transaction ot a general Como ission Busi
Room.,
and
have
take
the
and
Store
ness,
Counting
RUFUS
j
Messrs. E. E. UJMIAM & SON, ! Head Hobson Wharf,
lately occupied
Commercial street,
head ot Richardson’s Wharf.
Liberal advances !
Portland Aug. lUtli lbfiCJ.
auglb—Oiu
made, and con ignments solicited.
E. E. UPHAM,
oct4dtf
CHAS. H. ADAMS.

Copartnership

oal,

•

GIVE

P.

High Street.

RECEIVED and tbr3alc by the undersigned
at their Wharf,
JUST

»

copait- j

a

of

name

of

can

on

fit any Lady’s

which two weeks siuce

-Vo. 14 Preble Street.
W<*ar the Pr^blr llouMe,
1

the
hours daily, and
8 A.
Dr. H. addresses those who
affliction oi private
impure connection or the terrjbie
ids entire time to tliat
the medical profession, he feels
ANTEBING A CURE IN ALL CASKS,

silver, is completely restored to the color and texture
oi forty years ago.
In mv daughter’s behalf. 1 thank
you heartily.”
Capt. C. C. Brown of tho “Sea Quoen,” elates at
Bermuda. Goccmbcr 27, IfiOR: “Your Oriental Hair
Restorer is looked upon as something miraculous by
the people here. Such uniform, speedy, and satisfactory cliects have never followed tho use of any other

manner.

And

Sugar Loaf.

*■

•*

mHE undersigned have this day
X uership in business under the

Wharf, foot

St.

cut and

•*

Notice.

Copartnership

High

II

large Cloak Establishment,
to

competent

years,

PLEASE

Winn: Asn—Locust Mountain, Johns’ and Broad
Mountain.
Bed Asti—New England Ac.
JAMES H. BAITER.
seplidtf
liichardson's Wharf.

••

&' Wescott.
Hoad Union Wharf.

Anderson
1866. ocl9tf

style, in the most desirable

"VTOW lambug ftom schr. Joliu Crooker. SCO tons
XV prime CUMBXRLANU COAL, ft m (lie MiiUau.l
mines. It is ftesh mined, of extra strength, and jusl
the article for heavy work.
Aim .the usual variety of Anthracites, viz >rJ.Knidll—Harleigli, T. -liigh Nav. Co’s. Uazclton and

an

200 M seasoned shipping boards and pLank.
li
100
plaining
ICO *•
lino Outs
100
Hemlock
150
Extra Slaved Shingles,
200
extra Sawed line
u
i{
400
Cedar
*•'
•*
COO
No. 1
*200
Spruco
300
Extra Sprncc Laths,
5u
Pine and Spruce Clapboards dressed and

of Chandler’s
fia^Madame Lankton has had charge
ton, for the last three or four
and is

Forge Coal.

Lumber 1

Lumber !

And are now ready to supply the public with anything in their line at the shortest possible notice.
AUo, Ship Smithing, of every description
promptly attended to, and all kinds of Jobbing,
such as the manufacture of Shutters, Gratings, and
Sign Hangings. By strict atention to business we
hope to merit a share of public patronage.

Portland, Octl,

oct2-dti

of established reputation, and will in thture carry on
Architecture with their business as Engineers. Parties intending to build are invited 10 call at their
otiiee, No, 306 Congress street, and examine elevations and plans ot churches, banks, stores, blocks ot
j 12
buildings, <rc.

THE

iCoal!

in

My hair,

sults.

LANKTON,

Tp take charge of the cutting and fitting department, I think I can assure the Ladies ot Portland I
give them as good a style garments as they can procure in any other city.

PERKINS, JACKSON A CO.

tUVGIKKKRlNB.
STEAD,

MADAME

The undersigned will sell their McNe&l Lehigh
Coal from this date until thrther notice at
9 lO per fea of 9000 lbs delivered.
Also now unloading a cargo of Locust Mountain
Coal which they offer tor
# 9 per tou of 9000 Iba delivered,

Messrs. ANDERSON. BONN ELL * CO., have
ABCHITfiCTIJBB
with Mr.
Architect
made

For the purpose of carrying on tlie
and
While Smithing Bubiacs»,

Black

Reduction

a

ft

n

i

1

notice.

COMMERCIAL ST.,
Head of Maine Wharf.

No. 80

ocBSdtf

«at

copart-

at short

OVER-COATS!
9hi

ON

PRIVATE medical rooms.

invariably

uso

FRIDAY. Not. 9tb, at 10 o’clock A. M., at
House No. 38 Chestnut street, 1 shall nil Ills
Furniture In raid House, consisting In part of Bed*;
Bedsteads, Bureaus, Sinks, Chairs, Rockevm, Carpets,
Soth, Cook Stove, Crockery and Glass Ware, together
with the entire kitchen Furniture.
HENRY BAILEY, Auctioneer,
nuvSdtd
omce 178 Fora street.

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

April 17,1SGG: "Though but twenty-six years of age
my hair had become Quito gray, when, at the suggestion of Dr. Carpenter. I gave your Oriental Hair Restorer a trial.
In ten clays from the tirst application
my hair was dark and soft as in childhood. 1 believo
no other preparation can boast of such rein ark a hie
effects.”
llcv. Edward Orr, writing from Alexandria. Ya.,
February 4,18CC, says: “lain too old to regret that
the frosts of Winter should
glint perpetually in mv
mur, but to gratify my daughter, J have used your
Oriental^ Hvfr Resifjrer. and with tho happiest re-

HAVE just completed my arrangements to resume the manufecture of Ladles’ Over Garments for the
Fall and Winter, and
havc^elected the largest and choicest stock of goods ever offered in Portland, comprising every style, color ana febiic known to the trade, and having secured the services of

Randall, McAllister & Co.,

cred.t of trom one to ten yoais,
purcilasers. From parties who
build immediately, no ca sh payments required.
the oitice o the subscribers, where lull
ars may be obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
ma 5tr
Portland, May 3, 1865.
will sell on
it desircu uy tne

Copartnership Notice !

LADIES’

WOOD

SORT

AND

Delivered at any part of tlie city

ureal
inducements
FOR PARTIES W?SITING TO BUILD.
TIIHE subscribers otter iur sale a large quantity oj
A desirable building btsln the West End oi the
city, lying ou Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Biamhall, Monument, Danfortli,Orange end Salem Streets.

Copartnership under

a

HARD

ISAAC DYER.
No. *J| Union Wltarf.

auglltf_

GOODS!

for Foundry Use!

purchasing.

„„

OF

Furniture at Auction.

DR.J B. OTJGKIES

CHANGES GRAY AND FADED HAIR TO ITS OllfulXAL
COLOR. Its effects arc so uniform and speedy, US
to be regarded almost miraculous.
It gives universal satisfaction, a single trial proving
its superiority over all other hair articles ottered to,
the public under similar names.
Lieut. E. G. White, writes from Eastport, Me.

On Monday, October 29, 1866,

■We keep constantly on hand a frill assortment of
Choice Family Coal. Those wishing to purchase large lots will do well to give us a call before

BOARDS,

ol Hanson & Winslow, to carry on
the Foundry and Plow Making Business, and are
running Woo'bury’s Patent Board Planer and
Matcher. No. 25, York Street. Portland.
HANSON & WINSLOW.
J. W. Hanson,
Winslow.
oct24d2w
C.
C.
the

Lehigh Lump,

Wholesale and Itetail.
Plank, Kliiiigk-g and Scantling oiall sizes
constantly on hand.
1! inkling material sawed to order.

F.

H.

Boards,

LUMBER,

ARTHUR UfOBIiF,
uperinteud the nusiness as heretofore.

who will

OPENING

auction SALES.

^

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER,
which

GJUAJVn FALL AJV& WIJYTEM

Fnnucea.

MEDICAL.

|

DE. KNIGHTS’

Vicinity!

In the only preparation in

Ranges and Cook Stoves, Jaka'a White
Anh, Diamond, Kri Ash, which are free of all
Imparities and very nice. Also Cwnaberinnd ! A
cargo Just landed, fresh mined, for Blacksmith use.

OKO. F. FORT KB.

the services of
HR.

and

For

One Car Coad Spruce Clapboards,
On GALT’S WHAItF, for sale by
oc27i12y

of Portland

To the Ladies

;
Lehigh,
LOAF LEHIGH,

Ear

PLANED.

“

$8.

Co.

SUGAR

LUMBER!

DRY

THE

[MEDICAL..

the lowest market price,

Old

Portland, Me., Nov. 1st, 1866,

co-part nor ship heretofore existing under
the s'vie of S. H. Sawyer & Co., is this day disARTHUR NOBLE.
solved.
nov 1 dlw
Portland. Oct. 3i>, IStJC.

■■■"'■gj

■

IVISeELLABfCOIJS.

offer nlos CHESTNUT COAL
\VTEat('*" 110W
y8.on per ton, delivered at any part of the
Also tor sale at

city.

1

Dissolution of Copartnership

liMliini

■■ 111*

--

CHEAP COALt

$8.

I MISTIES Intending to build will find it U» their
.ind
interest to address A. K., Master Builder
or apContractor, at 77 York street, for four weeks,o^ue
and
Employment
ply at the Goueral Agency
Pfo. 351 t-‘l
nold-w

JOSEPH S. BAILEY.

tf

7

no,

>8__

Notice to Builders 1

Dissolution of Copartnership,
existing under the
THE Co-partnership heretofore
I firm name of HENRY BAILEY & CO., was dissolved on the 1st inst... by mutual con bout. Joseph
8. Bailoy will settle the liusinoBSrf

■iwijwnjj

MERCHANDISE.

breathing,

pain

I

dirations that there la more or leas irritation of the
longs. It this be neglected, and go an until pustules
are f irmed, followed by tubercles, which sometimes
cat off the blood vessols, Death will be the result,
alien’s Lung Balsam will heal all the irritated purts,
mlny the lndutnatlon, removing th* phlegm and matter. Thus stopping the cough and prevent tatnl consumptSeii For sale by T. w. PERKINS 4t CO.,
and W. F. PHILLIPS * CO., Portland. Also, by the
Oct a lm
Dealers in Family Medlolne generally.
—

Sold Out.
AirE would recommend our Ibrmer patrons to our
W successor, E. M. THOMPSON.
Hanson 4k Swell,
ocl3d3m*

GLOUCESTER—Ar 3d, 8 h Mary, Hallowell, from
Boston for Dennysville.
Ar 5th, schs Banner, McFarland, Belfast for Newtor Newkork;
port; White Swan, Wooster, Calais
tor Bangor; Yankee.
Leader, Holbrook, from Boston
Saunders, do Ibr Bncksjiort: Ella, Davis, do lor Bristol; RobtIUntoul, Ames, dolor Rockland; Boxer,
Southard, d for Wiscaeset; Angeline, Cooper, do lor
Camden■ N H Hall, Murphy. Scituate foVBangor;
Eagle. Dav, Salem for Bristol; Louisa, Oliver, WisBangor.
caSset; Rena, Munroe,
Ar 6th. brig Susan Duncan, Parker, Bangor for
schs
Gentile,
Henderson, Rockland; AlaSaybrook,
manta, Keene, Frankfort; Sarah Moore, Herrlek,

THE MARKETS.
TELEGRAPHIC

REPORTS.

Financial
New York, Not. 7.
The Commercial Bays money on call is easy at 4 C® 5
Stocks firm
per cent. Gold quiet and weak at 117J.
with Improved tone.

York market.
New York, Nov. 7.
Cotton—scarcely so Arm; sales 900 bales; Middling
uplands at 3h*@ 39c.
Flour—dull and common grades 10 @ 20c lower:
State at 9 30 ® 13 00; Round Hoop
sales 7,000 bbls.
Ohio 12 00 @14 76: Western 9 40® 14 00; Southern
dull; saleB 250 bbls. at 12 50 @ 17 25.
wiieat—dull and 1 @ 2c lower; sales 2*9,00“
38 ® -*'*•
Chicago Spring and Milwaukee No. 2
Amber State, new, 3 20.
* m a. hi,,i,Ar
Corn—Irregular and unsettled, owning
hush.
and closing with the advance lost; »h» IniB.OOO closand
store,
Miked Western 128 (S 132aAoat
New

_

mLard-^i^t and

Ann

tor

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 6th, schs Chas Carroll

Diguton1'

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Karikal Sept 16, ship Zulelka, Biddeil,

22$

681.

Grain-

New

Caen 20th ult. Traveller, Blanchard, from
New York.
^a,v^e Hoads 22d ult, John Spear, Stinson, ftn

Philadelphia.
Arat
Akyab.

Antwerp

American Gold,.147
U. S. Five-Twenties, coupons,. 1864.liol
U. S. Five-Twentie9, coupons, 1865, new issue,.. .110
U. S. Five-Twenties, 1862..1074
U. S. Ten-Forties,

Treasury Seven-Thirties,.106

Sixes. 81.
Chicago & Bock Island.110
New York Central,.119

L

Erie,.82
Company,. 66

n-,

“»d

Oanton

Cumberland Coal Company,. 70}
Western Union Telegraph,.62
Boston Water Power Comuany. 33
Boston Stock Li»l«
Sales at tlie Brokers’

is

108
log
106
1064
10&
110
107

1864.
1866.
United States Ten-lorties.
•*
small.
New Hampshire State Sixes,.
1st
Bonds.
Mortgage
ugdensburg
Vermont Central 1st mortgage bonds.
1; iston and Maine Railroad.
Eastern Railroad Sixes, 1874.
Eastern Railroad.
Western Railroad.
Bates Manufacturing Compan v.

107;
100
103
99

101}

145}
16b

;

Bickford.
In Lewiston, Nov. 3, Robert J. Aris and Mia. Elmira W. Sawj er.

DIED.
aged

Leunder Bo&rdiuan.

In Foxeroit, Oct. 12, Mr. David Haskell, a ^ed 78
years.
In Auburn, Nov. 3, Mr. I. E. Libby, aged 32
years.
In Monmouth, Oct. 26, Mr. Robert Grav, aged 81
years 10 mouths.
In Gardiner, Nov. 1, Mr. J. D. G rdiner, aged
69 years.

DEPARTURE OF OCUAW STEAMERS
NAME

FROM

FOR

DATE.

Eagle.New York..Havana
Nov
City oi Manchester .New York. .Liverpool.Nov
Manhattan.New York. .Hav* V Cruz.Nov
<Ty of Paris.New York. .Liverpool.N »v
Caledonia.New York. Glasgow.Nov

7
7
19
10
10
B >i ussia.New York.
.Nov
10
.Hamburg...
City of Paris.New York. .Liverpool.....Nov 10
Arizona.New York. .Asjnnwall
Nov lo
Columbia. New York..Havana
Nov 14
Etna.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 14
Australasian.New York. .IJvor]>ool.Nov 14
City of New York..New York. .Liverpool.Nov 17
Moro Castle.New fork. .Havana
Nov 21
City# Dublin.New York. Liverpool.Nov 21
Java.New York.. Liverpool.Nov 21
Rising Star.New York. .California_Nov 21
South America-New York. .Rio Janeiro.. .Nov 22
f-rin.New York. .Liverpool
Nov 24
Persia.New York.. Liverpool
Nov 28

POR 1

U

P

lJ OH I

LA.VI),

Brig L
Sch D
Boston.

r

?•

Boston.

Staphs, Stowers,
Gillespie, (Br) Smith, Windsor, /IS. lor

Seh Mary S Wonson. Cameron. Bay Clinton•*.
Sch RobtMor isr>n, Wlnchenbach, Friendship.
Sch Arkansas, Thorndike, Rockland.
Seh Sea Bird. Wallac
Millbridgc for Providence.
Sch Globe, Pierce, Mt Desert for Boston.
Scb Penniali & Josephine, lfiggins, Eden tor B ston.
Sch Mystery, Hurst, Bangor tor Boston.
Seh Hel n«, Harris, Bangor lor Amesbiii v.
tor BosS(,h Maguum Bonuin, Grlittn.
ton.
Sch Willie Martin, Noye Yarmouth f >r F.iU River
BELOW—A lumber-loaded brig, from au eastern

Winlerpori

port.
CLEARED.
Steamer F rest City, Donavon, East port and St
i.
Eaton.
NB—0
John.
Barque Rachel, Mitchell, Matanzas—G S Hunt.
Brig Wenonah, York, Philadelphia—P Gruffnin.
Brig Regatta, (Br) Staidey, Halilhx— J P -rteous.
Sch Hattie E Sampson, Blake, Philadelphia—Orlando Nickerson.
Sch Mary H Banks, Haley, Philadelphia—E Freeman. Jr.
Son E N

Perry, Hamilton, New York—Cliu*e,Cram

& Sturdivant
Sch Fier i, (Br) Potter, Westport, NS.
Sell Campbell, Soule. Easijiort— M llli ken & Co.
Sch Ida Morton, Wlnchenbach, Waldo boro— E astern Packet Co.
LAPitcJHY.D—At Bath 5th inst. from the yard ol
Goes & Sawyer, a double-deck brig of about 4n0 tons,
named Dana Owen. She is owned by the builders.
Capt C G Cliadbouru, who will command In r, and
others, of Bath. The same builders were to launch
another brig on the 7th, oi about 300 tons, single
deck, calculated for the lumber trade.

DISASTERS*
Annie, Iran New York lor New Orleans,
which was seen ashore on the North side ot Bimini
Islaqd;23d ult, (by brig R B Gove, at New Orleans.)
appeared to be in a very bad position; wreck* rs were
at work discharging her. A large ship was ashore
near the same pla e.
Sell Wm A Ellis. Bishop, wrecked at Turtle
Bay,
had previously experienced very severe weather,
and lost masts, sails, &c; she is a total loss. Crew
an i cargo saved.
Itar.vue

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 4th Jnat, barque Thomas
Fletcher, Pendleton, New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 31s ship John H Ryerson,
Gardiner, New York.
Adv, ship Molocka. Norton, tor Boston.
JACKSON VILLE-Ar 10th ult, sell V J Tasker,
Allen. Boston.
Ar 17th, brig W R Sawyer, Ray, Bos' l.
CM 16th, sclis J B Knowles, Ham, lor New York ;
17th, Tugwassa, Wood, do (since wreci : d.)
SAVANNAH—Below 1st Inst, ship L'hos Owens,
Freeman, from Bath, tb load lor Liverpool.
Old 21th, brig Amos M Roberts,
Doak, Providence;
1st iust, sell Messenger, Emerson. Salem.
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 3d inst, brig S Dm.can,
Tvler, Philadelphia.
NOKFOLK, VA-AtM, bcU ReJ Jack. t. Avcrill,
Rockland.
Ar at Fortress Monroe 2d. bng Gen Banks, Ketchurn, Philadelphia.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld Stb.brlgAJ lioS9 Smiln
*
Portland.
NEW. YORK—Ar Elh, schs Moses Waring PluniMav
iuer, St Andrews, NB;
Monroe, Monro.''. Rockland; Atlantic. Oakes, Bangor.
Ar 6th, ships Atmosphere, Oram, Live pool; Uni
verse, Hutton, do; barque Keina del Sud, Kennedy
Cow Bay; brigs Clara Pickens, Rogers. BordeauxHaro, Arey. Portland; schs Jenny Lind, Cole, Shulee, NS; Sylvan, Blanchard, Bangor; Madonna, Homer, do; Zicova, Murch, do: Adrian, Comery,Rockland ; Melbourne, Marsen, Gardiner.
Old 6th, barque Annie Sherwood, Tea pie, Liver-

pool;

*

since.

I

*

*

*

*

Sanborn, Maphias.
Cld 7th, ,.k C Eontauzi, Wooster, Eastport.

no,

iriends and the public
Insurcan place Fire Lite
and Marine Insurance to any extent In the best fcomprnies in the United States. All business entrusted
to my c re shale be thithfudy attended to.
Office at C. M. Rice’s Paper Store, No. 183 Fore St
where orders can be leit.
.lullttf
Business

many

is

to continue the
preparedand

Broker,

as a

FABMEHsT

longer

Under-Shirts !

RAISERS,

-AND

NO. 96 FREE STREET, PORTLAND.
October 1,1866. dtf

SPORTING

ORIGINAL

COLOR,

Strengthens the hair and gives nourishment
Makes the hair soft and moist.
Dandruff

roots.
and

A

8 plendid

Mair

PROVED to

Bs

a s

£> i-

N£orton

Dressing,

Cash Capital

:

LUSTUM

HUOTS^AJND

SHOES !

JOHN CAKTEN
Has opened his store at
NO. 38 MIDDLE STREET,
where he will keep a good assortment of Ladies’,
Gents’, Misses’ and Children’s Boots, Shoes and Rubbers. Custom work and repairing done to order in
the most

faithful

FOR
BULB.

nov3dlw*

manner.

HAIR
all

Hanover st, Boston.

47

JUST

At

Whiskers and

or

by
Druggists.
CHARLES NEWHALL, Proprietor,

octl3eod

DEATH

DYE

3m

RECEIVED !

40

Heavy

CLEAR PORK, LEAF LARD,
&c.

D.
novOdlw

APPLES, ONIONS,

B. BICKEB & CO.,
185 Fore street.

Undershirts

An Excellent

OR

Family

gentle in every respect.
GEO. R. DAVIS,
200

For Sale.

Leesburg,

tons.

_

is

TOPPAN,

L.

Corner Casco and Congress Sts.
Nov 5—dtf

York, Cumberland, Sagadahoc, Lincoln and

LJr Sub-Agcnu Wanted.

MOSES B. NICKEK80N & §6S,
Commercial street, np stairs.

Forfeited Goods.

Collector’s Office,
)
Portland and Falmouth, (
Portland, Nov. 1, 1866 )
following described merchandise having been
forfeited for violation of the Revenue Laws ot
the United States, public notice of said seizures having been given and no claim to said goods having been
made, they will be sold at public auction, at the Office
of the U. S. Appraiser’s, 198 Fore street, on Tuesday,
November 20th, 1866, at 11 o’clock A. M., to wit:
Seven Casks Spirits, and one case containing eleven Bottles Gin; 1 Box of Cutlery and Needles.
Israel Washburn Jr.
Nov 1,8,IB,and
20_ Collector.
district

of

THE

M O V A L

NO. 66 EXCHANGE STREET,
THE CUMBERLAND BANK

Men’s
At 293

Grloves

Congress St.,

Morton

Charles

Block,

terms.

123^*-Parties preferring first class insurance, are res-

x

q^‘

CHADBOURN & KENDALL,
nov7U2w_Warej Hall, Federal street.
For Sale.
^

terms enquire
nov 7 d3w

place

Westbrook,

is in

For

of
Nos. 19 and 20 Commercial Wharf.

Safe and Desk
I~lOR Sale. Price of Safe, $75.00; of Desk, *35.00
A Apply to
HARMS, WOODBURY Sc ATWOOD,
|
novOdlw*
Commercial street.

KEFI.VED

rill’s Comer, only three miles from Portland,
one of the beat places for a gentleman’s
resilience, or for a good gardener, to be found in this
It
a new one-and-a-halt story Gothic
has
vicinity.
House, good Bam and other buildings. The cellar is
cemented, and contains a large brick cistern. The
present owner has a large run of city customers for
early vegetables, worth at least one thousand dollars;
choice grape vines and pear trees were set out one
year ago. This is a rare opportunity to secure eight
under aJiigh state of cultivation. Apply to
acres
W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
oc26d2w

LEATHE <e

f<yr

Interest at the rale ofSi\
per Cent, per' annum,

payable Seu»i-Anutially, on the First
days of January
and July.

OOEE,

WOULD

STEAM

in

AMfcWcV^’

SODA, AND
Ailoi SUPERIOR QUALITIES, In
paekagi a suitaole for the trade and lainily use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the
best materials, and. as our goods are manufactured
under the personal supervision of our senior
partner,
who has had thirty
years practical experience in the
business, we therefore assure the public with condence that wo can and will furnish the

In Coupon Bond3 of $1,000 each

The

ra red

—on—

;

Ships, Barques, Brigs

an t

Schooners !

Apply

Ocean Mutual Insurance Comp’y,
BEDFORD.

Pacific Mutual Insurance Comp y,
"NEW BEDFORD.

Aggregate Capital, $580,161,17
for

No extra charge
Cargoes Grain in Bulk, Coal,
bait, Iron, Copper Ore, Marble or Slate coastwise. We
pleased to secure a share of public patronage.
Office 10tt Fore Street, Portland.
octG.eodSm

Custis & Co.

u

nov7—d3t

HALL’S ELASTIC

Horse Shoe

Cushion !

(Patented May 1st, 1866.)
Prevents snow and ice from adhering to the shoe
hoof of the horse; prevents lameness, in tender or
Bore-tooted horses: keeps gravel and sand from
getting beneath the shoe; prevents the horse from interand in fact is invaluable in all respects.
Ev.ory
horse should have them. Send tor
or call
and see samples and judge for
yourselves, at principal office of Elastic Horse Shoe Cushion.
mu9 BowtOU, IffllMS.
N. B.—No State, County, or Town
rights for,

circulars,

fAf

I™;_11__

sept8—d3m

To Firemen.
gentlemen who,
W’li11'?
ult., at the lire in

night of tie
Clay Cove, in the rear

7

on

the

of 2
the Lobster Factory ol Rumerv & Burnham in
which two live were lost, burst into a room m one
of the burning buildings, a id aroused a man
from
sleep, thereby rescuing him from impending death,
please cab at the jail Y A compliance with this request is of vital importance to the undersigned. Bv
so doing they will confer a
lasting lavor
him,
and will be amply compensated for their upon
trouble.

Portland Jail, Nov. 3, 18fG.

dlw*

MILLINERY
A

(

large

Millinery

GOODS !

September 15, 1866.
Jo the Agents of the Springfield Fire and Marine
x,

Insurance

$690,171,74; Capital, $500,000; Surplus, $190,171,74.

Notwithstanding the frequent tires and the heavy
losses sustained by insurance
companies, THIS Comable to show to its agents and patrons, such a
f assets and securities as to entitle it to a
position
in the front rank among insurance
companies in this
country— one worthy of the fullest confidence, and
the
most perfect securities to policy-holders.
giving
The policies in this company, furnish the most ample indemnity to our customers, we ask in return good
risks, and adequate rates, and we trust our
many and
laithftil agents
may hi the fliture as in the past, look
well to our interests—enlarge
and increase our business, ujK»n what shall prove a safe class of risks.
Edmund Freeman, President,

EXPRESS NOTICE.

Portland & New York

EXPRESS
WILL FORWARD

Stockholders of the Portland and Machias
THE
Steamboat Company,
hereby requeslc i to
meet at

Robs & Sturdevaut, 73 Com9th, at 3 o’clock, P.
M-i to take into consideration the purchase of the
Wharves, one oi the Steamers and good will of the
route between Portland and Bangor, and to transact
any other business that may come before them.
Per order of Ihe Directois.
WILLIAM BOSS, Clerk.
Portland. Nov. 1, ISfiG.
dtd
ol

Friday Nov.

..

NOTICE.

Goods, Parcels

Over

$100,000

Worth of Real Estate, having chan ^ed hands
the agency ol the undersigned, since
■lit though
the great fire in July last, he respectfully invites those having rea. Estate to sell and those in
want ot houses, to give him a call. He will endea
vor to give satisfaction in all cases.
W. B.
Reliable Tenant* Secured for
those haring Houses to Kent.
WM. if. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent,
nov 6—dlw
Opposite Preble House.

Steam

Engines,

price. They
widely
lavorably known,
more than MOO being in use.
All warranted satisfactory. or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on
appllcatl in. Address
are

and

». C. HOADI.EY &
6,

CO.‘

Lawrence,

3md.

anti

Money

—TO—

NEW YOKE AND ALL POINTS BEYOND.
Bills. Notes ami Drafts e jected, and all Express
business attended to wi' ii care and promptness.
Offices—Portland. i:>2 Congress Street.
New Yoi l 2". Chambers Street.
Leaves Portland and New York
every Weuins^r.y

and

Saturday

sept7dtf

at 4 i’. \i.
1f.

BLANCHARD.

\

a

nr.

MILINERY find FANCY GOOES,

ASert

1866

lot el
X gross and Pearl Sts., troll ting

C.DCNI.

lias removed to

29

ON

Free

Where

he

Street,

J. R. Corey A' Co.,
has opened a splendid slock of

Millinery & Fancy

Goods

mid having bought them at Auction in New York.
will sell

correspondingly

Dental
rons

low.

II. M. C. Dunn.

scpSdtf

Notice !

This is to inform my ft iends and patI have associated with me in the practice ot

tliat

Dentistry,

DR.

ALBERT

KVAINS,

Formerly of Bangor, a skillful denttet of long experience, and take pleasure in introducing and recommending him to them. Ether and Chloroform administered when desired.
octCdtf

No. 8

n

Butter

Clapp’s Block,

and

TONGUES.
200 Tubs Choice

Cohgres’s SI.

Cheese!

Family Butter,

70 Boxes Vermont Cheese!
Received and for sale by

SMITH,

DOMVGLIi

oc30d2w

93

Store

Sc

Bowen &

_^

ONE

and 95 Commercial Street.

Trees,
Grape Vines!

Aug. 28,
1

It#Fore Street.

0*0???USSJZSPP*
&

style

toLECHREST

^?Mtf

IT. 1806, the firm ofR. L.
of Liverpool, changes its

morthebusinesa-

SURE REMEDIES.
DB> T. K. TAYLOR, 17 Hanover Street

au028d3m
Tlie Skirt-Lifter.

OILLCDBEgT, SMITH &- CO.
i*tle invulvea no change in
nrcnnli

Together with

WE
between Clark

tlie

supply Jobbers and Retail Dealers wllh
Hoop Skirts having the Skirt-Lifter” attached,
trom the best Manulacturers in the country, at pricos
competition. Agents also may be supplied
defying
with finding* for Skirt-Lifters, which may be aljustod to any lioop skirt. Send orders to Mrs. L. C.
PENNELL. Portland, Me.
Ladies will call at 44 Brown Street.
Oct 17 edlw eod tf

1CAN

Sale.

Apply

to

JOHN

_octtsdtl

undersigned

offer their services to the public as Real Estate Agents. All persons desiring to buv, sell or lease property, are requested to
All
call at our office 345 Congress street up stairs.
builness entrusted to our car^ shall have prompt atHANSON A DOW,
tention.
V.C. Hanson,
aug27-dtt
M. G. Dow.

Hemedies'and’modes'of THE

Prices!

Siberian Squirrel.
Itlver Sable,
Astrican, &c.
Also

a

large varioty

of

CHILDREN’S FURS.
The above goods have been manufactured since the
great fire, and are warranted to be perlect and good,
and will be sold low for cash.
We have received a lot of new styles of HATS for
young mens’ wear.

--1-

abundant supply of

Market

American Sable,
German Fitch,

House for Sale,
Surcarappia. It is u double House, about threo
IN minutes
walk from the depot; well
linished, in
an

offer at the

we

Most respectfully invite the attention of the Ladies
to their rich and extensive etock ot FURS, consisting of

Head Union Wharf or
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Middle, head of Silver street.
1

of

HATS. HATS.
Coe & McCallar,
Wo. 11 Market Square

Assessor’s Otiice, Mechanics’ Hall:
THOMAS T. SAWYER,

1

of which

assortment

WARES,

FURS. FURS.

tlm late Charles E. Beckett, is otiered for sale.
The lot is about 100 by 44 teet, and the house, constructed alter plans and spocilications bv
Holding,
the architect, is so fhr advanced that it can bo linished in season lor occupancy the
coming winter, if the
work upon it is immediately resumed.
A better opportunity lor
procuring an elegant
house in a pleasant situation could not bo wished tor.
S. B. BECKETT,
Apply to

■■■’

GOODS!
as

large

Very Lowest

rPHL lot of land, with the brick stable anti trnflnX ishod brick dwelling bouse thereon, corner of
Congress and Smith streets, belonging to the estate of

—-

!

Nov 2—dim

Lantirth

COE & Mel'ALLAB,
IVo. 11 Market
Oct. 27—2wed

water.

BBOWN,
Depot Master.

Square,

Perry, or W. H. MANSI1'ELD, Portland Steam*
Packet Uo.
jui U dtf

Valuable Beal Estate

FOB

on

v

'Portland, Me.

aai

Elm St.

improvement, and has a JVout on Elm street 01YSZ
leel.
The above property is ottered tor s.deoitlier In
portions or collectively, on liberal terms. Apply to
aug.’fi—It
JOHN C. PEOOTOB.

L.

another house.
W.

Sept. 10—dti

Apply lo
11, JERRIS,

Real

tin

tfjlOBSale.

jn!16tl_W.

POR SALE, in Gorham, fifteen minutes^valk
X
from the Depot. a pearly new, neat Cottage

House,

Bank and

odwuHding*,having all

sell

farm

Allen’s Comer
my
1W1LL
brook, about three miles from Portland,
aud Westbrook
from horse
near

WHOLESALE
Mar

mile

Only 14 cent* per Fool !
located Lots on the Eastern
riomcnade,
in Lots to suit purcliasers.
Also line Lots on Congress between
Stale
Iligh'aud
streets, aud on Decriug street, iu Lois to suit *
purchasto

FrNELY

-Apply
^* **• JERRIS, Real Entatc
Agent,

ang!5—dtf

Un<lerflannels,

A'.L Ri J ATL.

by

Pebrlnb, formerly a miss onaThe sit latioa L very pleas-

ry ot the A. B. C. F.M.
ant and accessible, and

the number of pu i*s i* limited.
winter session will commence on the 5th
of December, and will continue 19 weeks.
Appiioations should bo made early. For
particular aourefs
the Principal.
References
be found in the
Lhrtstian

may

Mirroroo8h»codow
Portland Laundry.

Orders received at the Office of the Forest
Cny
Dre House, No. 816 Congress Street.
Notice is hereby given that, the Pori land Laundry
has been reopened by the
who has been
many years connected with the well known Chelsea
Dye House and laundry, and with the experience
thus acquired he is now prepared to do all
descriptions of Laundry work in a
satisfactory manner.
A. T. CRAWLEY. Agent

Particular Notice.

VALUABLE

Otiice, opposite Preble House.

bouse lots for saloon the

ol
J>eeriug and Hoary streets, 'ihe most desirable
lots now in the market.' Inquire of
HANSON & DOW,
Real Estate Agents No. 345 Congress St.
&2P*Houscs&udlots in did’erent parts of ihe city,
sale cheap.
sepl4dt t

Mess

Lots for Sale.

Railroad

lti—dtf

subscriber,

West-

cars,
Seminary.
Said farm contains about 100 acres, part of it very
valuable for tillage, and part oi it for building lots.
two
i*
a
There
good house,
largo bams, and out housIt will be sold together, or iu lots
es on the premises.
CYRUS T1IUKLOW,
to suit purcliasers
105 Commercial St.
FOR SALE—House corner ol
Congress
and Merrill streets; also, House adjoining the
same, with 10,000 feet of land. This lot will be divided to suit purchasers.
Terms easy and made
known by applying to W. W. Carr, at W. A. Duran’s
Cloth in Sto. e, toot of Exchange stree
jull9-dtt

ers.

GLOVES,

Family School a. Go/ham, Me.
seliyol tor boys has been recently established
rpjiis
A
Rev. Oeo. A.

a

Farm for Sale.

4-XD

Ladies’ & Children’s

the cokjTen

fences and in prime'Condition. It is situated Rear
grove and a snort distance from the County roftd.
J. E. STEVENS.
Apply to
Gorham, July|7.

FOIJ-ETTE.

HOOP SKITvTS AND 00ESET8,

Estate Agent.

Three story brick house
i
forth
X Street. The house is nearly new and in fine order. Immediate poseessioii given.
G. CHADBOURNE.

B.

HOSIERY

A Good House
IAOU SALE. The well built and pleasantly located
A square house No. 14 Monument
street, built and
nowpccupiedby Mr. G. Mark# House contains suit;
■parlors, setting-room’, diiiing-Tocnh. kitchen ;uid live
good sleeping rooms. Fine cellar’ in which is a well
ui good water.
The lot is 00 by-JO feet. Good space
»or

Congress

SALE.

A POKXION of (lie "DAY” Estate on Elm Street,
"comprising over b'tOiM) loot of land, together
with Brick Houses, stable <Stc. This
property is located on Elm and Cumberland streets all susceptible
ol

LI GABLE House Lots tor sale on Thomas, EmJ ery an<l CongrRs streets; one near the head ol
State street.
W. H STEPHENSON,
Portland, Aug 8.-dtl
zd National Bank.

amount

of

from tho Govern-

received

..or
m

tho.oi'ite amounts
.nt. of the actual

tZ;e Property which

The road is now

compk ted, equipped
running fr&m Sacramento City
to Alta, a distance of 73 miles, and the
earnings for the three months ending
f-ugust 1st were as follows, viz.:
Lay, iuOO.$05,116.83
“
June
67,429.78
“
*
July
85,000.00
IN

going vigorously forward,—24 miles
additional being nearly ready for
the cars,- and it will probably bo
in full operation to tho California
Lino —156

miles

from

Sa-

cramento

City—during the summer
of 1867, when its earnings must bo
very large, as the entire trade of Nevada, and a large proportion of that
of Utah, Idaho and Montana must pass
over its line.
It has been shown by
reliablo statistics that in 1863

over

$13,000,000
paid
freighting goods from California
in

Gold was

for
to

Nevada alone.
■mis part ot the Great Pacific Railroad Route is destined to be one of the
most profitable lines of railroad in the

world, and its First mortgage Ronds
among the best secured and most
desirable investments ever offered.
Over 91,000,000 has already been
expended in grading beyond the point
to which the road ia sow running, and
the iron is bought and paid for sufficient to lay the track the entire disance to the S' ate Line.
The Road .... boon completed and
.-luipped thus w Without the sale of
a single dollar of its First mortgage Bonds, and they are now offered
to the public for the first time, after
the earnings of the Road have reached
the sum of 9100,000 per month in
Oold, only about 25 per cent, of which
is required for operating expenses.
The Bonds are offered at 95 per cent,
and accrued interest from July 1st, in
Currency. Orders may be forwarded to
i»
direct, or through the principal
.inks and Bankers in all parts of the

corner

R
o

try.

The Steamers EoMAN,
SAXON, anil ABIES
lorm the line, and a steamer leaves each nor
EVE!;Y FIVE DAYB.
From Long Whar Bi ston,.at 12 M.
From Finest. Wharf,
Philadelphia,.at in A.M
Freight tor the West S.rwarifoJ bv the Fennsvlva
nia Railroad, and to Baltimore aud
Washington bj
Canal or Railroad, ireeoi eonimissions.
For freight, apply to

->

WHITNEY & SAMPSON,
Agents, 71) Long Whar). Boston.

*
Nov 22—
dlvr

MTV

ON

the

In Board of Mayor and
Aldermen, I
Nov. 5th, 1866. J
fietition of Wm. II. Mclebcr & Co., for lito ereet and

cense

Jones &

CITY OF PORTLAND.
In Board ol Mayor and
Aldermen, 1
Nov. 5th, 1866. I
the petition of tho President and Directors ol
the Star Match Corporation lor license to etecc
and use a stationary steam engine in the brick building near Back Bay, used as a match fhetory;
Ordered, That Wednesday the 21st dav ol November, instant, a’ 3 o’clock P.M. at the1 Aldermen's
Boom, be assigned as the time and place fbr the consideration of sat.l petition; and that said applicant
give notice thereof by publishing this order in one of
the dally papers of this city four times, the tlrst
publication to bo at least fourteen days beforehand,
that all parties int rested may appear and be beard
thereon.
Attest: .J. M. HEATH, Cit Clerk.
Copy, Attest: J. M. Heath, City Clerk.
nov7dlt

ON

CITY

OF

Board

of

ON

Notice.

Public

City or Portland, Not. 5, 1866.
persons having trees in front of their loti.
which were destroyed by the late lire of July 4th
and 5th, are hereby notified that they can remove the
same under the direction of the Committee on
Streets,
Sidewalks, etc., if done within ten days.
If not removed within the above
the Committime,
tee will dispose of them to the best advantage.
Persons will not be permitted to cut down trees and
leave a stump in the Street.
By order of the Committee on Streets, Sidewalks,

ALL

&c-

National Bank Notes, or other
funds current in tins city, and the
CancL will be forwarded to any ad-

rlotcs,

A. P.

dlOt

MORGAN,

Chairman.

dicts

;

guiriej
or

'fpress, free of charge. Inior further
particulars, by

City ot* Portland.
Treasurer’s Offlo*, August 28, 1866.
by the City for Municipal purpos-

Ol\ DM issued
es, in sums ol

twenty years time,
Sep I

$300 hud 1,000. on tan and
for sale al Ibis office.

are

IIENRY P. LORD
City Treasurer.

edlf

JOHN KINSMAN

otherwise, will receive punc-

tual attention.

FISK &

DEALER

HATCH,

C*

BANK EES,

N. B.—AU kinds of Government Securities
received at the ftill market

for the above Bonds.

price

in

TE

V

FIXTURES

exchange

—AT —

25 Union St.,
PORTLAND.

Ang

Notice to

Co.,

MIL

Land

20

<Jtf

Holders,

OTJUROCHER, Builder,Js prepared

mu trails tor building, cither
I>AY WORK.
Can furnish First
ami material of all description*

to take
bv JOB or byClass workmen

Resilience, AMERICAN HOUSE.
India Street, Portland.
lfec
augvn—tr

ISAAC DT®E

August 17th.

To Rent,

Horses for Sale.

AT

PORTLAND.

Mayor and Addbrmen, l
November 5,1866. (
the petition of W. J. McDonald for UDense to
erect and use a stationary steam engine in building 322 Commercial Street, Perley’s Wharf:
Ordered—That Wednesday, the 21tt of November
instant, at 3 o’clock P. M., at the Aldermen’s Boom,
be assigned as the time and
place for the consideration of said petition; and that said
applicant give notice thereof by publishing this order in ouo of tho
daily papers of this city four times, the first publication to be at least fourteen days beforehand, that all
persons interested may appear and be heard thereon.
Attest—J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.
Copy, Attest—J. M. Heath, City Clerk.
November 7,1866. <Mt
In

v
November
5, 1866.

Commercial It.

the Horse Railroad Stable 10 or 12 low priced
Horses.
oc8eod2m

Htisun En-

iii

For Sale.
SEASONED TINE BOARDS and other Lumber,
price*’lf “Ued for soon, at No Ul Dn-

,0Cjm4rby5,18C6.

Stationary

nov7d4t

Pork !

nobltf__lit?

dlw

use a

gine on the lot of land known as the Tvier & Rice lot
between “Portland Glass Works” and Lawrence’s
ship yard:
Ordered, That Wednesday, tho 21st dav ot Nov.
inst., at 3 o’clock P. M., at tho Aldermen's Boom be
the time and place assigned for the
consideration of
said petition; and that said
applicants give notice
thereof by publishing this order in one ot the
daily
papers of this city four times, the llrst publication to
be at least fourteen days
beforehand, that all persons
Interested may appear and be hoard thereon.
Attest:
J. M. HEATH, City Clark.
J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.
Copy Attest:

QAA BBI.8. HEAVY MESS PORK,
OUU CHICAGO PACKED, for sale by

Blake,

NOTICFN.

CITY OF I'OBTUIVD.

tances may be made in drafts
New York, or in Legal Tender

mail

Philadelphia

Steamship Line.

GOLD.

Tho earnings are steadily increasing,an d are estimated at over $100,000
i'-i Gold for the month of August—the
oficial report for that month not having been received at thi3 date.
The construction of the road is,,

sun

and

now

and

Stale

Boston

t

cover 3.

■

Mouse Lots.

the

are

tK

AND

LOT tor sale at Capo Elizabeth Eer
HOUSE
rv,—house nearly
Enquire oi A .P. COLE

at the

now

Notice.
Rnst/vn

has received the new Prencn
treatment practised by Drs. Dumas and Ricord—Safe
pleasant and warranted Positively effectual in all
Diseases of the Blood, Urinary and Reproductive Organs. and all Irregularities and Complaints peculiar
to Women. Enclose stamp and receive full particulars by mail.
n
oct3-d& w3m

All

and Carletou Streets.
These houses are thoroughly built, with slate
roofe,
brick drains, and marble mantelpieces
throughout.—
They will be sold at a low price, and on very tavorable terms. Apply at our oilice, No.
St.
27$
J. is. BROWN & SONS.
October 16, 18G6. dtt

oc9—tillnovlO

a

MIRALL

to

in amount

t HTort
but ..'-cut

t

it

Breakfast Shawls, Scarfs, &c

First Class Houses for Sale.
offer tor sale the eight first class brick houses,
recently built by us, situated on Pine Street,

UoiTE, adopt-

law

cost and val.-u

Nubias, Hoods, Sontags,

SON,

Beal Estate for
A Have Chance !

Corsets,

and Machine Made

WORSTED

Middle and
Enquire

HOUSES

short notice.

DAVIS, 400 Fore Street.

Hand

For Lease.

ltWJ—dll

&

Hosiery
Such

sepll-dtf_

The Beet Varieties Furnished
«. R.

A.rul

Comjmng,
of Caliextending from
Citg to the Califine, forming a

ul.-sj.y-BTi-.C c'hcr sources,

GrEOIPES

Lot for Sale.
of the best building lots in tlie city, situated
on the north side ot
Leering Street adjuining the
residence of Gen. J. L. Fessenden. This tot is sixtytwo teet front on Leering street, extends back one
hundred ieet, and is bounded ou the east side by a
street fitly feet in width, making it a corner lot and
very desirable.
s. B. REUSE Y,
No. 4 Galt Block, Com. Street.
Oct 17 dtt

Of.

Goods!

Merrill,

Hoop Skirts

Central Pa-

equal to this First
Mortgage) is economically and Judiciously applied to the construction
un-1 equ.p:nent of the Road, together
vithnearly 97,000,0*tQ, received from

JOBBERS OF

THE

CO.,

Pear

at

Fancy

by

The aid
inutv

Fancy Goods!

STREET.
subscribers oiler for sale the lot of land on
the southerly side ot Commercial
Street, head of
Dana’s Wharf, measuring 72 by 150 feet.
For further particulars inquire
JONAS H. PEKLEY,
Oct lb tf
or W. S. DANA.

oi

strict

public

Congress st.

307

nugJB-dtt

Bonds allowed and issued to aid the construction of the
Road, un.1 tho Mortgage by which
hey are secured is ilectnred by .let
>/' Cony res* to constitute a lien
trior tin t superior to Hint of the
lit,t.tu'e» Uocertnnciil.

C^^Subacriptions received for American and EngMagazines. Also New York, Boston and Portland Dally and Weekly Patters.
0. R. CHISHOLM & BRO.,

Lots

years.
C. C. MITCHELL &

share of the

no2dtf__

1866._

nuit of these First Mortbohds to bS i'Ssufed per mile is

.imued

lish

SALE,

Oi land cornet
lor a term of

The
arr.

,,

COMMERCIAL

riUIE valuable lot
X
Plumb Streets,

profits, and by

a

_

United Slates

new.

over

Mass.

Just received FIVE BARBELS extra quality, at
Timnong & hawks,

FOR

good repair, with

I*.II.

on

V,

Photographs,

patronage.

of ConCongres., street

corner

Aug, 25th,

StA TES COFEHNMENT.

American

choice selection of

Albums and

INGS,VC

Entire

and

Hah.HOAD

SELECT BOOKS, NOVELS, MAGAZINES AND
DAILY AND WEEKLY PAPERS.

abfut 111 feet and no Pearl about 90 teet.
CHARLES E. BARRETT,
dpply to
At office Grand Trunk Railway Station.
Portland, Aug. |j, 1860.
augbtf

Desirable

a

We hope by selling at small
attention to business to merit

For Sale
Luutl on the westerly

Valuable

Goods,

Notice.

_

Chartered 1849,

J. N. Duniiam, Sec.
Capital & Surplus$690,171,74.
Cilas. K. Lane, Assistant See.
Wc are Yours Very Truly,
E. Freeman, President.
J. N. Dunham, Secretary.
John E. Dow A' Non,

Also

J. P. BAXTER.
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Broker, at RailOilice. under Lancaster llali.
August 28, lace.
dtf

Kis

sep29-codtf PORTLAND, MAINE.

SHAWLS, UBS AND HATS,
of the lateBt styles, just received from New
York, at
NO. HU I'ORE HT.

vicinity of the Park.
Committee,
J. E. FERNALD,
DAVID TUCKER,

frtHF

and

Bedgwlck,

ed aad aitied by the United

School, Toy, Juvenile, Story
Book., Abe., Ac.

to either of the

Company.

Gentlemen :—The officers of this
Company take
great pleasure in announcing to their Agents, patrons
and friends, that by an unanimous vote of the stockthe
holders,
capital stock of this company has been increased to HALF A MILLION
Dollars, all paid in
CASH, and that the assets of the company are

(

on

.Tin**.

AgenlOj

assortment of

and Dres

Springfield,

.a

or

fering,

Insurance Company.

Blank,

wish-

Or
road

t

OFFICE OF THE
Springfield Fire and Marine

one

English

Tlteer

sort, .Miilbudge. Jone&f art, and thence to iluchm-i
»
port.
RETURNING, will leave Machlxsportevery MON
HAY and THI/RSIJAY MORN
touching
at above named landing., and arriving in Portland
the same nightstages win be in readiness at all the landing, to
carry passengers to the neighboring town.
Freight forwarded from Portland by3 the "°**on
Boston
and Niw York Steameis
W Passengers bv the three o’clock trains from
Boston, on their arrival at Portland, win he take
to the steamer, witn theii
baggage, free qf cl,,true.
For freighror passage apply to
ROSS At STCKlIKVAHiT.
General Agent.,
73 Co nmercial Street, Portland.

pad of the Cheat Pacific

Street,

s Twi TIOJVEH

about 12,000 square ifcot. on ConCONTAINING
gress Street, just above Hampshire Sweet, is of-

ing

-By-

French,

fered for sale.

here offered to any

Congress

i? UEiiL,AY and Utll.AV
Rockland,
°ielocS“'e> toueblng atMount
In

Hoad, Equipments,

State

fornia

We intend keeping a large assortment of

JA

The Swedenborgian Church Lot,

opportunity is
to build in the

307

TWO Twrs A WEEK.

that portion

on

Sacramento

Having just commenced business at

So.

absolute

fornia, and

C. R. CHISHOLM & BRO.

NEAR TIIE

Intermediate Landings.

located in the State

New Book Store*

Valuable Building Lot

Moclyaye,

an

Property of the
cific Ha it road

Gore,

307 Commercial St, 47 A 40 Bcueh Street,
MAINE'
March

Fop Sale.

rare

&

Machias,
—

se-

are

First

Franchises,

street.

TTOUSE No. 5 Henry street, containing 10 rooms,
XI hath room, hot and cold water, and all tlie model'll improvements. For particulars
oc22dtf
Enquire on the premises.

A

of. the

THE

Leatlie

a

prior Hen

GORE’S

Wholesale Grocer. Throughout the Slat*.

_

marine Insurance

hy

constituting

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I
BY ALL

House and lot on Brown street.
House and lot on St Lawrence^treer.
House OR leased land on Hammond street.
Darius H Ingraham,
113 Federal St„
or W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent, under Lancaster Hall.
oc22—df 1

Thirty

Years to ran, and

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, containg all the modem improvements, we
enabled to furnish a
supply of Snaps of the
Best Qualities, adapted to the
demand, for Export and Domestic Consumption,

on

hare

Hands

are

SOLD

Issue, $7,336,000.

Amount of

Best Goods at the Lowest Frioes!

For Sale.
Poplar street.
House and land on Washington

ol*

City

and

“CITY
OF
ltlC'IUklOlN L>.“
CHARLES DEElttNO,
Master,
make two trips per week to
Machias. leaving

CHEMICAL OLIVE,

LEATHE <0

—

TO

Will

Mew York.

OLKI.YE,

ACRES pasturage and woodland in West-

40
Lot ol land

the

VO. I,

THREE story Dwelling House, with two good
tan omenta aim store in basement, in a very good
location.
Good stand for a shoe store, or any other
business. Apply to
W. n. JTERRIS,
o«26d3vr
Under Lancaster Hall.

Desert,

10

TH:

ROUTE

THE new, substantial and swii:
going steamer trig tons

Principal A Interest payable in F. S. Cold Coin

REFINED SOAPS,

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

Tracer.

a

INLAND

Mt.

solicit the attention oi the trade and
consumers to tholr Standard Blands of

re

Friday
eienlngsat 9 oclock.
Returning, willloarc liaugur everv Monday Wednesday and Friday morning, at 6 touching at
Hampden, Winterport, Bnrksport, Bella.!, (Jtimdcn
and Rockland, both
ways. For freight or igaauge
please apply to
A. SOMEHBY,
Portland, Get, 16, HGC.
at Office on WliaiT.

Of California.

SOAPS !

PENOBSCOT RIVER

Steamer
ai/y*?1ak«
" bum.
^NOd,n»pt
leave
KuilroauAi
Whan
foh,.'„7V«
*{»'- W«*•ednesday
"Monday
Rud

Pacific R.R. Co.

S T 33 A. Ikd

line

BETwef.x

\\ wdl

CENT11AL

For the above (mqulro eg DANIEL
MOUSE,
^ Esq.,
Chebeague Island.
Also House, Stable and Land No 28
fflkh st
d in
w«tbrook73i miles from
rJSJS" Term
t
Tukey s Bridge.
seaey
oeJtSeod4w

Mor-

near

re-

** ^ILLINUB, Agent

DAILY

TUB

on

Hew Park, for Sale.

J. W. MUNGER cD SON.

NOTICE.

Free street Block, 24

OK

Chebeague Island of about 53 acres, with
good buildingB thereon.

Residence.

The above

at

ARRANGEMENT!

PORTLAND &

HON I) s

on

Eight Acre Garden—A Fine Country

An

pectfully invited to call.
November 5,1866. dtf

shall be

Qc25d3w

jobbing, drygoods, millinery or
JL„Jfor
Possession given immediately. EnSnf

iSste
SAMPSoil Sc CO&ant

BUILDING,

where he is now prepared to place
insurance, in all its
forms, and for any amount, in companies second to
no others on the
globe, and on the most favorable

NEW

Chambers to Let.

TM chambers to let in

nold&wtf

this day removed from No. 80 Commercial
Street,
to the new and commodious rooms

IN

Sale of

For Philadelphia.
rTUiE splendid packet Sch. N. H. GOULD Cant
1 Crowell, having two thirds of her cargo en’eavw 1
will sail as above. For balance of freight applvto
No. 103

A Farm

5, I860. d5w*

one

Sell. Win. H. M:\llet, 193 tons.
Sch. Splendid, 58 tons, old measurement, all well
found. Enquire ol
BAMP80N & CDNANT,
ai‘g23_No, si Commordal Wharf.

novTdlw

For Sale in Cape Elizabeth,
a few rods across Portland
Bridge,
Lot of Land SO by lOO.
8. B. dumming’s Store.
Enquire at

Valuable Hotel Property for Sale.
Oxford House, pleasantly situated In the vilrpHE
X
ol
Oxford

Knox Counties.

OYSTER AND EATING HOUSE,
MARKET SQUARE.
53T'Families and Parties supplied.
November 6,1866. dtf

Fore street.

THEFT l

75 Cents Each S
Sparrow's Insurance Office

LAMB’S

Kind and

KIT

moderate Prctninug !

B E

_T

Horse l

S

FIRST MORTGAGE

Hr. O. E. Durgin
to Bell the following parcels of REAL
WISHES
» V ESTATEandHAY.
HOPE ISLAND, one of the most fertile Islands in

Fryeburg,
county, Maine, is otPOLICIES ISSUED BY
tered tor sale at a bargain, 11 applied tor soon.
The House Is large, in good ropair, with lurniture
i
i
I
and fixtures throughout, together with ail necessary
JOIH E. DOW & SOW,
outbuildings.
For full particulars inquire oi
HORATIO BOOTHBY,
30 Exclmugr Street,
Portland, OTe.
Proprietor.
Or Hanson* Dow, 345 Congress st.
Fryeburg, Sept. 2U, 1866.
dtf
CENBBAI. AGENTS
For

SELLING AT

Nov.

SALE.

FOR

HAKT,

d2w

bad ot

AUTUMN

The sea view is unsurpassed.
W. 11. STEPHENSON.
Second National Bauk.

rooms.

aug25-dlf

lage

Drawers!

and

and

04 Tabs Vermont Butler,
48 Boxes Cheese,

tains fourteen
Enquire of

rateh***

May '.and, 18M—dtf

_

the Maximum tf efficiency, dura
COMBINING
bility and economy with the minimum ol weight

CRANBERRIES,

fA

SALE.

be received for two week., for the
TJROPOSALS
1 purchase of Mechanics’ Hall, and the land under
same.
of
either of the undersigned.
the
Enquire
1

ang7tl

■kadaysatB

Freight takenaa usual.

For Sale.
The new FRENCH COTTAGE, and abont
;■ seven acres of land, situated on the Cape CotUL t.ige Road, iu Cape Elizabeth. The house con-

will

BAILEY,

particulars enquire on the premises.

*

Catear^^o-

diKed

House and Lot for Sale.

THE
For

Arrangement l

Until further norice the Steamtin
of the Portloud Steam Packet Co.
will run as follows
Leave AiJaiitic Wharf for Boston.
'eve^y evening, (except Sunday) at

j*£k..*/:“
Uclte,sto be
the Agents

on

two story brick house and store No. 41# congress st, 25 feet front occupied only as a garden.

MECHANICS7"HALL
FOR

will sell

1

NOTICE.

A

MAGIC

Portable

SALE/

$100,000,

AOII

Palmer, Eaq, W. H. Fessenden, Esq.
Address or call, WM. C. DUNHAM, Mnssey’s
Row, or 77 Free street.
oc23dtf

nov7d3t

RAILROAD.

rr\HE house containing nine finished rooms, well supX plied with hard and soft water, and is surrounded
with fine shade trees. A good stable is connected with
the house. There is nine and a quarter acres of land,
well stocked with fruit trees and shrubberv.
This is a rare chance for a gentleman doing business
In the city.
For further particulars apply to
C. H. ALLEN,
Nov. 5, I860, lw
Woodford’s Corner.

Good Clicmce

the

be

WM.

CONGBEIt) 8TBEEt.

W.K

Prevents

C. DUNHAM, whose
ability and energy
are well known,
respeetftally informs the people
or this city that he Is prepared to clear out
ruins,
clean out and dig cellars in a manner and at a
prico
that will certainly be satisfoctory, by the day or
special contract Refers by permission to A. w. H.
Clapp, Esq, John Mussey.Esq, Jas. Todd, Esq, M. G.

Block,

r?

.V

>.■.

Best and Cheapest in the Market.

SPECIAL

Charles Custis & Co.

THE HORSE

LINE OF

an; ill

INSURANCE COMPANY,

are

In Knglish, Scotch and American.

ON TUE

jElLaad is

The Hartford Live Stock

to the

7

fovorable terms as to
payment, or let for a term of years, tbe lota on
the corner at Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Franklin street, includingthe corner of Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bancor
or SMITH & REED, Attorneys, Portland.
JyI2ti

cures

mercial Street,

DRAWERS,

ON

VALUABLE PROPERTY FOB SALE.

-IN--

Faded Hair to, its

_28

llou.r Lola tor Sale.
Stevens’ Plains, near the Horse Railroad
"
A. L. RICHARDSON
Enquire o!
On the
April H—dtt

Let,

or

Summer

LITTLEJOHN,
Oak Street.
PorOaud, life.

™

Can Insure their Cattle and
Horses,

1,

or

rl2m*
Scp21 (12m

Pleasant Residence in Westbrook,

November

MEN

HAIR

Restoratire ! !
Will Restore Gray

En-

STEAMERS.

FARE REDUCED TO BOSTON.

uremlses.

November 5,1866.

STOCK

A. D. REEVES, TAILOR,

NO.

Street.

|

A
mnJSSSnSJft

EDWIN CLEMENT,} Committee.

Call and examine for yourselves.

the olhee

AM)

m

G. L.

WEAR !

MAGIC

& C.PAYSON.

H. M.

House for Sale, No 32 Myrtle
No. 8 Central Wharf.
July 12—dti

H. M.

LADIES’

on Deering Street—
adJoiiiing land, if ap-

MISCELLANEOUS.

•
»»<l Gas Pipe, 2 to 5 inch,0I?> feet Watcf
ai>«ut
15
to*
damaged Nails,
a*5°
!>aJ.2. to 3 tons Window Weights,
stock of above description
y.\f^'.?r.e!l..Aa.wi8l*ing
11 1 lease call before
purchasing elsewhere.

quire at

intended expressly for

EjT’Hats and Bonnets trimmed to order in the most
fashionable Btyle.
nov5 dlw*

ji3 ton9
CaiOONERMatanms,
0 Sciu
174

Henry Perkin., Mayo, New York; Sun, Hardtag
Bangor.
Ar7tb, sehs Dr Itogers, Caldwell, Calais; Monti,

no

MEN’S

PROVIDENCE —Ar Gth, schs Adrian Bailev fm
Gardiner tor Pawtucket; Martha Mada
Calais.
Below, schs Hornet, Rich, from Calais; Porto Rfrn
Wentworth, and James Bliss, Hatch, irom Baniror
Adelaide, Harrudcn. Cherrylield; Belle. Whitmore’
Ellsworth; Angeline, Ilix, Rockland; Julia Baker’*
Baker, Gardiner.
NEWPORT—Ar 5th. schs Carroll, Ackley, Madras; Hannibal, Cox, Bangor; Alpine, Snow, BathR Lcacli, Pillsbury, Rockland.
Ar 6th, schs Mill Creek, Wentworth, fm Bangor;
Amelia, Ellems, Rockland.
FALL RIVER—Ar 5th, schs Lookout, Wall, and
Hyena, Gardiner, Calais.
HOLMES* HOLE—Ar 5th. schs IT Prescott. Freeman, Perth Amboy lor Portland; J cuciniau,Turner,
Bangor tor New Bedford.
Ar 6th, brig Volant,
Dodge, New Bedford lor Bangor; schs Lena Home, Aj pleby, Philadelphia for
,Jo11®' Falkingham.Jersey City lor Salem ;
Ruth Thomas, Dodge, and Wmiam
Butman, Smart,
Bangor lor Providence.
„^’ l*rwe* Young Turk, Small,
Cbas Poole. Shtr,rom Addi-^ F s

I

Port

°c^6d3w__

<Jn;,„l>riB

are

For sale

look
•haggard, have gained in strength and spirits and
am not at all afflicted with ‘shortness of breath.’
1
shall be glad to have any one afilictod with Asthma
call and see me.
“EZRA C. DANGDON,
No. XH Fourth, St., N. V.
The “PREPARED PRESCRIPTION” is put up
in a $1 bottle, aud la sold by W. F. Phillips,
land, Wholesale Agent. Sold at Retail by every
Druggist in Maine—Druggists Generally.
Orders
may be ad .tressed to the sole Proprietors, OSCAR G.
MOSES <& CO., 27 Coktlandt Street, N. Y.,
Consultation Free. Circulars containing particulars ok many cases
sncccssfiilly treated, will be
sent free by mail.
J une 18 eod & eow

AlcOrpjTOTs Ca^ia;

Smlgl.e

Which

Has only to be applied to the Hair
is done; no washing.

ISHING RAPIDITY.
The PRESCRIP f ION should be used in every case
where the Physician commonly prescribes -Tonics
Iron, Acids, Bark, Quinine, Cod Liver Oil,’
Whiskey, <£c. And in every case, by whatever
name kn jwn, in which t.ere is exh hi ted anv one or
more of the following
SYMPTOMS:
Difflcul or Irregular Breathing, Loss of breath
ol Flesh, Bleeding from the
Wasting
Cough,
Lungs,
Lossol Strength, Loss of Appetite, Geniral Debility’
Night Sweats, Flying Pains through the Shoulders!
Chest, Face or limbs, Nervous Headache, Nervous
Prostration, Giddiness or Dizziness, Excessive paleness, Sore Throat, Drowsiness, Sleeplessness, Sour
Stomach, Heart-Burn, Oppression or sinking ot the
Stomach beloie or alter eating, Remlttant Fever Ste.
and especially in all Female Disorder or Uterine Irregularities, such as Difficult, Paintul, Suppressed
Scanty, Excessive, Delayed, Premature or too Frequent Menstruation.
Statements Iron Patients.
“Your Prescription saved my daughter’s life, aud
has sawed me hundreds of dollars.’’—Rev E Humpubeys, Ecmdeu N. Y.
“We bless God tor the benefit we have received
from your Prepared Prescrip.iou.”—Rev. P. PikkeGBIN, Blosseburg, Penn.
“Every one to whom I have recommended i has
been bencllttedmuchbyltsuse."'—Rev. C.D. Jones
Racine, Wls.
Bible House, Astor Place, N. Y.,—In the
early
part ol February, IHGC>, l was suffering irom a violent
cough, for which I had been treated, during the six
months previous without any benefit. I bad
Night
Sweats which completely prostrated me. In the
evenlug, hoarseness would come on, which would
me
from
prevent
speaking above a whisper I had
then had two attacks ol hemorrhage from the Lungs
My Ikmlly physician assured me he could do more
lor me, yeti was growing rapidly worse, and had
been compelled to leave business for nearly two
months. All my symptomslndloated. unmistakably
the presen e of CONSUMPTION. In the be’inning
ol February Mr. Henry Fisher Treasurer
o/ the
American Bible Society, presented me with a bottle
ol the Prepared Prescription.
In a few days my
appetite which I had entirely lost, retur led; within
a weak
my cough almost left m ; and In less i>>«”
two weeks the Night Sweats were broken
up.
Thenceforward I regained strength rapidly, and am
now
regularly at ending to my duties as c lerk to the

schs Hattie

Baker, Crowell, Mobile; St Croix,
M J Fuher, *Wr, Camden.
6th’ 80118 K A Conaut, and
HAJEH—A*
Caroline & Em ly, irom Calais.

LS.

Ac.

the work

THOS.J CONGER.
“1 have had Nervous or Spasmodic
Asthma,
tor eleven years. During the last b!x
years 1 have
never had an uninterrupted
nights rest. It ollen
seemed to me that I would die before 1 could
get air
into my lungs. I was ha .gard and
spiritless and
suit; red so greatly from shortness of breath’ that 1
was compelled to take frequent rests in
walking from
my resilience to my place of business.
“The night before 1 obtained the ‘PREPARED
PRESCRIPTION,’ was the worst lever passed. On
obtaining the remedy, I took a teaspoonnil at noon,
and again at night, and slept all night without waking. 1 have not had a broken night’s rest

NEWS

iVciJModuvf \oiriub
ARRIVED.

of

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY, In whose
employment I have been nine years, i am now enjoying
good healih Your PRESCRIPTIONeflected a cure
when my friend despaired of my recovery.

Miaiiuinre Almanac.November 8.
Sun ri es. 6.12
Horn sets.5.81 PM
Sun set .4.45
iillU water.11 45 AM

M A R 11ST K

BEAVERS,

ami

119
131
98
11 If

A.

Mr.

cure

ments of the NERVOUS SYSTEM: and for all Functional Disorders of the Stomach and Bowels
It Immediately increases the strength and deepens
the color of the pale blood.
It Bubdues the Culls
and Fever, and diminishes the Expectoration. It
checks the Night Sweats always in from seven to
fourteen days. The appetite is at once invigorated
and the patient rapidly gains flesh; the cough
the difficult breathing are speedily relieved, the
sleep becomes cairn and refreshing; the evacuations
regular and uniform. ALL THE GENERAL SYMPTOMS DISAPPEAR WITH A REALLY ASTON-

city, Nov. 6, by Rev. Dr Stockbride, J. E.
Waterhouse and Miss Emily M. Stone, both cl Portland. [No caids.]
in Auburn, Oct. 31, Wintield Smith, of Lewiston,
and Sarah A. Cole, oi Buck held.
tn Lewiston, Nov. 1, John F. Putnam and Myra

72 years.

Agent.
Twnmbley, General Insurance Broker.
would inform his

ance

Doeskins, Chinchillas,

the

stages,)
ior the radical Cure ol' ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS
CATARRH, and all affections ot ti e THROAT and
AIR PASSAGES: for Gineral and Special derange-

In this

Farmington, Oct. 10,

jy-'3_WARREN SPARROW,
•

most

VIAKKIhli.

In

Saquesl

EVER INTRODUCED INTO THIS CITY.

CERTAINLY PREVENTED as Smal
F. King, if. D., L. L. D., etc.

CONSUMPTION,
advanced
(in the

114}

••

Fall and Winter

as

Prescription of Rev. Chas
E. Kino, M. D. L. L. D., &c.l
confidently presented to the pnbUc for the Prevenfrom

tion aud

1471
147*

all.
United States 6-20s, 1862.

from

KING’S
PREPARED PRESCRIPTION,
[Made

su

Patten,

‘‘The wonderlul progress ot medical Science during the poet aix
years, only makes
it j ossicle for the conscientious
Physician
to declare, now that, Consumption is
as
certainly cured as Intermittent
Fever,

Missouri

2d series.
3d series.

FOR-

for

To be Leased

Total Cash Assets,
575,000
The loss by this Company hi the Portland tire is
about $28,000, or about one tenth of its surplus
All claimants lor loss by the recent fire, who
have
not already received their money, arc invited to
hand in their proofs without delay. Those wishing
Insurance in a Company, First Class, in evervrt*
snect, at ihir rates, are invited to call at my office
No. 80 Commercial street, Thomas Block.

EITHER BLACK OR BROWN.

registered.It0|

small.

22d ult, Moravia,

SPOKEN.
Sept 7, lat 0 21 S, Ion 30 30 W, ship Roswell Sprage,
Crosby, from Boston for San Francisco.
lat 30 60 W, Alp Alice Thorndike, 95
days
l rom Callao for
Antwerp.

York Stock Market.
New York, Nov. 7.
Second Board—Stoekslower.

United States Coupon Sixes, 1881.
U uited States 7 3-lUths, 1st series.

>Ia ( ei-iuls

desirable Building Lots

VERY

at less than the price
plied for immediately.
auglldtf

$300,000
Surplus,. 275,000

_

JVew

Board, Nov. 7.
American Gold.
L uited States Coupons, Nov.

U^’ Ade^^e> Plummer, from

YortiCantC

Iasaraace Company, ot New

City.

Cash Capital.

lor

A%*l ^ans, New York; 24th,
Thos Whitney, Kelley,
Philadelphia.
from AntwerP
Z0UaVe’Wbltm0re’
io^Nw OtIc^m
Sid ftn Plymouth
23d, Fied Warren, Phinney, (ftn
Bassein) for Bremen.

..

For Sale.

generally that he

Orleans.

Manchester, Nov. 6,
The market for wool and yarns is dull.
London, Nov. 6, Evening.
Consols for money are quoted at 89*
American Securities.—The following are the
closing prices of American securities: Erie RailIllinois Central shares 76J. United
way shares 504.
States 5-20’s CHj.

For Sale.

MOST

Elegant

{Per steamer Pereire, at New York.)
Cld at Liverpool 23d, H L Richardson, Hawes for
Boston.
Ent out 22d, Lydia Skolfleld, Skolflcld, for New

_

REAL ESTATE.

benefit lire insurance co.
The numerous Policy holders in this
popular
and
the public generally, are iniorraad
Company,
that its office is now aitahlished at No. 30 Commercial street. In Thomas’ Block.
WARREN SPARROW,
jnl m_
State Agent.
York

OF

Portland.

Liverpool, Nov. 6, Evening.
The market for Breadstuff’s is firm. Corn 34s 3d.

Pork tends downward.

LARGEST ASSORTMENT

The assortment comprises

Ar at Antwerp 22d ult, ship Graham’s Polly, BurgesB, New York.
Ar at Matauxas 27th ult, lirlg J Pol'edo, Miller

Commercial-— Per Cable.
Liverpool, Nov. 6, A. M.
Cotton—The Cotton market Is quite active. Sales
bales.
to-day probably 13,000
Middling uplands opened at 16}d.
London, Nov. 0, A. M.
Consols are quoted for money at 891.
American Securities—The prices of American securities are as following: Erie Railroad shares 51;
Illinois Central Railroad shares 763; United States
5-20*8

VITED TO THE

Cayenne.

23c.

HEAL ESTATE.

Farm

BANGOR—Ar 6th, sell Willie Perrv Perrv
ry’ Por(land; Challenge, Orcutt,
ln Charlestown, Mass.. Oct. 26, by Rev. J. E lu.,
E; E&ye8’ot Portland, and Miss Emliv1
k.iD>,PrJPk
A. Gookin, of C.
WISCASSET—Sid 3d Inst, brig Helen O Phinnev
Boyd, Cardenas.

“tWh'SkeSv-ln moderate request; sales 200 bbls. In
sales 200 hhds. MuacovalOJ @ 11cJ
'sugars—quiet;
@
Petroleum—easier; sales 500 bols. crude at

INSURANCE

Mutual

YOUU ATTENTION IS PABTICULAKLY IN-

8“^‘«PortU»,d;

_

private lots; sales 380 bbls.

Freights to Liverpool—steady. Cotton 3d.
barley 3Jd-

TO THE LADIES!

^35%’ZE,

«“«““•

Ames’ Call, Bangor

MISCELLANEOUS.

..

tl>

Sep 28—dl»w*w«w

WAREHOUSE
quire of
novldtt

on

Custom

House Wharf

LYNCH, BARKER St CO.,

En-

139 Commercial street.

